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PREFACE

An Agreement bet,eeen the Department of Energy of the United States
of America and the Ministry of Energy and Mines of the Republic of

Venezuela to cooperate in Energy Research and Development was

signed March 6, 1980. The object of cooperation under this

DOE/MEMV Agreement was to promote a balanced exchange of energy
'technologies and to conduct joint projects in the areas of

Petroleum, SolarEnergy, Geothermal Energy, Hydroelectric Energy
and Coal.

This Agreement supported the Agreement for Scientific and
Technological Cooperation between the two countries which was

signed by the Secretary of State of the U.S.A. and the Minister of

Foreign Relations of Venezuela on January ii, 1980.

The original DOE/MEMV Agreement was supplemented by six annexes to

describe specifically the work to be done. Over the past eight

years additional annexes have been signed, resulting in a total of
fourteen annexes as of August 9, 1991. The Agreement has been

extended to March 6, 1993. The annexes are:

I. Characterization of Heavy Crude Oils.

II. Supporting Research in the Area of Enhanced Oil Recovery

III. Evaluation of Past and Ongoing Enhanced Oil Recovery

Projects in the U.S. and Venezuela

IV. Enhanced Oil Recovery Thermal Processes

Vo Drilling, Coring and Telemetry

VI. Residual Oil Saturation

VII. Petroleum Products, Use and Evaluation

- VIII. Coal Preparation, Combustion and Related Technology

IX. Subsidence Due to Fluid Withdrawal

X On-Site Training of Petroleum Engineers

XI. Energy Conservation

XII. Geochemistry (Oil Generation, Migration and

Accumulation)

XIII. Microbial EOR

XIV. Exchange of Energy Related Personnel

iii
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Each of these annexes has a document describing the work to be done

as part of the cooperation. Amendments and Extensions to the

Annexes are provided for in the Agreement.

Currently, nine annexes are active (Annexes I, II, III, IV, X, XI,

XII, XIII, XIV); one annex is inactive (VIII); and four annexes

have been completed (Annexes V, VI, VII and IX).
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ABSTRACT

This report contains the results of efforts under the six tasks of
the Sixth Amendment and Extension of Annex IV, Enhanced Oil

Recovery Thermal Processes of the Venezuela/USA Agreement. The

report is presented in sections (for each of the 6 tasks) and each
section contains one or more reports prepared by various

individuals or groups describing the results of efforts under each
of the tasks.

A statement of each task, taken from the agreement, is presented on

the first page of each section. The tasks are numbered 44 through
49. The first, second, thrid, fourth, fifth, and sixth reports on

Annex IV, [Venezuela MEM/USA-DOE Fossil Energy Report IV-l, IV-2,

IV-3, IV-4, IV-5, and IV-6 (DOE/BETC.SP-83/15, DOE/BC-84/6/SP,
DOE/BC-86/2/SP, DOE/BC,87/2/SP, DOE/BC-89/I/SP, and DOE/BC-

90/I/SP)] contain the results from the first 43 tasks. Those

reports are dated April 1983, August 1984, March 1986_ July 1987,
November 1988, and December 1989 respectively.
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Task 44 - DOE shall provide INTEVEP with information from
thm work performed by SUPRI on the transient flow
behavior of steam and steam/foam flow and low

pressure foam flow including data and analysis
_from CAT-SCAN measurements of these processes. In
addition DOE/SUPRI will provide on in-situ
combustion and combustion kinetics experiments
with various crudes with and without catalysts
used to affect the nature and amount of fuel
formed.
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A STUDY OF END EFFECTS IN DISPLACEMENTS EXPERIMENTS

by

S. Qadeer

Stanford University
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1.1 A STUDY OF END EFFECTS IN DISPLACEMENT EXPERIMENTS
(S. Qadeer)

The capillary discontinuities at the inlet and outlet ends of cores in displacement experi-
ments results in the development of sharp saturation gradients, These saturation gradients are
generally called capillary end effects. The outlet end effect has received a lot of attention from
researchers, but the inlet effect is little understood. The purpose of this study is to fully under-
stand these effects. To achieve this goal, flow experiments will be performed using consoli-
dated sandstone cores. The saturations will be measured us!ng a CT scanner.

Preliminary runs indicate a strong gravity segregation of oil and water near the inlet end
during imbibition runs. This causes the oil to be trapped near the inlet face, As a result water
can enter only through half of the core face, More runs are planned to study the effect of
different parameters on saturation distribution near the inlet and outlet ends,

1.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments are being performed using a core holder built from PVC. The details of
this setup are given in the previoua report (Brigham, et al, 1990),

One of the parameters being studied is the geometry of the flow ports in inlet and outlet
end plugs, Presently we are using only one 1/8th in. hole in the middle of the plugs (there are
no distribution grooves). These runs will provide data for the base case, Distribution grooves
will be added and their effectiveness studied, Additional ports in both end plugs have been
added so that pressures can be measured right at the face of the core. Figure 1,111 gives .ac
details of the modified end plugs,

1.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The cores used in this study are Berea sandstone. The cores are two inches in diameter
and about ten inches long. After cutting the cores to desired dimensions, they are baked in an
oven at 600°C for six hours and then left inside the oven overnight for slow cooling. The core
is lhen transferred to the core holder. The air is displaced with carbon dioxide. The core is
then evacuated. The sequence of injecting carbon dioxide and evacuation is repeated twice to
ensure that no air is left trapped inside the core. At this point, the core is scanned at twelve
locations. The scan locations are shown in Fig. 1.1.2.

Sodium iodide brine (2%) is then allowed to flow into the core under vacuum. The core
is left overnight in contact with brine. After that, brine is flowed through the core at low flow
rate for a day, under a back pressure of 45 psi. This is done to avoid any entrapment of gas
phase in the core. The flow is then stopped and the core is again scanned to get the CT
numbers for 100% brine saturated core.

At this point the oil phase is injected into the core for primary drainage. The cores are
scanned at the preselected locations right at the start of the primary drainage and then after
each fifteen minutes, until breakthrough, The scanning interval is then changed as required,

- This allows us to generate the saturation history of the process. After the primary drainage run
is over, sodium iodide brine is injected into the core to get imbibition data. The scans are
repeated at the same locations. We hope to get good saturation history data by this technique.
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Figure 1.1,1 Modified end plugs' (a) Inlet end plug, (b) outlet end plug,
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1.1.3 PROBLEMS DURING PRELIMINARY RUNS __

The preliminary runs were made using cyclo-hexane as the oil phase. It was observed
that the rubber sleeve in the core holder and the stoppers used in the separator absorbs cyclo-
hexane, and thus they expand. The increase in the volume of core sleeve in the core holder
causes the overburden pressure to increase continuously. The swelling of the stoppers in the
separator causes errors in data, This absorPtion also introduces a large material balance error,
thus the recovery data are unreliable.

The rest of the system operated as designed. No problems were found in re-circulating
the injected fluids. The separation system was effective in separating the oil and brine.

1.1.4 RESULTS

The objectives of the preliminary runs were two-fold, one was to check the operation of
the experimental setup, and the other was to confirm that the scanner can be used to determine
saturations with required accuracy.

The experimental setup worked adequately except for the sleeve and some other rubber
components. The data ,acquisition system also worked.

The results from the scanner computer are shown in Figs. 1.1.3 through 1.1.7 and 1.1.9,
These images were obtained by digitizing the image generated by the scanner computer using
our Macintosh computer and enhancing the contrast and brightness by the image processing
software. Ali the images were processed at the same settings to avoid any artifacts or false
contrasts in different scans. Table 1.1.1 shows some typical CT numbers obtained from these
scans.

Figure 1.1.3 shows the scans from the dry, evacuated core. The CT numbers are about
350 units. All of the CT pictures show that there is considerable beam hardening. This causes
some concentric artifacts to appear in the scans. By looking at ali the scans we can see that
the core used is quite uniform.

Scans from the fully saturated core with 2% sodium iodide brine are shown in Fig, 1.1.4.
The averaged CT numbers in each scan are about 100 units greater than those of the dry core.
These scans show beam hardening, lt can be noted that the beam hardening has different
characteristics at different scan locations.

After measuring the absolute permeability, cyclo-hexane was injected into the core at a
rate of 1.0 cc/min. The scans were taken at intervals of 15 minutes up to the breakthrough
time. The scanning interval was increased to half an hour after breakthrough. The scans at the
end of primary drainage are shown in Fig. 1.1.5. The CT numbers dropped by about 50 units
from those of 100% brine saturated core. This gives us enough resolution to calculate satura-
tion of brine in subsequent runs.

The measurements of CT numbers follow statistical distribution, We are in the process
of analyzing the data to determine the accuracy with which we measure the saturations.

At the end of drainage, brine was injected into the core at a rate of 1 cc/min. The scans
after injecting about 0.5 PV are shown in Fig. 1.1.6. The CT numbers again increased. The
most interesting feature of the imbibition was observed near the inlet end. lt appeared that the
injected brine was strongly underriding the in-piace oil at the inlet. The scans of the inlet at
different times of injection are shown in Fig_ 101.7. As can be seen, the brine enters the core
through the lower half of the inlet face. Some oil is trapped in the upper haif near the inlet
end.

At the end of the imbibition, the inlet end of _e core was scanned at the locations shown

in Fig. 1.1.8. The purpose of these scans was to determine the extent of gravity underride.
The results are shown in Fig. 1.1.9. As is obvious, the brine imbibes upwards in a very short
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Figure 1.1.3 CT images ofdrycore.
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Figure 1.1.4 CT irr,ages from 100% brine satur_ttedcore.
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Table 1.1.1 Typical CT Numbers

SCAN LOCATION CT #'s
324

1 363 414 311_
412

6 342 471 429 460

12 356 456 448 466

DRY 100% D I
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Figure 1.! ,5 CT images at the end of dra,ir_a.gerun,
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Figure 1.1.6 CT scans after in",bibition run.
!
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Figure 1.1,8 Scan Location for Fig, 1,1,9
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Figure 1.1,9 Scans to determlne the extent of the inlet effect.
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length, This is expected because of the strong capillary forces in the core,

Although some qualitative results were obtained in these experiments, the detailed
analysis of the CT data has not been completed, This will require processing of the CT
numbers and calculating the saturations at each cross-section, The results obtained so far are
preliminary,

1.1.5 FUTURE PLAN

lt is clear from the results obtained during preliminary runs that special software is
required to process CT data in order to obtain saturations, We are in the process of acquiring
a SUN work station which will allow us to use the SHELL CATPIX software for saturation

determination, Additional software is required to transfer CT data from the CT computer to the
SUN work station. This work is already in progress,

After acquiring the capability to calculate saturations from the CT data more runs will be
made to fully understand the end effects,

To cover a broad range of operating conditions the effects of changing the viscosity ratio,
the absolute permeability of the core, different end plug configurations (different geometry of
the distribution grooves) will be studied. An appropriate numerical model for the inlet and
outlet effects will be developed.
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1.2 CAT SCAN STATUS REPORT
(L. Castanier)

Efforts duringthis year have focused on two main areas: software implementation and
new exPeriments.

1.2.1 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

A SUN SPARC workstation was purchased in order to increase our image processing
capability, Transfer of the CATPIX software to the SPARC system was made without prob-
lems. Shell's CATPIX software is now installed and working on our computers, Image for-
mating, however, remains difficult because of the nonstandard nature of our scannerl A pro-
gram to transfer directly the data as CT numbers on a pixel by pixel basis from the EMl CAT
scanner computer to the SPARC via RS232 interface is being written, This should allow full
use of the CATPIX software specially for three-phase saturation calculations from scanner
measurements, A new version of IMAGE (version 28) was obtained for use on the Macintosh,
This version allows direct capture of the pictures from the video signal originating at the diag-
nostic console, We now have the possibility of quickly displaying and analyzing results,

1.2.2 NEW EXPERIMENTS

In addition to the transient foam flow, end effect and three-dimensional steam model
experiments described elsewhere in this report, several new projects have been initiated,
Although most of these are not part of the thermal recovery research program we will give a
brief description of the planned research,

Fractured Media

A new epoxy core holder has been designed and built in order to study multiphase flow
in fractured porous media, Two Berea sandstone cores coming from the same block will be
used for oil/water flow experiments, One of the cores is compact, the other has been cut in
half to simulate a fracture. The two cores will be drained and imbibed at the same rates under
the scanner, Pressure gradients and saturations will be measured. Numerical simulation will
be used to deduce relative permeabilities,

Drying and Wetting Fluid Distribution

In a drying or wetting porous medium fluid distribution is important, Even in the simple
case of water/air systems the wetting and drying behavior of various rock samples of permea-
bility and porosity spanning a broad range needs to be investigated. Preliminary experiments
have been performed on Fontainebleau and Berea cores in order to design a proper experimen-
tal procedure.

Validation of Other Nondestructive Measurements

For the calibration of measurement methods such as resistivity or acoustic propagation it
is necessary to have the saturation distribution in the sample. Measurements of saturations by
CAT scan will be compared with results obtained by resistivity and sonic velocity measure-
ments on the same cores, Design and construction of a special coreholder is in progress, This
work will be performed in cooperation with the Stanford Geophysics Department.
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2.1 MODIFYING IN-SITU COMBUSTION WITH METALLIC ADDITIVES
' (I.,. Castanier)

2.1.1 ABSTRACT

In-situ combustion is the most energy efficient of thermal enhanced oil recovery methods.
In light oil reservoirs, too little fuel may be deposited and in very heavy oil reservoirs too
much fuel may be deposited. A research program has been initiated to try to solve these prob-
lems. We decided to test water soluble additives to attempt to modify the fuel deposition reac-
tions. In the first stage, kinetics experiments were run on Huntington Beach (18.5 ° API) and
Hamaca, Venezuela (10.5 ° API) oils in the presence of aqueous solutions of metallic salts.
The results were compared with control runs with no metal present. While the presence of
copper, nickel and cadmium had little or no effect; iron, tin, zinc and aluminum increased fuel
laydown for Huntington Beach oil. The results were similar for the heavier Hamaca oil as no
reduction in fuel was noticed with any of the metallic additives. Ketals were rr.'.xed with
Hamaca oil as a way to reduce fuel. No effect was observed when the ketals were used.
Eight combustion tube runs were made in the second stage of the study. Metallic additives
iron, tin and zinc improved the combustion efficiency in ali cases. As a result, the front velo-
cities were increased by the metallic additives. Changes were also observed in H/C ratio of the
fuel, heat of combustion, air requirements and density of the crude produced. The amount of
fuel deposited varied between the two oils. For Huntington Beach oil, the amount of fuel
increased in the order: zinc, control, tin and iron while for the Hamaca crt, I,, vhe order was:
control, iron and tin. To date we have not been able to find a suitable additJxc to reduce fuel
deposition. Iron and tin salts seem suitable agents to increase fuel when that is needed.

2.1.2 INTRODUCTION

One of the methods used to recover heavy or medium gravity crude oils is in-situ
combustion. During an in-situ combustion field project, air or oxygen is injected into the
reservoir to burn part of the oil in place which generates a heat front propagating through the
reservoir (Fig. 2.1.1). Heat is conducted forward by cor_duction, convection of the combustion
gasses and condensation. The oil ahead of the combustion front is displaced by gas drive from
the combustion gasses, by hot water and steam drive as well as miscible drive provided by the
condensed light ends. The process is controlled by the kinetics of the combustion reactions as
well as the det_sifion of the heavy portions of the crude on the rock matrix. The "fuel" burnt
is the unrecoverable carbon rich residue deposited as a result of distillation, thermal cracking
and some catalytic cracking. An important parameter for the economics of the process is the
amount of air needed to recover a given volume of oil (air/oil ratio). This in turn depends on
the narure and amount of fuel deposited. Two limits in the amount of fuel can exist:

- Fo," very heavy crudes, too much fuel may exist, causing excessive air requirement.
- For light crudes, not enough fuel may be deposited to sustain the combustion.

The objectives of this work are to investigate means to modify the nature and the amount of
fuel burned by adding water soluble additives to the system. General screening was performed
by kinetics experiments and some of the most promising products were tested in our combus-

- tion mbe.
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2.1.3 KINETICS EXPERIMENTS

The oxidation of oil during in-situ combustion involves numerous competing reactions
occurring over different temperature ranges. A common procedure involves subjecting a mix-
ture of oil, water and reservoir rock to a linear heating schedule. The effluent gasses produced
when passing air through the mixture are m_alyzed for oxygen and carbon oxides. Numerous
studies (Bousaid and Ramey, 1968, Burger and Sahuquet, 1972, Fassihi et al., 1984) esta-
blished that the reactions may be grouped in three classes of competing reactions occurring
over different temperature ranges. The three classes are:

- Low temperature oxidation (heterogeneous gas-liquid reactions) produced no carbon
oxides.

- Medium temperature fuel formation reactions (homogeneous in the gas phase).

- Heterogeneous high temperature fuel combustion reactions.

The rates of the three classes of oxidation are considered to be functions of the oxygen
partial pressure and of the fuel concentration, Metals have long been recognized for their cata:
lytic potential in both hydrocarbon cracking and oxidation reactions. In addition, two methods
to reduce fuel laydown have been suggested in the literature. The first one involves injection
of a ketone acetal (ketal), The second uses surfactant to increase the oil displacement by the
water bank ahead of the front. We tested only the first case because of lack of information on
thermal stability of surfactants at combustion temperatures.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

A cell is charged with a mixture of sand, oil and water, or an aqueous solution of the
additive to be tested. The cell is heated at a constant rate of temperature increase while air is
passed through the sample at controlled rate and pressure. The effluent sasses are analyzed for
oxygen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The experimental apparatus and procedure are
similar to the ones used by Fassihi et al. (1984). They are also discussed in detail by
Shallcross et al. (1989). The main components of the equipment are shown on Fig. 2.1.2. The
analysis of the data was performed using the method developed by Fassihi et al. (1984) and
modified by Shallcross et al. (1989). The results are expressed in terms of classic kinetics
parameters in terms of Arrhenius' constants and order of reaction for the partial pressure of
oxygen. Table 2.1.1 gives some properties of the crudes and describes the additives used in
the experimental program.

Results and Discussion

This section is only a short summary because of space limitations. More details can be
found in De los Rios (1988) and Shallcross et al. (1989). Table 2.1.2 shows the kinetic param-

_ eters obtained for Huntington Beach oil for the low temperature, medium temperature and high
temperature reactions. Figures 2.1.3 - 2.1.5 show the experimental data for selected additives.
The presence of stannous chloride or ferrous chloride (Fig. 2.1.3 for example)increased the
level of oxygen consumed in all three reactions with these additives. The reactions occurred at
lower temperatures than for the control runs. Oxygen consumption and carbon oxides produc-
tion started at lower temperatures and increased in magnitude. Table 2.1.2 shows that
significant changes in reaction order, activation energy and pre-Arrhenius constant were also
observed for these two additives. Cupprous sulfate nickel and cadmium did not affect the
results.
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Table 2.1.1 Crude Oil Properties and Kinetics Program

Crude Properties

Source liuntington Bcacll Vclzczucla

Gravity (°API) 18.5 10.5
cbc 84.50 82.61
C,blt 11.53 10.47

Atomic tUC Ratio 1.64 1.52

Kinetics l'rograili

Molar Concenttation l'ressuro
Additive

of Additive (lnolc %) (psig)

None -- 80
None -- 43

FeC12.4II20 1.99 79

FeC12,4It20 1.99 43

SnC12.2H20 2,02 82

SnCI2,2H20 2.02 39

CUSO4'51120 1,01 81

Ct1SO4'5] 120 1,01 40

ZnCI 2 1,90 83

NIgCI2"6112 1,98 83
K2Cr20 v 2.02 80

A12C13'6]120 2.00 82

NlnCI2'41I20 2.00 80

Ni{ NO3)2.61120 2,00 40
3Cd SOa' 81-t2° 2.00 40
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Table 2.1.2 Kinetic Parameters for Temperature Oxidation
i

Press ure ElI/R,
Additive (psig) nil (OKxl0-3) [_jj

None 80 0.8 12.4 3,8 x 105
No2m 43 0.7 12.7 6.1 x 105

FeCI, 79 1.2 18,4 2,5 x 108
FoCI2 43 0.9 15.5 2.1 x 107
SnCI 2 82 1.0 14,0 1,3 x 106
SnCl2 39 0.8 15.5 2,6 x 107

CuSO 4 81 0.7 11,9 4,9 x 105
el.ISO 4 40 0.8 14.3 6,4 x 10c'
ZnCl 2 83 0.8 11.0 3.2 x 104
NlgCl 2 83 0.9 12.4 2.1 x 105

K:Cr207 80 0.9 11.5 6,7 x 104
A12CI3 82 0.8 12.5 3.2 x 105
_lnCl 2 80 0,8 12,6 3,2 x 105

Ni(NO3) 2 40 0,8 14,5 7.3 x 106
__.CdS04__ 40 0,8_ 15.4 2.1 x 107

MecliullL
None 80 0,9 8,67 6,3 x 103
None 43 0,9 8,65 4,4 x 103
I:eCI_ 79 1,0 7,62 2,0 x 102

FOCI: 43 0.9 8,37 4,5 x 10_
SI_CI, 82 1.1 9,03 3,9 x 103

SnCl 2 39 1,3 10, i 3,1 x 103
CuSOa 81 0.8 8.22 4,5 x 103
CuSO 4 40 1.0 8,17 8.3 X 10 2

ZnCl: 83 1.1 10.3 4.0 >: 104
IXlgCl2 83 1.2 10.7 2.7 x 104

K2CrzO 7 80 1.2 10.5 2.8 x 104
AlzC13 82 1,0 8.52 2.9 x 103
Mngl 2 80 1.0 9.11 1.0 x 104

Ni(NO3) 2 40 1.2 10.5 1.6 x 104
___CdSO=, 40 1.3 10.3 5.9 × 103__

Low
None 80 0,9 8.15 9,6 X 10 3

None 43 0,9 8.17 5,6 x 103
[:dC12 79 0.8 6,24 5,8 x 102
ITcCI2 43 0.8 5,90 2.4 X 102
$1_(21, 82 0.8 7,33 3,5 x 10_
St_(.'l, 39 0,7 6,11 3,8 x 1(}_

CuSt_)4 81 0.8 8.41 3.2 × 104
CuSO a 40 0,7 8,47 2,7 x 104
ZnCI. 83 0,8 7.51 5,5 X 10 3

,',II_,,CI: 83 0,8 6.70 8.8 × 10?
_Cr207 80 0.7 5.87 4,0 x 102

| AI2CI 3 82 0.8 6.64 1.0 x 103
,\lliCt: 80 0.7 6.48 l.l × l03

,',,'i_?<(}:_)2 40 0.7 6.98 2.1 x l0 _
(',";(), ,'t0 0.2 6 _ s.t x 10?
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1 Air supply 10 Oven temperature cz)ntroUer
2 Nitrogen supply 11 Oven
3 Analyzer calibration gases 12 Production gas condenser
4 Dryer 13 Backpressuremgulator
5 Mass flowrate controller 14 Rotameter
6 Pressure transducer 15 Carbon monoxide analyzer
7 Pressure gauge 16 Carbon dioxide analyzer
8 Preheating coil 17 Acid gas scrubber
9 Combustion cell 18 Oxygen analyzer

Figure 2.1.2 Schematic Representation of the Kinetics Studies Apparatus,
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Figure 2.1,3 Effect of FeC12 Additive.
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Figure 2,1,4 Effect of A1C13Additive,
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Aluminum chloride merely shifted the temperature peak to a lower temperature (Fig,
2,1,4), Mangane_ has a similar effect, Zinc, chromium and magnesium increased oxygen
consumption at lower temperature but decreased it over the higher temperatures (Fig, 2,1,5),
The order of the low temperature reactions is relatively insensitive to the additives while a
slight increase was observed in the order of the middle temperature reactions with additives,
Iron and tin significantly increased the order of the high temperature reactions, For the heavier
Venezuelan oil (Fig, 2,1,6), the high temperature combustion peak is more pronounced; this
observation supports the conclusion that more fuel is laid down by the Hamaca oil than by the
Huntington Beach oil, A ketal was added to the mixture for one run performed with Hamaca
oil. If anything the fuel deposition increased slightly,

2.1.4 COMBUSTION TUBE RUNS

The kinetics experiments showed changes in the reactions of combustion caused by the
presence of metallic additives, In order to obtain quantitative information on the amount and
nature of the fuel formed and the air required to propagate a combustion front, it is necessary
to experimentally simulate an in-situ combustion project via tube runs. Only a few combustion
tube experiments have been performed to study the effect of metallic additives as catalytic
agents for in-situ combustion (Racz, 1985), Based on the results of the kinetics studies a
combustion tube runs program was implemented.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The equipment is similar to the one used by a number of researchers at Stanford Univer-
sity (Satman, 1982, Fassihi et al., 1984). A schematic diagram of the system is shown on Fig.
2,1.7. The tube itself is a thin walled stainless steel cylinder of 7.6 cm diameter and 1 m
length, The tube is packed with a mixture of sand, clay, oil and water or water containing the
additive. Ignition is started by an electric heater at the top of the tube and combustion pro-
pagates vertically from top to bottom. Temperatures are monitored via a central thermal well,
Pressures and exit gas compositions as well as flow rates are continuously measured. Fluid
samples are collected and analyzed, All runs were carried on at the same flow rates, pressures
and initial temperature levels, Table 2.1.3 summarizes the experimental program for Hunting-
ton Beach Oil, Hamaca oil was also tested with iron and tin additives at the same experimen-
tal conditions,

Results and Discussion

The data obtained in the tube runs were analyzed using the classic procedure of Dew and
Martin (1964,1965), Some observations can be made at this stage.

Front temperatures: The temperature profiles taken during the runs exhibit distinct regions
(Fig. 2,1,1), Ahead of the combustion front, there is a region at reservoir temperature, This is
fbllowed by a region where the temperature increases due to heat transfer ahead of the steam
plateau, Next is the steam plateau where the temperature is constant, All of our runs having
been performed at the same pressure, the steam plateau temperature ranged from 129°C to
132°C, Next the temperature rapidly increases until peak temperature is reached at the
combustion front, The region behind the front shows decreasing temperatures caused by heat
losses and heating of the injected air, The front temperatures for the control runs for Hunting-
ton Beach oil averaged 500°C, For stannous chloride they were around 535°C while for iron
and zinc they were slightly lower than for the control runs, Temperature behavior was similar
for the Hamaca oil. One must notice that the combustion front velocities increased with the
presence of metallic additives,
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Table 2,1.3 Summary of Combustion Tube Runs

Operating Pressure: 100-105 psig
Operating Temperature' 50-75 c'C

Air Flow Ratel 3,0 standm'd litre_ per minute.

Run Control Ferrous Stanntc Zinc
Chloride Chloride Chloride

Designation Run FeCI2,4H20 SnC14,5tt20 ZnCI 2
"_2\ ',, ' • ," , .... "1'"' ' - '

Length of Pack, cna 90,77 83,06 91,15 89,90
, ,,

Porosity 35,73 35,00 39, 10 39,27
,, ,,,., •

CtOil Saturation, ,o 37 47 38,67 32,43 32,21
.............

\\'atcr Saturation, Cb 27,05 27.92 23,41 23,25
. ,

Concentsation of Metal
0,00 1,0 1,0 1.0

Salt in Water, wt, %

Vol, Oil/Vol, Rock 20,828 20.824 20,821 20,828
,,. .,,

Vol, Water/Vol, Rock 15.035 15,031 15,030 15.034
,,,
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Oxygen utilization and produced gasses: In the control runs, an average of 4 to 5 % oxy-
gen was produced unreacted at the end of the tube, This amount was reduced to 1.3% by addi-
lion of iron in the Huntington Beach oil case and decreased to almost nothing when using tin
for both oils as well as when using iron for Hamaca oil, Conversely the CO_ produced
increased in the order: control tin and iron; while the CO produced increased in the order:
iron, control and tin. The CO2/CO ratio m increased for both oils in the order: control tin and

iron, ranging from 2.2 to 3,7, The I-IJC ratio of the lfti_i. burnt n can be calculated from the
produced gasses (Alexander et al., 1962), The two oi',::,_tested exhibited different behaviors.
While for the 18.5 API Huntington Beach oil n increased in the order control, iron and tin
ranging from slightly over 0 to 0,9, n for the 10.5API Hamaca oil increased in the order tin,
iron and control and ranged from 1.2 to 1.8. We cannot explain this result at this stage.

Economic parameters: The economic parameters were calculated based on the gas pro-
duced with the exception of the amount of fuel burnt per unit volume of reservoir which has to
be estimated from the front velocities and a material balance on the oxygen consumed.
Although a detailed analysis of the results is outside the scope of this report and can be found
in Baena (1990) and Tavares (1990) some comments can be made at this stage. The heat of
combustion of the fuel which depends on its nature increased with the metallic additives for the
lighter oil but slightly decreased for the heavy oil. The air required by unit mass of fuel burnt
followed the same trends. The amount of fuel burnt per unit volume of reservoir was not
changed for the lighter oil but increased in the order control, iron and tin for the heavier oil.
Air/oil ratios decreased in the order control, tin and iron ranging from 14.3 to 11.5.

2.1.5 CONCLUSIONS

The metallic additives cause changes in the nature and the amount of fuel formed during
an in-situ combustion process, q_nese changes appear to depend on the type of oil used.
Crude oil may be affected differently by different additives. The rock matrix in these experi,
ments was sand and clay. lt would be useful to repeat these tests with reservoir cores. The
efficiency of various metals as additives does not follow the usually admitted order for crack-
ing reactions that form coke. In general metallic additives increase the amount of fuel depo-
sited and seem to be applicable to light oil projects where the fuel deposited without additives
is not enough to sustain combustion. In heavy oil reservoirs, the presence of metals may
render the process uneconomic because of increased air requirements. To date no additive has
been found to decrease the fuel burnt.
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2.2 KINETICS OF COMBUSTION
(D. Mamora)

Based on the frontal advance (FA) model (Tadema, 1959), the steam zone ahead of the
combustion front drives a condensed hot water zone which in turn drives a cold water front

and the original oil. In the steam zone, distillation of the oil would occur, leaving behind the
heavier oil components as residual oil. This residual oil provides the fuel available for
combustion. Logically, the denser the oil, the greater the amount of residual oil, and hence,
fuel availability. This conclusion appears to be corroborated by the experimental work of
Showalter (1953), which indicates an increase in the amount of fuel burned with decreasing
API oil gravity. Research in SUPRI-A on the effect of steam distillation on residual oil is
given in Section 2.3.

The _ael concentration at the combustion front, an important parameter for project evalua-
tion and aesign, is probably the least understood parameter in in-situ combustion. This
research is being carried out to obtain a better understanding of the kinetics of combustion, and
is aimed at answering two basic questions:

(a) What constitutes fuel?

(b) What are the parameters that determine fuel deposition?

Two other factors affect the fuel concentration at the combustion front. First/y, at the
combustion front, the temperatures are significantly higher than the temperature in the steam
zone. For high temperature oxidation (HTO) -- at temperatures in excess of some 650°F
cracking occurs, resulting in the formation of lighter oil components, part or ali of which can
be displaced ahead of the combustion front. This would then result in a decrease in the fuel
concentration. Secondly, low temperature oxidation (LTO) w ahead of the combustion front
and at temperatures less than some 650°F w has been indicated to result in an increase in the
fuel concentration (Alexander, et al. 1962).

From the foregoing, it is clear that the kinetics of the combustion reactions are rather
complex. The main objectives of this research will be to investigate the following.

(i) The nature and amount of fuel and produced fluids.

(ii) The effect of varying oxygen concentration and pressure on the kinetics of combustion.

Kinetic cell and combustion tube experiments are planned, varying the type of crude and
sand, oil saturation, air flux and, for kinetics experiments, the oxygen concentratk n and pres-

_' sure. The oil will be analyzed for both composition and type (paraffin, aromatic and asphal-
_ tene ratios).

2.2.1 PROGRESS TO DATE

Research work commenced six months ago. Most of the time was spent in setting up the
kinetics/combustion laboratory, as summarized below.

1. All previous equipment was dismantled and mounted on panels for safe and easy opera-
tion. Gas and liquid flow lines were replumbed, 1/8 ind' steel tubings being, used wher-
ever possible to minimize fluid travel time from the combustion source to the measuring.
instrument.,,. Electric cable routing was modified for safe operation. A 10 psi pressure
relief valve and an acid scrubber were installed in the sample gas stream prior to the

=
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Beckman CO and CO2 analyzers to avoid accidental damage to these instruments. A
new water cooled condenser was consu'ucted to serve both the kinetic cell and the
combustion tube. Instead of having a manifold at the calibration gas cylinders, a single
gas line was installed between the measuring insu'uments and the calibration gas cylinder
to be sampled to avoid contamination.

2. A gas chromatograph (HP 5710A) was installed, incorporating two 8' x I/8 in, 'Carbo-
sphere packed columns (for measuring Nitrogen) and a Vici 8 port automatic gas
sampler,

3. A high performance liquid chromatograph (Waters Model 440) was repaired and
installed. The packed columns for oil composition analysis af_ yet to be selected and
purchased.

4. An IBM-AT computer was installed and a program was written which enables the com-
puter to both store data and control the measuring instruments via the HP 3497A data
logger. In addition, CO2, CO, 02, N2, thermocouple temperature and gas chromatograph
readings can be continuously plotted on the computer screen. Further, the program also
integrates th_ gas chromatograph readings and computes the Nitrogen percentage in the
sample gas stream.

5. Fabrication of a new kinetic eel] and of a combustion tube was completed.

6. Four crude oil samples were received. Three were from Thums Oil's Wilmington field
and one from Esso Canada's Cold Lake field.

A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.2.1, while a schematic of the
data acquisition and control system i_ given in Fig. 2.2.2.

The main problem to date has been the malfunction of the Beckman CO and CO2
analyzers. After a lengthy investigation, it was determined that the detector cell windows in
both analyzers were leaking. This caused concern since the detectors were replaced only about
two years ago. Communication with the manufacturer indicated that the cause of these leaks
was most likely the presence of HC1 gas in the sample gas stream, which attacked the epoxy
used to seal the detector windows. HCl gas was certainly produced in the sample gas during
previous combustion experiments using metal additives, eg, FeCl 2, SnCl 2, Both detectors were
then replaced, and an isolation cap was installed (Fig. 2.2.3) between the detector and sample
gas cell to avoid direct contact between the sample gas and the detector window.
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Figure 2.2.1 Schematic of Experimental Set-Up
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IBM-AT Data logger GC

, t Pressure transducer 5, Thermocouple temp,
2, Pressure transducer 6, Oxygen analyser
3 Mass flow controller 7 CO analYIser
4 Flow transducer 8 C02 analyser

9, Auto gas sampler

Figure 2.2.2 Data Acquisition/Control Schematic
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2.3 STUDY OF RESIDUAL OIL SATURATION FOR STEAM INJECTION AND
FUEL CONCENTRATION FOR IN.SITU COMBUSTION

(K. T. Lim)

2.3.1 ABSTRACT

Steam distillation is the main mechanism which reduces residual oil during steam injec-
tion. It is the main recovery mechanism in steamflooding of light oil reservoirs, It distills
lighter components from the initial oil, The residuum becomes heavier, Mixing of the distilled
components with initial oil ahead of steam front results in lighter produced oil, A generalized.
approach to quantify these quality changes has been developed for California crude. Applica-
tion of the results to the determination of fuel concentration and hydrogen-to-carbon ratio for
in-situ combustion will be investigated.

2.3.2 INTRODUCTION

In a steamflood four characteristic zones advance radially outwards, The steam zone
drives a condensed hot water and hydrocarbon zone, which in turn drives a cold water front
and reservoir oil, In essence a cold waterflood and then hot watefflood preceeds the steam
zone, When there is steam override and gravity segregation, mixing of these zones may occur,

Willman et. al, (1961) studied the contributions of various recovery mechanisms associ-
ated with steam injection. They concluded that the principal mechanisms responsible for addi-
tional oil are thermal expansion of oil, viscosity reduction and steam distillation. Studies by
Duerksen and Hsueh 2 concluded that steam distillation yields can be significant, even for heavy
crudes.

Steam distillation is the main mechanism which reduces the residual oil behind the hot
water front during a steamflood. Willman et, al, (i961) also concluded that the steam zone

• residual oil saturation is independent of initial oil saturation. At a given steam injection condi-
tion, the residual oil saturation is essentially composition dependent.

In reservoirs containing light oil, steam distillation is the major mechanism contributing
towards improved recovery, The emergence of steam distillation drive as an important
enhanced recovery method has been discussed by Belvins et. al, (1984),

Distillation of the in-situ crude oil causes the produced oil to be lighter than the initial
oil. An increase of 2° to 4° API has been observed both during laboratory experiments (Will-
man et. al. 1961, Wu and Fulton, 1971) and field tests (Konopnicki et. al. 1979, Valleroy et.
al. 1967, Volek and Pryor, 1972). Consequently, the residual oil in the steam zone has an
increasing content of heavier components. Similar observations have been made during in-situ
combustion field tests (Gates and Ramey, 1958), A major objective of this study will be to
determine from the information available changes in quality of produced oil (compared to the
initial oil). Existing laboratory and field data will be interpreted in the light of the findings.

Information regarding the quality change in residual and produced oil is not widely avail-
able in the literature. Konopnicki (1979) estimated that the residual oil API gravity decreased
from 35.2 to 25.6 for the initial oil in the case of Shiells Canyon Field. Although other authors
mentioned that residual oils were analyzed, no quantitative data appears to be available.

Information on the crude quality change during steamflooding can be useful. The amount
and API gravity of the residual oil can be calculated from material balance. Information on
residual oil can be related to the fuel concentration for in-situ combustion. During an in-situ

combustion process, the mechanism ahead of the combustion region closely resembles a
steamflooding process.
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2,3.3 OBJECTIVES

This project has the following main objectives:

1. To develop a general procedure to quantify residual oil saturation and crude oil qual-
ity changes as a result of steam injection,

2. To correlate steamflood residual oil saturation and gravity with fuel concentration
and hydrogen-to-carbon ratio for in-situ combustion, and

3. To verify the correlations experimentally,

2.3.4 STEAM DISTILLATION YIELDS

Steam distillation has been studied by many authors. The general observation is that
steam distillation can be significant, even for heavy crudes. Attempts to correlate steam distil-
lation yields with API gravity, viscosity, simulated distillation yields and other factors have
been made. Wu and Brown, (1975) Wu and Elder (1983) observed a linear relationship
between steam distillation yield and API gravity. Duerksen and Hsueh (1983) pointed out the
effect of wax content on steam distillation yield and stated that file steam distillation yield for
California crudes with low wax content is approximately

% Yield = 2 x (°API)

Some steam distillation data found in the literature are plotted in Fig, 2.3.1. Each set of
data displays some form of linear relationship. However, they are unique to the conditions at
which the experiments were car ied out.

lt was also observed that the studies cited either the experimental temperature or pressure,
and not both. II may be assumed that the experiments were carried out at saturated steam con-
ditions. This is generally true. At a given temperature, the partial pressure of hydrocarbon at
cut-off steam-oil ratios may become very small. The total pressure in the system will, there-
fore, be very. close to the saturated steam pressure. As will be discussed later, it is important
to measure both the temperature and pressures at which an experiment is conducted.

The correlations cited in the literature may be unique to the respective experimental con-
ditions. Without a common basis, they may not be compared directly. A common basis of
comparing these data is proposed below.

2.3.5 BUREAU OF MINES (BuMines) DISTILLATION DATA

: The BuMines Routine Method Distillation database contains crude assay of all major
reservoirs in the United States. Atmospheric distillation yields up to 527°F, and yields at
40mmHg and temperature up to 527°F are reported. Useful information can be retrieved from
this database without having to resort to more complicated laboratory experiments.

Fxtuivalent atmospheric distillation temperatures for sub-atmosPheric pressure distillation
conditions were determined using vapor pressure calculations. Vapor pressure charts of (Lee
and Kesler, 1980) were used. With known vapor pressure and temperature, the equivalent nor-
real boiling point, NBP, of the hydrocarbon can be determined. This NBP represents the
equivalent atmospheric distillation temperature. Assumption was ,nade here that at the 'cut'
conditions vapor pressure is contributed solely by the heaviest distilled hydrocarbon com-
ponent.
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In this study data from 71 California crude samples were analyzed, These data are
extracted from a DOE report by Coleman ct. al. (1978), Figta'e 2,3.2 shows the cumulative
distillation yield as a function of API gravity for cut number 12. This is the equivalent gas-oil
cut at 437°F and 40 mmHg. The equivalent normal boiling point is 634°F, A linear relation
in the form

% Yield = 1,75 * °API of initial oil
i

gives a satisfactory correlation. Cumulative yields for other distillation cuts are shown in Fig.
2.3.3, Where applicable, the equivalent normal boiling points are listed,

lt is apparent from Fig, 2,3.3 that the cumulative yield is temperature dependent, Higher
temperatures results in progressively higher yields,

2.3.6 COMPARING STEAM DISTILLATION DATA AND BuMlnes DATA

The equivalent atmospheric distillation temperature, or itS equivalent NBP, of various
steam distillation conditions can be calculated. This would enable comparison of steam distil-
lation yields and BuMines data on a common basis.

Both the steam distillation temperature and pressure are required. Partial pressures of
steam and hydrocarbon make up the total pressure, At a given temperature,

Total vapor pressure -- vapor pressure of steam
. vapor of hydrocarbon

Vapor pressure oF saturated steam at a given temperature can be easily determined, either from
well known equations or physical data handbooks. Vapor pressure of the hydrocarbon being
distilled should be the difference between the total pressure and vapor pressure of saturated
ste arn.

Knowing the vapor pressure and temperature, the equivalent NBP of the hydrocarbon can
be determined. A vapor pressure equation, or chart (Lee and Kesler, 1980) can be used. The
NBP is the same as the equivalent atmospheric distillation temperature. In this way distillation
yields at similar at NBP, or equivalent atmospheric distillation temperatures, can be compared
directly

As noted above, steam distillation data available in the literature quoted either the experi-
mental temperature or pressure, not both. Comparisons are not possible at this moment.

A problem of similar nature arises in field applications. Measurements of both pressure
and temperature in the reservoir may be scarce, or not available. Further studies into this
aspect of the problem will be necessary.

2.3.7 CHANGES IN CRUDE OIL QUALITY

Steam distillation extracts lighter components of the initial oil. The residuum, therefore,
must become heavier, Blending of the distilled portion with the initial oil ahead of the steam ,
front results in lighter produced oil. This phenomena has been observed in steam injection
projects. API Gravity of produced oil is some 2 to 4 degrees higher than the initial oil, Simi-
lar observation has also been made in in-situ combustion projects,

The change in API gravities can be calculated by material balance, Consider the oil as a
two component system. One component is distillable and the other not distillable at a given
condition, If API gravities of both the distilled component and residuum can be predicted,
then the material balance can be accomplished,
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Figure 2,3,4 shows the distilled and residuum API gravities for California crude at a
given distillation cut, The distilled portion is substantially lighter than the initial oil, For
example light components distilled from a 150 API oil is about 36 ° API, This is more than
twice the initial API, On the other hand, the reduction in API gravity of the residuum is less
drastic, An oil initially of 15° API will have residuum of 11° API,

When the distilled component is mixed with the initial oil, change in the produced oil is
evident, Figure 2,3,5 shows the effect of mixing one volume of distilled component with an
equal volume of initial oil, The same set of data from Fig, 2,3,4 was used, A 2 to 4° API
increase in the API gravity can be expected from oil initially at 10 to 20" API, This is con-
sistent with laboratory and field observations,

The ratio of 1:1 mix is approximately what can be expected in the reservoir with steam
override and gravity segregation, Plots similar to Fig, 2,3,5 for various distillation cuts, or
equivalent normal boiling points do not display substantially different results,

It is apparent that a general approach to calculate the API gravity change of produced oil
has been developed, The application of these correlations can be viewed in a different light,
If the amounts and qualities of both the initial oil and produced oil are known, the amount and
gravity of residual oil can be calculated, This information can be extended to the estimation of
fuel concentration and hydrogen-to-carbon, H/C, ratio for in-situ combustion, Similar approach
can also be used to predict the change in produced oil quality for in-situ combustion projects.

2.3.8 FUEL CONCENTRATION FOR IN.SITU COMBUSTION

Fuel concentration for in-situ combustion can be derived from residual oil saturation and

gravity, Other factors such as rock type and surface area are also of importance and are being
studied,

Another parameter of interest is the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio, H/C, lt is proposed that
the universal-oil-product constant, UOP K-factor, be used as a correlating parameter (Hougen
et, al, 1954), Figures 2,3,6 and 2,3,7 are charts from which API gravity and H/C can be
related, The UOP K-factor and boiling point can be determined from "known API gravity and
viscosity at 122°F (or 50°C) using Fig, 2,3,6. Figure 2,3,7 relates the UOP K-factor and boil-
ing point to the per-cent hydrogen by weight, It can be translated to H/C ratio with ease, The
possibility of integrating Figs. 2,3,6 and 2,3,7 into one relating API gravity and H/C ratio, with
UOP K-factor as the variable will be investigated,

2.3.9 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

An experiment is currently being set up, The main purpose is to verify the general corre-
lation described above, A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig, 2,3,8,

Sand pack in 2 inch ID, 20 inch long aluminum tubing will be steamflooded at constant

temperature, Quality changes will be monitored, The construction of 'aluminum tubing allows
for computer-aided-tomography, CAT, scanning, This will enable in-situ measurement of
saturation profiles, before and after steam injection,

!
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2.3.10 FUTURE WORK

Future works on this subject will comprise the following.

1. Material balance studies, using experimental and field data,

2. Steamflooding experiments.

3. Verification and further development of correlations and concepts.

4, Application of results of this study to field projects.

m
pL
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3.1 ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT FOAM FLOW IN 1-D POROUS
MEDIA WITH COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

CD. Liu)

3.1.1 ABSTRACT

Transient behavior is likely to dominate over most of the duration of a foam injection
field project. Due to the lack of experimental data, little is presently known about transient
foam flow. Foam flow does not follow established models such as the Buckley Leverett theory
and no general predictive model has been derived, Therefore, experimental data are badly
needed, Transient foam flow is being studied in a simple linear porous medium.

Foam is injected at a constant volumetric rate into a one-dimensional sandpack of 1-inch
diameter and 24-inch length, initially saturated with distilled water. The system is placed in a
CAT-Scanner. Data are accumulated at low temperature and pressure including the pressure
field and saturations obtained by scanning. The liquid saturation can be obtained at each point
of a cross section of the pack with less than 1% error over the range of interest. Calculations
from the numbers obtained from the scanner show that the best spatial resolution available is a
volume element (voxel) of 0,5×.5x5 mm. Hence a relationship can be found between satura-
tion and pore volume injected for each location in the sandpack. Pressure profiles show that
the pressure drop along the sandpack is not evenly distributed and varie_ with time. The pres-
sure gradient is much greater between the injection end and the foam front than it is ahead of
that front. Moreover, the pressure gradient keeps changing as the toam advances in the
sandpack. It is this behavior that differs from the standard Buckley-Leverett theory. The CT-
scan results demonstrate that foam displacement is not piston-like. Gas channeling appears
near the front, and eventually the foam blocks all channels. The foam flows through the
sandpack by continuously breaking and reforming. It takes several pore volumes of foam
injection to reach residual liquid saturation.

The saturation versus pore volumes injected relationships for a given section of the
sandpack have been matched with power law formulas. In general, the matches are satisfac-
tory, however the exponents and constants in the formulas vary as a function of the position of
the section considered. Graphing the data as saturation versus equivalent pore volumes
injected reduces the range of these variations but does not eliminate them. We are unable to
model this behavior to date.

Techniques of measurement of saturations by X-ray cat-scanning as well as interpretation
of CT data were also presented this past year. This year we have focused on an attempt to
model the process.

3.1.2 THEORETICAL AND COMPUTER MODELING

Basically, the idea is to treat foam as an infinite number of gas slugs with various
viscosities displacing the in-situ fluid (water). The theory behind this is the fractional flow
curve construction method (Lake, 1989). A computer program for this theory was written to
facilitate the understanding and to incorporate the experimental data in to the model in the
future.

"- To obtain the fractional flow curves, the relative permeabilities have to be determined
first. In this case, the semi-empirical model is used as in the following equations:

t"

S w - Sre c nw

krw kr°w
!

1 - S_ - Se_
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Sg - Sgr I n8]Crg = ]COg 1 -- Swc -Sgr

where

krw --- water relative permeability

krg --- gas relative permeability

kr°g --- endpoint relative permeability for water at residual gas saturation

k° --- endpoint relative permeability for gas at irreducible water saturation

Sw --- water saturation

Sg --- gas saturation

Sgr --- residual gas saturation

Swc --- irreducible water saturation

nw --- relative permeability index for water

ng --- relative permeability index for gas

Then the fractional flow of gas is calculated as:

M O SnS
fg =

M ° S na +(1-S)nW

It,,,
m° =

where

fg --- fractional flow for gas
S --- reduced gas saturation

M ° --- gas-water endpoint mobility ratio

kw --- water viscosity

l.tg --- gas viscosity

As an example, the fractional flow curves are shown in Fig. 3.1.1 for a series of gas
slugs displacing water with gas viscosities ranging from 0.02 cp to 20 cp. In between, the
viscosities are calculated so that the later saturation profile is smooth. Here for numerical lim-
its, only 20 different viscosities are considered.

Since the surfactant adsorption is significant at the foam (gas) front, it can not be
neglected. The frontal advance loss can take a variety of forms. At this stage, Langmuir-type
isotherm (Langmuis, 1915) is chosen as the basis, it will be modified if experimental data
require it. Combining the fractional flow cuxwe construction method and the frontal advance
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. Figure 3,1.1 Fractional Flow Curves
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loss, the first gas shock velocity is calculated as:

_1 = Sg_ + DI = fgd'

a
DI=

1 +bCl

where

aOl --- first gas shock viscosity

fg_ --- gas fractional flow at first shock

fgo --- gas fractional flow at initial condition

fg' --- tangent of first fractional flow curve

S_ --- gas saturation at first shock

D 1 --- frontal advance loss of surfactants

a ,b --. Langmuir constants

C i --- Surfactant concentration at first shock

The second and subsequent shocks are:

fg2-fgl

a°2= (Sg2+Dz)-(Sg 1+D1) =fs2'

a
D2=

1 ,+ bC 2

where

a02 --- second gas shock velocity

fgz --- gas fractional flow at second shock
/

fg2 --- tangent of second fractional flow curve

, 6Sg2 --- gas saturate at second shock

D 2 --- frontal advance loss at second shock

C2 .-- suffactant concentration at second shock

According to the above two equations for shock velocities, the first shock velocity is
equal to the slope of the tangent to the first fractional flow curve (the lowest gas velocity)
starting from fg = 0 and Sg = -D 1. As shown in Fig. 3.1,1, the tangential point on the curve
gives rise to the gas flow fraction and the gas saturation for the first shock. The second shock
velocity is the slope of the tangent to the second fractional flow curve (the next higher gas

viscosity) starting from fg (first shock) and Sg (first shock)-(D2 - D a). The rest of the shocks
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are treated the same way, Then the material balance is taken into account to modify the shock
velocities, Figure 3,1,2 shows the velocities for each shock represented by the dimensionless
quantities: dimensionless distance Xo and dimensionless time to ,

For a given time, the saturation profile can readily be obtained from the velocities of each
shock, as shown in Fig, 3,1,3 at the time of 0,5, For comparison, the saturation profiles are
also calculated for the cases of pure gas displacements at viscosities 0,02 cp and 20 cp, respec-
tively,

Figure 3,1,3 is redrawn in Fig, 3,1,4 to enlarge the middle part by using reduced gas
saturation vs. dimensionless distance,

The saturation profile can also be shown as the saturation vs, equivalent pore volume at a
given location, Figure 3,1,5 is shown in the liquid saturation-EPV relationship at the outlet
(XD= 1),

The above theory is capable of explaining the gas channeling and adsorption observed in
the experiments (discussed in the 1989 annual report), However, this is still in the category of
Buckley-Leverett theory whereas foam flow is not, So it does not explain why experimental
saturation profiles stretch differently at different locations,

3,1.3 FUTURE WORK

1, More experiments will be conducted,

2. Mixing theory will be added to the above-mentioned model to take care of the saturation
profile stretching observed in the experiments,

3. Experimental data will be incorporated into the model,

" 4, Hopefully, a semi-analytical model can be derived from the computer modeling investiga-
tion combined with experimental data,



Figure 3,1,2 Shock Velocities
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Figure 3,1,3 Saturation Profiles at tD = 0.5
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Figure 3,1,4 Saturation Profiles at tD = 0.5 (Reduced Gas Saturation)
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Figure3,1.5 SaturationProfileat Outlet
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3.2 STEAM-FOAM STUDIES IN THE PRESENCE OF RESIDUAL OIL
(D. A. Hutchinson)

3.2.1 ABSTRACT

The efficiency of a steamflood can be increased by the addition of surfactants which pro-
duce foam. The generation of a steam-foam reduces the steam mobility and forces the steam to
seek a path to the producer not previously taken and, therefore, to displace unswept oil.

Since the principal purpose of a steam-foam is to divert steam to previously unswept
areas, it is important to understand the behavior of surfactant in the presence of oil. However,
since surfactant use is generally applied only after stream breakthrough, the focus of this
research is to understand foam behavior in the presence of residual oil.

The results show that foam can be generated in the presence of residual oil when an
alternating injection technique w surfactant slug followed by steam and nitrogen -- is used.
Additionally, the results indicate that the slug size may be reduced without any apparent reduc-
tion in the pressure response, hinting that an optimum may be determined.

3.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

LINEAR MODEL: A schematic of the linear model being used is shown in Figure 3.2.1. The
model is a cylindrical stainless steel [ss#321] tube having a 6 ft. length, a 2.16 in. inside diam-
eter, and a 2.25 in. outside diameter. The 21 thermocouples used to monitor temperature are
separated between 2 in. (near the inlet) to 5 in. (near the outlet). Their location within the
sandpack alternates between being at the center of the pack or being 0.5 in, from the top of the
pack. The 5 pressure taps located at 16, 32, 52, and 72 in, from the inlet allow for monitoring

; of pressure changes within four separate sections of the model. The 5 heat flux sensors are
used to measure the heat losses, obtain the overall heat transfer coefficient and, eventually, the
steam quality along the sandpack. One of the heat flux sensors is located at the top of the tube,

: 38 inches from the inlet. The other 4 are located at the top, bottom, and sides of the tube at a
distance of 25.5 inches from the in!ct. The clean sand used to pack the model resulted in a
system having 35% porosity and 85 Darcy permeability.

SUPPOR'IING EQUIPMENT: A simplified schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in
Figure 3.2.2. Two Constametric Model III pumps are for fluid injection, with one being used
exclusively for supplying distilled water to _e steam generator, while the other is used for both
surfactant injection and cleaning fluid injection. In addition, a Marshall Model #I056 tubular
furnace is used to generate steam, a Matheson Model 8141 mass flowmeter is used to control
the nitrogen injection rate, and an IBM-XT computer via an HP Model 3497A data-acquisition
system is used to record temperature and pressure data from the 21 thermocouples and 5 pres-
sure transducers.

!

= 3.2.3 PRIOR WORK

FRED WANG (1986)' The linear model herein described was built and lh'st used by Fred
Wang. He examined one surr'actant, SUNTECH IV, and found that a reduction in steam
mobility could be obtained with as little as 0.1 wt% of surfactant in a 10% pore volume (PV)
sl-ag. The linear model irl all cases was water saturated. A significant result from his work is

= that simultaneous injection of steam and nitrogen lessened the amount of surfactant needed to
obtain a given pressure increase when compared with injection of steam alone.
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DAVID SHALLCROSS (1988): Extensive work was done by David Shallcross who tested
seventeen surfactants, at various injection concentrations, rating their relative strengths based
upon the size of the pressure increase resulting from their injection into the linear model. A
summary of his results is given in Table 3.2,1. Inspection of the table shows that, for a given
chemical group, there is a trend favoring larger molecular weight surfactants. As with the
work of Fred Wang, the work of David Shallcross was for a 100% water saturated system.

FARID HAMIDA (1990): Farid Hamida, duplicatingsome of the Shallcross work, tested the
top seven surfactants listed in Table 3.2.1. An additional surfactant, AOS2024DE, having an
increased disulfonate content as compared with AOS2024, was also tested in the water
saturated linear model. A comparison between these two surfactants indicates that increasing
disulfonate content will reduce foam strength. The results regarding alkyl chain length were.
the same as those obtained by Shallcross, that is, the foam strength exhibited by surfactants in
a given chemical group increased with increasing molecular weight. Further surfactant tests
were made with residual oil in the model, however, the surfactants in ali such tests were
unable to cause a pressure increase.

3.2.4 RECENT WORK

A troubling result from the Hamida report was the complete surfactant failure in the pres-
ence of residual oil even though some of the surfactants used had been successfully field tested
(Patzek and Koinis, 1988) and lab tested (Demiral and Okandan, 1987) in the presence of oil.
No obvious explanation was forthcoming, however, Demiral did observe that most of the suC-
cessful oil runs were those where steam and nitrogen were injected only after the surfactant-
slug injection was completed. Such an alternating injection scheme (ALS) can be contrasted
with the simultaneous injection scheme (SLS) used by Hamida, where the surfactant slug,
steam, and nitrogen were ali injected together. Recently the AIS method was applied to a
residual-oil system and gave positive results, with pressure increases across the sandpack of
about 20 psi (Figure 3.2.3). Although the observed pressure response is relatively small in

" comparison with the 100% water saturated runs, such an attenuated response is in accordance
with results obtained by other investigators (Bernard et al. (1964), Duerken (1986), Robin
(1987), Olsen (1989), Lau and Borchard (1989), and somewhat to be expected since oil parti-
tioning of the surfactant will occur.

The reasons for the success of the AlS method over the SIS method is not understood,
but a possible explanation is that different surfactant concentrations are seen by the steam
depending upon the method used. In the AIS method, the slug has displaced oily water with
distilled water that is surfactant full. Thus, when steam first enters the model, it encounters a
surfactant concentration identical to what was injected in the original slug. Any injected steam
must make a path through a surfactant rich volume of liquid. However, for the SIS method the
entering steam initially encounters a surfactant-free solution. Should the steam take a specific
path not followed by the fluid, it is possible that the steam never sees a sufficiently high sur-
,actant concentration to produce foam. This presupposes that a higher surfactant concentration
is needed to initiate foam production for residual oil systems vs 100% water saturated systems,
but such an assumption is not unreasonable since oil can destabilize foam bubbles.

An additional observation from the residual-oil runs suggests that work is needed to
optimize the slug size and injection frequency. Preliminary results show that a larger pressure
response is obtained with less overall surfactant when the slug size is decreased but the slug
injection-frequency increased (Figure 3.2.3). This result would be in agreement with the above

- mentioned hypothesis since, almost regardless of the slug size, if the AIS method is used the
entering steam and nitrogen see a high surfactant concentration immediately, thus a large slug
size is not needed. This could have important economic implications concerning proper field
application.
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Table 3.2.1 Results for Seventeen Surfactants (Shallcross 1988)

Surfactant Manufacturer MiniEnuln Maxlt)lum Duratlon of
Foaming Pressure Pressure

Concentration Drop Response
(wt %) (psi) (lltin)

Enordet AOS 2024 Shell 0.10 234 85
Enordet AOS 1618 Shell 0.10 132 68
Envrdet LTS 18 Shell 0,10 58 > 120
Ct_aser SD I000 Chevron 0,10 6 29

Enordet lOS 1720 Shell 0.25 217 79
Enordct lOS 2024 Shell 0,25 209 83

ltostaptar OS tl Hoechst 0.25 65 ,45

Hostapur SAS 60 ltoechst 0.50 > 215 76
Enordet lOS 1517 Sl_ell 0,50 161 100
C 1416 AOS Shell 0,50 71 > 118
Enordct LTS 1618D Shell 0.50 42 > 206

Enordct LXS 18 Shell 1,00 246 > 85
Enordet LXS 16 Shell 1.00 230 87
Enordet LXS 1314 Shell 1.00 201 > 126

Enordet LXS 1112 Shell Fomning did not occur at 1,00 wt %
Enordet LXS 814 Shell Foaming did not occur at 1.00 wt %
Chaser SD 1020 Chevron Foaming did not occur at 1,00 wt %
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32.5 FUTURE WORK

The direction of future work is aimed at better understanding steam-foam flow in the
presence of residual oil. Initially, this will involve comparing the AlS and SIS injection
schemes under various inlet steam qualities, Later, an attempt will be made to optimize the
injection procedure in general.

The sequence of the planned work is the following:

1) With residual oil in the model and using the AlS method, make two separate runs for
each of the following surfactants:

AOS202 4LTS 18 lOS 1720

The two runs will a include a low and a high steam quality. These three are the strong-
est foamers within their respective groups as determined by Shallcross.

2) Pick the strongest of the three surfactants and, using a low steam quality, make a run
using the SIS method. If a pressure response is obtained then several runs will be made
at various steam qualities.

3) Repeat step (2) but with the AIS method. Depending upon the results, several runs may
be made at various steam qualities.

4) Do several runs with the idea of optimizing the slug size, injection frequency, and nitro-
gen rate.
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3.3 MICROVISUALIZATION OF FOAM FLOW IN A POROUS MEDIUM
(J. Hornbrook)

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Since the late 1950's foam has been recognized as a fluid possessing oil production
enhancement capability, Foam may be used to improve the mobility characteristics of an oil
reservoir or it may be used as a selective blocking agent to reduce the effects of fingering
induced by permeability streaks in the producing formation, Additionally, the surfactants used
to produce foams may aid in the production of heavy oils by partially dissolving the oil or by
helping to separate oil blobs from the rock in mixed-wet systems,

Study of the flow of foam in porous media may be roughly divided into three broad
areas, 1) Foam properties. This area ir:._Judesstudies of the fluid properties of foam, the most
important of which is foam viscosity apd how it varies with shear rate, 2) Foam flow mechan-
isms. This area is made up of research into the means of propagation of foam in porous
media, Snap-off events and bulk propagation of the gas and liquid fractions of foam are stu-
died in ',.his area. 3) Foam interactions with oil, This area, obviously, concerns itself with the
way foams react with oil, The ways in which foam increases the mobility of oil and the
mechanisms by which oils destroy foam are of particular interest. Research within the three
broad research areas has been undertaken at the field pilot project level, the macroscopic level
in laboratory core floods, and at the microscopic level in micromodel studies,

The current research focuses on the third broad area of foam research (foam interactions
with oil) and is carried out at the microscopic level. Background work designed to validate
experimental procedure was completed in homogeneous micromodels, Presently, the construc-
tion of an exact two-dimensional replica of Berea sandstone is being attempted. Upon comple-
tion of the replica micromodel, the effects of foam injection procedure upon foam stability in
an oil filled micromodel will be studied,

3.3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The study of foam with application to petroleum engineering application began with the
pioneering work of Bond and Holbrook (1958). Their work concentrated on the mobility
effects of injected foam and it pointed out the benefits to foam injection as a method of
enhancing oil reservoir performance. Over the next thirty years much research and several
field experiments have attempted to understand the flow of foam in porous media on both a
qualitative and quantitative level,

Many papers have been written on the fluid properties of foam. The results of these
papers are rarely in agreement on the nature of foam and are often contradictory. A chrono-
logical review of foam research was carried out by Marsden (1986). In his review, Marsden
outlines the major advances in the understanding of foam flow and points out shortcomings and
contradictions in existing work. A brief summary of foam fluid properties is: 1) foam is a
fluid of high apparent viscosity, 2) foam viscosity is a function of the surfactant concentration,
3) foam viscosity is a function of flow rate (non-Newtonian flow), and 4) the flow hist.ory of
foam affects its viscosity.

Foam flow mechanisms, the means by which foam propagates through a porous medium,
have been studied in numerous papers as well. Most of this work, however, has focused on a
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qualitative description of foam rather than a quantitative one, Most recently, the research of
Owete (1984), and Radke (1988) have attempted to extend the understanding of foam flow
mechanisms beyond the description of observed phenomena. Owete studied the flow of foam
in the following two areas: 1) the propagation of foam and its components, and 2) the mobil-
ity of gas in the presence of foam, Owete carried out his work in micromodels with homogene-
ous and heterogeneous flow paths and, although most of his conclusions are qualitative, some
quantitative results were obtained,

Owete's results for a homogeneous micromodel have been verified as a part of the back-
ground work in my research. The quantitative aspects of Owete's work will be extended to
include the effects of foam injection procedure on oil displacement, Future research will be
carried out in two-dimensional replicas of Berea sandstone.

Research on the effects of oil on foam has been carried out by Man]owe and Radke
(1988) and by Sanchez and Hazlett (1989). The work of Man]owe and Radke was most appli-
cable to this project. Manlowe and Radke studied the foam breaking tendency of oil on foam
and described the stability of a pseudo-emulsion film as the determinant of foam stability in the
presence of oil. This work will involve the study of the pseudo-emulsion film under different
foam injection schemes.

Research involving flow of foam through micromodels is relatively new. In addition to
the micromodel research mentioned above, several studies on the usefulness of micromodels as
a research tool have been carried out, Sarathi (1986) points out the advantages in studying
pore level events afforded by micromodels but warns against extrapolating pore level events to
a large scale without additional information. He also points ou.t several disadvantages inherent
in commonly used micromodels, most of which will be eliminated by the construction process
outlined in this report. Sarathi lists the following as important problems with micromodel
research: 1) difficulty in obtaining a continuous specific etch depth, 2) introduction of micros-
copic heterogeneity into the model in the etch procedure, 3) difficulty in replicating reservoir
Peclet number due to enlargement of the pores, 4) loss of three-dimensional continuity, and 5)
loss of detail - heterogeneity, pore geometry, connectivity, and surface roughness - due to the
anealling process used in most micromodel construction processes. Except for the loss of three
dimensional continuity, all of the disadvantages listed above are eliminated in the micromodels
described in this report.

Huh et al, (1989) point out the importance of differences in heterogeneity on foam gen-
eration in porous media, further supporting the need for accurate replication of a porous
medium of interest in a micromodel study,

3.3.3 EQUIPMENT

An experimental apparatus has been constructed that will allow the flow of foam through
a micromodel to be simultaneously observed, videotaped, and photographed, and will allow for
monitoring of the pressure drop across the micromodel, The micromodels used are two-
dimensional representations of porous media made by etching a flow path into a silicon wafer
and then bonding the wafer to a flat piece of glass (Fig, 3.3,1), thus creating a self contained
flow path, Two homogeneous micromodels were used in the background portion of the foam
flow research, The homogeneous micromodels were used to verify that the experimental
apparatus worked as designed and to replicate Owete's results to verify that the experimental
procedure was correct. Both homogeneous micromodels were etched to a depth of 30 microns,
One micromodel represented cubic packing of spheres of radius 100 microns while the other
micromodel represented rhombohedral packing of spheres of radius 30 microns, A heterogene-
ous mc>del which is an exact two-dimensional replica of Berea sandstone is being constructed,
A detailed description of the construction of the Berea replica mic,'omodel follows.
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A thin section of clean Berea sandstone was prepared with the pore spaces filled with
blue-dyed epoxy, A color photograph of the thin section was taken at 40 times magnification,
The result is a photograph in which pore spaces appear blue and the sand grains appear black
to grey, Professional slide film was used to get a true color image, The film was then sent to
a photography lab where, after the development with the use of color filters, the blue was
transformed to white, After this transformation, the pore spaces are white while the sand
grains are still black and grey, Finally, a lithograph of the photograph is made, In the litho-
graph, the pore spaces appear white and the sand grains are strictly black - - there are no grey
scales, Now the lithograph image must be transferred to the computer,

The lithograph of the thtn section was put into PICT format by using a Macintosh digital
scanner, The image was then analyzed by using a digital analysis package called Ultimage
(1988), lt was noticed that at various points in the image, pore spaces that should have been
continuous were blocked off, This is an artifact of the loss of one dimension in transferring
the three-dimensional flow path to two-dimensions, By use of the digital analysis package, a
small number of pixels were removed to allow for a continuous flow path through the micro-
model, When pixels were removed, the n_ture of the flow path was always maintained, so
after manipulation of the digital image, a computer image of a continuous Berea flow path was
obtained (Fig, 3.3,2),

The most difficult problem in obtaining a Berea micromodel is in the next step -- moving
the computerized image of the sandstone (PICT format) to MEBES (1988) format which is the
format used at Stanford's Center for Integrated Systems to transfer complicated images to sili-
con wafers, First, an ASCII bit map of the image is generated with black pixels given a value
of I and white pixels given a value of 0. The bit map is tt_en restructured into columnar form
with each ptxel given an address and size based on its location in the image, Finally, using
modified transfer'ft)ag software available at Stanford CIS, the image is transferred to MEBES
format. Once the image is put into MEBES format, the final steps are trivial,

A permanent chrome-on-glass mask of the Berea pore space is constructed by the elec-
uon beam imaging group at Stanford, Once the mask is complete, the silicon wafer model
construction is carried out as in more conventional models (the process will be described in
detail), Presently, I am attempting to get an accurate description of the Berea image in
MEBES format, a rather complicated problem,

When the image mask has been completed, the following steps are used to generate the
etched silicon flow path:

1, Oxidize one side of a silicon wafer (5 cre, diameter),

2, Coat one side of the oxidized wafer with a photoresist material,

3. Position the sample mask on the photoresist side of the wafer.

4, Expose the sample mask to ultra-violet light. The structure of the photoresist is destroyed
by contact with ultra-violet light so, since the sample mask is a negative of the sample,
the photoresist is destroyed where pores exist,

5, Etch the wafer with hydrofluoric acid to the desired depth,

Only the parts of the wafer not coated with photoresist will be etched, so after etching,
the pores and flow channels of the Berea sample will be etched away while the grains will be
intact. After etching, the wafer is anodically bonded to a flat glass plate, The process of
anodic bonding is uncomplicated and is easy to carry out, The silicon wafer, in contact with
the glass plate, is sandwiched between two electrodes (the negative electrode contacting the
glass plate) and the entire system is placed on a hot plate (Fig. 3,3.3), The system is heated to
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Fi[_LJ_e3,3,2, Digital Image of Flow Path in Brea Sandstc_ne
(40 TiMes Magnlflcatl(}n)
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Figure 3,3.3 Anodic Bonding Schematic
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400 C and a potentialdropof 600 V isappliedacrosstheelectrodes.Bondingbetweenthe
waferand theglassplateisimmediateand isirreversible.The glassplatemust be absolutely
flatso thesmallflowchannelsendup asdistinctand separateflowchannels.

Figure3.3.4isa schematicof theflowvisualizationapparatus.A syringepump willbe
usedtoeitherindependentlyor simultaneouslyinjecta surfact,'mtsolutionand airwhichmay
be mixed ina foam generationcelland observedthrougha viewl:_n.Whilethefoam ispass-
ingthroughtheview port,itwillbe photographedand/ordescribedatregularintervalsso a
recordof foam texturemay be keptthroughouttherun. Next,thefoam willpassthroughthe
micro_odeldescribedindetailabove.While inthemicromodel,videoand stillcameraswill
recordthemovement of thefoam (Fig.3.3.5).Afterleavingthemicromodelthefoam will
passthroughanotherviewport.

Here,thefoam willagainbe observedaridcomparedtotheinletfoam todetermineifany
structural changes have taken place in the foam during the displacement process. The pressure
drcp across the micrornodel will be monitored with the use of a pressure transducer, and the
pressure data will be recorded on a chart recorder.

3.3.4 RESULTS AND PLANNED WORK

At this point, only the preliminary work using homogeneous micromodels has been car-
fled out. Air was injected into a surfactant saturated micromodel at a flow rate of 2.5x10-4
cc/s and the general flow characteristics observed were found to be identical to those observed
by Owete. Tb_ flow rate used was on the order of 100 ft/s which is much higher than normal
reservoir rates which are on the order of 1 ft/s. Attempts' were made to reduce the flow rate to
around 1 ft/s, but no precise procedure was found to do this.

As soon as the Berea replica micromodel is constructed, the following work will be car-
ried out.

I. Foam flowing properties in the micromodel will be compared to results obtained by Owete
and others to determine if foam behaves the same in models of the same pore size and
configuration of real reservoir rock as it does in the larger pore size micromodels com-
monly used. Flow rate,_ equivalent to about 100 ft/s will be used in these runs as weil.

2. The oil displacement efficiency of foam will be investigated under two different injection
schemes. First, the micromodel at residual oil saturati,;n will be injected with 0.5 pore
volumes of surfactant solution. The model will then be injected with nitrogen and the
foam/oil interactio,s at the fluid interface will be observed. Then, the same micromodel,
again at residual oil saturation will be injected with foam produced in the foam generation
cell. The foam/oil interactions will again be observed, and results from the two different
injection schemes will be compared. Macroscopic experiments at Stanfc: ', have indicated
that the former injection scheme is significar,tly more efficient and a microscopic study of
the phenomena may yield useful information.
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Figure 3.3.4 Schematic of Experimental Eqaipment
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3.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL LABORATORY STEAM INJECTION MODEL
(B. Demiral)

3.4.1 SUMMARY

The objectives of this project are to observe the oil recovery mechanisms of steamflood
and steam-foam injection in a 3-D laboratory model by using Computer Aided Tomography
(CT Scanning), A Stepwise approach has been followed to achieve this goal: 3-D model
development, and steam and steam-foam injection experiments using CT Scanning,

3.4.2 3-D MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A three-dimensional laboratory steam injection model which is able to be scanned under
CT scanner was developed. During the design period, different geometries that could be the
best representative of radial flow and fit the dimensions of the scanning field of SUPRI-A CT
scanner were examined in terms of their advantages and disadvantages. As a result of this
analysis a 3-D box with dimensions 20 × 20 x 7.5 cm was constructed. "l_s box simulates a
1/4th of a five spot pattern. Aluminum, teflon and fiberfrax were chosen as supporting and
insulating materials respectively. As can be seen from the injector producer diagonal cross-
section of the model_ Figure 3.4.1, the heat insulator (Tefon) is in first contact with the porous
medium. Teflon was placed between the porous medium and the aluminum so that one could
assume that the rate of heat transfer in the porous medium would be much faster than that in
the aluminum during a steam injection run. Aluminum was necessary to back up the Teflon
for strength under the proposed pressure and temperature conditions and was chosen as con-
struction material since it absorbs less x-ray energy than other materials. The Teflon box was
to be sealed against any gas or liquid leaks by using Chemgrip, a special epoxy which bonds
Teflon to Teflon or Teflon to metal. Fiberfrax, a ceramic fiber insulating material which is
inexpensive and can be applied as a wet putty which air dries to a semi-permanent cast, was
chosen as a secondary insulating material around aluminum construction. As seen from Figure
3.4.1:

a) A top cover was introduced such that the porous medium can be compressed to assure
there is no gas cap above it,

b) The injection well system is designed to allow injection of 100% steam through the total
depth of the well. This is done by introducing a heater cartridge within an aluminum rod
through which the steam flows, as shown in Figure 3.4.2,

c) The thermocouple and pressure tap locations are chosen as seen in Figure 3.4.3. Scan-
ning will be done through the clear area, which has a width of 1.5 cm between these
locations, and

d) The positioning tables were modified as seen in Figure 3.4.4. By using these two tables
the 3-D model can be precisely positioned at the proper locations within the scan field.

A schematic flow diagram of the experimental apparatus can be seen in Figure 3.4.5.
The set up consists of three parts: injection port, 3-D steam injection model, and production
port. Each of these parts of the system are discussed next.
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Injectlon Port

In the injection port there are two liquid chromatography pumps, One of them is to be
used to inject water or surfactant solution and the other one is to feed the steam generator with
distilled water. There is also a gas mass flow controller which will be used to inject nitrogen
at a constant rate into the model during the experiments,

3-D Steam Injection Model

The 3-D steam injection model has a total of 38 J-type, thermocouples which are located
at three different levels in the model, Sixteen of them, center thermocouples, are placed at a
level of 1,5 in, from the bottom of the model, Eleven top and eleven bottom thermocouples are
placed at 2,75 in, and 0,25 in, from the bottom respectively. Sixteen pressure taps (only eight
of them are used during the experiments) are located at the same places as the center thermo-
couples,

Production Port

A back pressure regulator maintains a constant pressure at the producing comer of the
model, A cooler is used to condense the produced steam,

3.4.3 PRELIMINARY SCANS

Some preliminary work was done to understand the saturation determination by CT scan.
To do this the model was scanned under different combinations of scan speeds, photomultiplier
and detector levels, scan modes and energy levels. These preliminary runs showed that CT
scanning technology could be applied to petroleum recovery processes in the laboratory and
add another analysis tool to the classical temperature-pressure monitoring during steam injec-
tion experiments, Figures 3.4,6 and 3.4.7 show sample scan pictures from these runs. In these
figures the top one shows the model filled with dry sand and shows settling in the top portion
of the model. The bottom one represents the same cross-section after adding more sand to the
model and injecting water from the left hand side. According to the theory (Withjack, 1988),
there must be a 200 CT unit difference between the dry sand and _e wet sand. As can be
seen this difference was verified in both attempts at two different energy levels. This showed
that it would be possible to differentiate saturating fluids in the model by comparing their CT
numbers as well as by comparing them visually.

As an addition to these preliminary scans of 3-D model, some calibration works were

also performed. A linear model, 1 in. in diameter and 2_ in, in length, was used for that pur-
pose. The model was filled with Berea sand and saturated with water, then Nai solutions at
different saturations were injected to displace water. After reaching 100% Nal solution satura-
tion scan pictures at six different locations along the model were taken. These pictures were
compared later to see the difference between the average CT numbers as seen on Figure 3.4.8.
As it can be seen (tom this figure there is a linear relationship between the Nai solution con-
centration and average CT numbers such that by increasing the concentration, one can obtain
the optimum contrast between the Nal solution and the distilled water, This property will be
used in fulure experiments.
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Figure 3,4,6 Scan Pictures of the 3D Model Before and After Water
Injection (140 keV)

Figure 3,4,'7 Scan Pictures of the 3D Model Before and After Water
Injection (lO0 keV)
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3.4.4. DETERMINATION OF SAT'URATIONS

Saturations in the model will be determined by using the' basic principles of Computer-
ized Tomography (CT), Basically CT measures the linear attenuation coefficients across an
object within the x-ray scanntng field, The linear attenuation coefficient which Is dependent
upon the nature of the attenuating material is defined by Beer's law',

1 / I, = e "Isx (3,4,1)

where:

Is = the source x-ray intensity

1 ,- the intensity measured by the detectors

ffithe attenuation coefficient, and

x = the thickness of the material,

The linear attenuation coefficient depends on electron density (bulk density), atomic
number and energy level, The linear attenuation coefficient is expressed as (Evans, 1955):

g=9 Ia +bZ3'8/E3'21 (3,4,2)

where:

p = electron density
a = Klein-Nishina coefficient

b = 9,8 x 10-24

E - energy level in kV, and
Z = atomic number

If the subject contains a mixture of components, the overall mass attenuation coefficient
of the mixture will be (Vinegar and Wellington, 1987):

IXr,_ = _ I.ti Si (3,4,3)
1

If the components are not miscible, Si is the saturation of the phase i, that is, water, oil
or gas in our case,

Since in petroleum recovery problems one mostly deals with 2 or 3 phase systems, Equa-
tion 3.4.3 is applicable to petroleum engineering research without changing the basic CT tech-
nology, The only requirement here is to calibrate it for different phases, For two-phase
saturation Equation 3.4.3 can be written as:

g = _1,1 Sl + _1,2 S 2 (3,4.4)

Here t.tl and g2 are the attenuation coefficients for the medium fully saturated with phase
1 and 2 respectively and since they are known from the calibration scans, using

SI + $2 = 1 (3,4.5)
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one can easily calculate S 1 and S 2,

This analysis can be expanded to three-phase saturation, The additional unknown
requires an additional, independent measurement, This is done by scanning at a different
energy level, Supposing the phases are water (w), oil (o), and gas (g), the system of equations
will then become:

So + Sw + Ss = 1 (3,4,6)

i

_1 = ltol So "4"ltwl Sw "4"Itg l Sg (3,4,7)

at energy level 1, and

lt2 = ltD2So + Itw2 Sw + Its 2 + Sg (3,4,8)

at energy level 2,

The CT output is not the classic linear attenuation coefficient, Instead, the CT computer
converts attenuation coefficients into corresponding numerical values in units of Hounsfields (H
or CT numbers), The scale is usually defined by two points: water = 0 and air = - 1000 and
behaves as shown in Figure 3,4,9, CT number is defined as:

Nc-/, = K (lt- lab)/lto (3,4,9)

where:

•. attenuation coefficient of material occupying volume element (voxel) during scan

I.tb = coefficient for reference mate,Aal, and

K = constant (typically K = 1000)

During the experiments CT computer will compute the CT numbers for each voxel in the
scanning area, The voxel has a volume of 0,5 x 0,5 × 5 mm 3, Then the corresponding satura-
tions for every voxel will be calculated by replacing attenuation coefficients in previous equa-
tions and using Equations 3.4,4 through 3,4.8,

3.4.5 A TRIAL RUN: CO2 INJECTION

We decided to make a trial run to see the possible difficulties before making a real steam

injection run, In order to do this a immiscible CO2 injection run was conducted, The experi-
mental procedure is given below,

Experimental Procedure:
1, saturate with distilled water
2, scan each section shown on Figure 3,4,10
3, start CO 2 injection
4, scan each section every 12 minutes

" 5, process scan pictures for each section at selected times of injection
6, compare scan pictures

The scan pictures at selected tin_es of CO:, injection at every sections of the model are
given in Figures 3,4,11-14, As it can be seen from these figures, injected CO 2 (light color)
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tried to reach the production corner from the top of the model. After breakthrough it started
displacing water from the rest of the model behaving as a chest. Although these pictures are
raw and unprocessed it is very easy to follow the propagation of CO 2 visually. In future work
these pictures will be processed and the noise strikes from corner to corner at each picture will
be taken care of by subtraction.

3.4.6 FUTURE WORK

First of ali some calibration experiments will be carded out according to the following
procedure:

1. The 3-D model will be searmed dry,

2. The 3-D model will be saturated with water,

3. The initial saturation distribution will be scanned. Water injection will be continued until
100% water saturation is achieved.

4. Continuous steam injection will be started, during which:

a) temperature and pressure data will be taken at one minute intervals,
b) scan data will be recorded ever#' 12 minutes at each of the 6 sections

at two different energy levels,
c) production will be measured to make overall material balance calculations.

5. The scan data will be analyzed to calibrate CT numbers at two different energy levels, for
air, water and steam saturated sand. After measuring these CT numbers, the future scan
pictures and CT values can be easily analyzed in terms of saturations within the model at
a given time.

6. Steam and steam-foam injection experiments will be run in water saturated model.
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4.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF WELL-TO-WELL TRACER
FLOW TEST AT NONUNITY MOBILITY RATIO

(D. A. AIvarado)

A numerical simulation of tracer flow was carried out for a nonunity mobility ratio flood
in a five-spot pattern. The UTCHEM simulator from the University of Texas at Austin was
used to model physical dispersion phenomena and, also, to study numerical disp_.rsion
phenomena associated with the finite difference solution of the convection-dispersion equation.
New correlations were found which relate some properties of the dimensionless tracer concen-
tration after breakthrough for a tracer slug test in a nonunit mobility ratio displacement, to the
same properties defined for the unit mobility case. Also for the zero dispersion case, a new
correlation was developed for the continuous tracer injection at favorable mobility ratios. We
have found that the numerical _olution obtair, ed by using UTCHEM is sensitive to the values
of cell Peclet number, i.e., the ratio of the grid size to the dispersity constant. From our result,
we can conclude that, for cell Peclet number greater than 8.33, the numerical solution based on
Leonard's third order convective difference scheme as u_ed in UTCHEM does not give an
acceptable answer to the test problem. Hence, we decided to perform our computations for
cell Peclet number lower than or equal to 8.33. More research has to be done with UTCHEM
to investigate the behavior of this model under mesh refining and time step considerations, to
study other mobility ratio injection conditions, and to consider other patterns of wells.

4.2.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

In any enhanced oil recovery (EOR) project, it is important to detect reservoir hetero-
geneities, for the overall efficiency of the project depends on the nature of the flow from well
to well. So, there is a need for a detailed description of the reservoir to be exploited. Tradi-
tional studies include geology, geophysics, coring, well logging and single well testing to help
define reservoirs and their heterogeneities. Two additional types of test which have become
popular in recent years are well-to-well transient pressure tests and well-to-well tracer tests.
These two tests complement each other, for they measure different characteristics. The pres-
sure transient test tends to measure average properties between wells. The tracer tests have the

, ability to indicate the extent of heterogeneity that exists in the region tested.

When well-to-well tracer tests are used, usually a small slug of tracer is injected and this
in turn is followed by tracer free fluid. Several methods have been presented in the literature
(Yuen et al. 1979; Brigham. and Abbaszadeh-Dehghani, 1987; and Mishra, 1987) to analyze the
tracer concentration data recorded at the production well, in order to obtain qualitative and
quantitative information about the characteristics of the reservoir region tested. Indeed, the
main objective of these studies was to examine the sensitivity of test responses to the presence
of heterogeneity and to extract layer parameters from an overall tracer breakthrough profiles.

In most cases, quantitative analysis of well-to-well tracer tests has been performed for a
multilayer five-spot pattern. However, Abbaszadeh-Dehghani and Brigham (1982) developed
equations for computing tracer breakthrough curves in several flooding patterns (five-spot,
direct drive line, staggered line drive and seven-spot) by analytically formulating tracer slug
concentration in a general streamtube. Since the exact equations for streamlines of repeated
patterns are known (Abbaszadeh-Dehgbani and Brigham, 1982; Aronosky and Heller, 1957;
and Brigham and Abbaszadeh-Dehghani 1987) the velocity of the fluid at any point in the sys-
tem can be calculated by differentiating the streamline functions and by using the Cauchy-
Riemann relationships. At any injected pore volume of displacing fluid, the production well
concentration is the sum of concentrations from the streamtubes, which are computed at the
production well. To simplify the analysis, tracer breakthrough curves for different patterns
were correlated into a single set of curves. The five-spot system was chosen as a reference for
correlation. Finally, a computer program was developed, based on a method presented by
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Yuen, et al. (1979) to decompose a tracer profile form a multilayered reservoir into several
responses from individual layers.

In the study of Abbaszadeh-Dehghani and Brigham (1982), the theory and analysis of
tracer flow behavior was formulated on the assumption of unit mobility ratio, and exact analyti-
cal equations were obtained in the form of elliptic integrals which provided breakthrough
curves for the different patterns. An attempt was made to define pattern breakthrough curves
analytically for nonunit mobility ratio in a developed five-spot, but the results obtained contrad-
icted experimental observations. This was because of the unrealistic assumption that stream-
lines are independent of the mobility ratio.

Because the streamtube procedure can not generate correct breakthrough curves at nonun-
ity mobility ratio and because there is a need to describe tracer flow in such systems, we have
pursued a numerical s_dy of interwell tracer tests when mobility ratio contrast exists. Along
the lines of the work of Abbaszadeh-Dehghani and Brigham (1982), a correlation will be
sought between the curves from several patterns and mobility ratios. Proper numerical model-
ing is necessary for an accurate representation of these processes. Of importance are some
features in the formulation of the problem, such as numerical dispersion and grid orientation
effect associated with finite difference solutions of the convection-dispersion equation.

To reach these objectaves, we decided to test the University of Texas UTCHEM simulator
(User's Guide for UTCHEM-V.22, 1989). UTCHEM is a three-dimensional compositional
chemical flooding simulator, adapted to describe tracer flow in different patterns, and also to
control numerical dispersion and grid orientation effects. Several differencing schemes are
available in the simulator. Of particular interest is a third-order scheme based on Leonard's
method.

In the simulation of tracer studies conducted before and during many of the EOR projects
for reservoir characterization, one of the main objectives is to determine the level of physical
dispersion and heterogeneity. In numerical reservoir simulation, however, artificial numerical
dispersion can further smear concentration fronts by increasing the level of dispersion. This
numerical dispersion results in inaccurate predictions of both concentrations and breakthrough
times. Therefore, accurate simulation of physical processes involved in EOR requires that
numerical dispersion be essentially eliminated.

We will not describe the UTCHEM simulator in detail. The main features of this pro-
gram have been the subject of several papers and theses (Datta Gupta, 1985; Datta Gupta et
al., 1986; Descant III, 1989; and Saad, 1989). We will give some information about the prin-
cipal characteristics of this simulator. Because of the need to simulate mixing phenomena,
and, therefore, to minimize numerical dispersion, the four convective differencing schemes
available in UTCHEM will be reviewed briefly.

Since it is possible to consider many recovery phenomena in the program, UTCHEM has
many input options to specify which phenomena will be included. Therefore, one of tlm main
difficulties for a user of UTCHEM is to define the input data choice correctly. Four input data
files are needed. The first file is used to describe the run. The second file concerns the grid
characteristics, initial conditions, and the output options. Injection/production data are specified
in the third file, while the fourth one is related to physical properties.

The main assumptions made in UTCHEM are: isothermal reservoir, slightly compressi-
ble fluid and solid, Darcy's law applies, thermodynamic equilibrium, dispersion follows Fick's
law for multiphase flow, and surfactants and polymer are treated as monospecies without a
molecular weight distribution.

The derivation of the conservation equations and the slightly compressible formulation of
the pressure equation are given in detail by Saad (1989) but some of the more important con-
cepts on the mixing equations are reviewed here.

Most current reservoir simulators use single point upstream weighting to ,/Jroximate the
first order derivative of the convection term in the equations. This method has a first order
local truncation error, and the global truncation error of an algorithm using this differencirg
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operator is also first order. This method suffers from artificial numerical dispersion and the
results are implemented by grid orientation. This method is stable; furthermore, it can be cause
dispersion that is considerably larger than the physical dispersion, leading to inaccurate results.
For convection dominated flow, at high Peclet number, the hyperbolic nature of the equations
produces oscillatory solutions.

A second order explicit method, proposed by Chaudhari and implemented in UTCHEM
produces accurate results for chemical flooding applications when the cell Peclet number is
kept below two (Saad, .1989); this is, unfortunately, a limiting factor in large scale or convec-
tion dominated applications. At low cell Peclet numbers, the two point upstream weighting
method produces more accurate results than single point upstream weighting; however, at
higher cell Peclet numbers (convection dominated flows), it too produces inaccurate results
(Saad, 1989).

A third order convective differencing scheme based on Leonard's method is especially
suited for convection-dominated flow problems. This method results in a minimal increase in
storage or computation time per time step per grid block compared to the lower order methods.
This method is referred to as the higher order method in this work.

The details on the finite difference operators and its implementation in UTCHEM are dis-
cussed thoroughly by Saad (1989).

4.2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have been using UTCHEM-V-4.22 released on September 1989. The first step of
our research consisted of a learning period to run the simulators. A good description of how
to deal with the input dar.a is given in the User's Guide for UTCHEM-V-4.22 (1989).
Although, the input information is well documented, the output information is poorly com-
mented. The author is in the process of writing a summary about the characteristics of the out-
put files.

Next, UTCHEM-V-4.22 was validated for one dimensional miscible displacements (tracer
in aqueous phase). Figure 4.2.1 shows a one-dimensional problem. In this case we considered
a linear reservoir initially saturated with water, and tracer injection is at unit mobility ratio.
We used constant viscosity polymer as a tracer and the Leonard's third order scheme was used.
Since we assumed zero physical dispersion, the Peclet number is infinite, and we have a purely
convective displacement. The analytical solution to this problem is the unit step function. As
can be seen from Figure 4.2.1, the solution oscillates after breakthrough.

Figure 4.2.2 shows dimensionless tracer concentrations for Leonard's third order scheme
together with those of single-point upstream weighting, two-point upstream weighting and
Chaudhari's method for a Peclet number of 1,000 (cell Peclet number, Pt_ = 10). The agree-
ment between the analytical solution and the higher order method for this convection dom-
inated test problem is remarkable, especially when compared with the diffused solution of
single-point upstream weighting and the oscillatory nature of the solution using Chaudhari's
dispersion control.

At lower cell Peclet numbers, Chaudhari's method and two-point upstream weighting will
also give an accurate solution to the model problem (Chaudhari, 1971; Saad, 1989). This illus-
trates that, for the model problem and the same degree of accuracy using the higher order
method requires a much lower level of grid refinement than the two-point upstream weighting
or Chaudhari's method. On the other hand, at a large cell Peclet number, the higher order
method will also oscillate and the inaccuracies reappear. This is seen in Figure 4.2.4 which
compares the higher order method and the exact solution at Peclet number of 10,000
(P_ = 100).

Figure 4.2.3 presents a graph of normalized concentration as a function of normalized
distance, for the analytical and numerical solutions for a linear reservoir. Initially, we have
only water in the reservoir and we are injecting a tracer solution of the same mobility as the
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initial fluids in the reservoir at constant flow rate. Two different values of the dispersion con-
stant were considered c_£ = 0.66 ft and ctL = 0.01 ft. As can be seen in Figure 4,2.3, the
agreement between both solutions is adequate.

Next, we attempted to use UTCHEM to describe the tracer flow in a developed five-spot
pattern. A unit symmetry area was chosen as a physical domain, the distance between like
wells is 330 ft, so the unit symmetric area is a 165 ft square. Other data used are shown in
Table 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2.5 shows a comparison of the numerical solutions for different methods of
dispersion control in the five-spot pattern. We have plotted the normalized concentration as a
function of rbe pore volume injection for zero dispersion. The injection rate is constant and
the fluid injected is composed of water plus tracer. The mobility ratio of the displacing fluids
to the displaced fluids is equal to one. Note that Chaudharis' method oscillates around the
analytical solution. The single point upstream method and the two point upstream method both
show appreciable differences from the analytical solution and from experimental results at, and
shortly after breakthrough. The calculated pore volumes injected at breakthrough, are lower
than the true value. Later, the numerical solutions converge to the analytical solution. The
differences shortly after the breakthrough are due to numerical dispersion. Remember that this
is a pure convection problem; there is no physical dispersion. The method which appears to
have the least numerical dispersion is the Leonard's third order method, so we used the
Leonard's method as a method henceforth.

Figure 4.2.6 is a graph of dimensionless tracer concentration as a function of pore volume
injected, for continuous injection of tracer solutions of different viscosities. We considered
mobility ratios of 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1, i.e., favorable mobility ratios.

Figure 4.2.7 shows the basic information at m - 0.2 presented on Figure 4.2.6, plus the
extrapolation of the maximum slope straight line to the x axis (pore volume injected axis).
Experimental values presented by Caudle and Witte (1959), were taken from Figure 4.12, page
87 of "Mechanics of Secondary Oil Recovery," by C.R. Smith (1975). Table 4.2.2 shows the
comparison between those values. A maximum difference of 2% was found for the break-
through obtained numerically. Based on this fact, we take the value of the extrapolated max-
imum slope curve, as the pore volume injected at breakthrough. A FORTRAN program was
written which computes the maximum slope straight line tangent to the given concentration
curve; and then from the tangent point; the intersection of this line at concentration on the x
axis is taken to be the pore volume injected at breakthrough. Next, we use this point to correct
the curve of concentration vs pore volume injected, by setting the breakthrough point as the
first point, the second being the tangent point, and the other points after these points remained
unchanged.

Figure 4.2.8 presents the correlation which was obtained when we plotted the displacing
water cut, dimensionless continuous tracer injection concentration, as a function of the dimen-

sionless pore volume function, (Vpo - Vt,obt)/(1 - Vpobt), previously used by other investiga-
tors (Morales, 1975; Morgan, 1977; and Abbaszadeh-Dehghani and Brigham, 1982). As we
can see from this figure, it appears that ali the curves for different mobilities of the displacing
phase, collapse into a single curve. The values used of pore volume injected at breakthrough
are shown on Table 4.2.2, as compared with those obtained from experimental tests.

Figure 4.2.9 shows a comparison of the results of analytical solution and numerical solu-
tion for different values of Peclet number (a/aL ratio) for tracer flow in a homogeneous
developed five-spot pattern at unit mobility ratio. In Figure 4.2.9, for Peclet number greater
than 500, the numerical solution does not match the analytical solution. On the other hand, for
a/ctL ratio values 500 or lower, the analytical and numerical solutions are much closer, with
only slight differences. Based on this test, we decided to investigate _rther the tracer flow
behavior for different mobility ratios at the leading slug interface, but only by using values of
a/ctL ratios equal to or lower than 500.
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Table4.2.1Re_er'_oi_'SimulationDatafortheTwo Dim_mi. Developed
Five-Spot Pattern Tracer Flow Problem

Tracer slug size, % PV 2.00

LongitudinN dispersion, ft. 0.066-3.30

Transverse dispersivity, ft. 0.00

Cell peclet number, dimensionless 1.66-83'3

a/ccz., dimensionless 10C-5000

Simulated area, ft. 165x 165

Number of grid block_ 30x30xl

Grid sizes, ft.
_

Ax = Ay 5.50

Az 5.00



i
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Table4.2.2ComparisonofEx_tal ValuesofPoreVolumeInjectedat
Breakthrough and Those Obtained by Extrapolating the Maximum
Slope Straightline, for Different Values of Mobility Ratio

Experimental (*) Extrapolated
Mobility Ratio Value Value

i

0.2 0.930 0.912

0.5 0.800 0.816

0.8 0.725 0.732

1.0 0.700 0.707

(*) After Caudle, B.H., and Witte, M.D.,
AIME Tech. Note 2047, J. Pet. Tech.
(Dec. 1959) 63
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We try now to study the case of injecting tracer slug of different mobility ratios with
respect to the initial fluid mobility, We consider only favorable mobility ratios, from 0.2 to 1.
The tracer slug viscosity was varied by using polymer as a component in order to increase the
viscosiD, of the slug. The mobility ratio of the interphase slug-injected fluid was kept equal to
one.

Figures 4.2.10, 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 depict the dimensionless concentration, _'D (as defined
by Abbaszadeh-Dehghani and Brigham, 1982), as a function of the pore volume injected, VpD
for different values of the parameter a/orL (100, 250 and 500). The three figures present some
common features. First, for values of the mobility ratio greater than 0.50 (0.50 to 1.00) the
peak concentration is approximately constant independent of the mobility ratio. For values of
mobility ratios lower than 0.50 the peak height increased at higher mobility ratios. This means
that if we are injecting a tracer slug with a mobility ratio lower than one, (favorable mobility
ratio), but higher than 0.50 the peak concentration is approximately equal to the one for unit
mobility ratio.

Figure 4.2.13 summarizes the peak height data of Figs. 4.2.10-4.2.12. This figure shows
that the peak concentration, CD,,,,, is approximately constant for values of mobility between 0.5
and 1, and for mobility ratios lower than 0.5 the peak concentration increases slightly. Further

research is required on this topic, because a mathematical analysis of the nature of this prob-
lem, indicates that the peak concentration height should increase as the mobility ratio is
reduced. So, Figure 4.2.13 can be used to translate the results of a tracer test for favorable
mobility ratios other than one to an equivalent developed five-spot pattern of unit mobility.

From Figures 4.2.10-4.2.12, we can see that the value of the pore volume injected VpD,
at the peak concentration is displaced to the right for the different mobility ratio consideredm

with respect to the position of the peak concentration Comax for the unit mobility ratio case.
This effect was found for ali of the a/aL values studied. Figure 4.2.14 presents the pore

volume injected at peak concentration, WpDmax as a function of mobility ratio. By inspecting
Figure 4.2.14, it appears that there is an approximately linear relationship between these vari-
ables. This means that the peak position of a given tracer slug test, could be translated into an
equivalent developed five-spot pattern slug concentration, by applying Figure 4.2.14.

In summary, it appears that the variables we need in a slug tracer injection test for further
calculations, i.e., the peak concentration, CDmax, and the volumetric position at the peak, can
be, in principle, translated into equivalent values to the unit mobility ratio injection condition.
Thus, now, we can apply the procedure developed by Abbaszadeh-Dehghani and Brigham
(1982) for analyzing a tracer injection test at a favorable mobility ratio.
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Task _5 - INTEVEP shall provide DOE with information from
two-dimensional laboratory displacements and
numerical simulation utudies on the influence of
surfactants on steam injection profiles and oil
production performance undmr conditions typical
of steam drive and cyclic steam processes.
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ABSTRACT

The first activity carried out to evaluate the STARS simulator

capacity to model the process of heavy oil recovery through steam injection

with surfactant was a simulation of the experimental information

available 1 from laboratory tests. Said tests were intended to obtain a

numerical model for estimating relative water/steam permeability curves

under steady state conditions with and without surfactant.

The aim of this work is to predict the pressure drop along the pack,

obtained once steady state conditions are reached, for eleven steam water

displacement tests at steam injection flows of 2, 4 and 6 gr/rain and

injection pressures of 100, 200, and 300 psia, as well as for two steam

injection tests with a 0.5% surfactant concentration at steam injection

flows of 2 and 4 gr/min and at pressures of 237 and 222 psia respectively.

A simulation was conducted for each test and when numerical results

were compared to experimental ones some small differences were found in

the pressure drop values along the pack, which led to a change in the initial
data in the simulator.

A second series of simulations was carried out by modifying, for each

test, the relative permeability curves. This allowed to obtain almost the

same results as those found in the laboratory.
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1. INTRODUCTBON

t
i

Steam injection is by itself an efficient method to displace and

produce heavy and extra-heavy crude because crude viscosity is largely

reduced when temperature increases in the reservoir zone affected by

steam. Nevertheless, it is known that this process is less effective when

steam, mainly due lo gravitational segregation and high permeability

channels, does not interact with large portions of the reservoir, thus

' leaving considerable amounts of crude undisturbed.

Additives have been injected along with steam to increase the basic

process efficiency through a better control of steam sweep in the reservoir.

The injection of surfactant-type foaming additives along with steam

basically aims at b_ocking the zones of high steam permeability, and

reducing the gravitational segregation of this fluid towards the formation

top. This type of injection is increasingly used as an alternative to control

gas phase mobility in steam injection processes 2,3,4, as well as C02

injection processes. Under favorable circumstances, reductions have been

reported 2,3,4 in gas phase mobility in approximately 100 times its initial

value.

Several aspects have been considered 5,6 in the study of foam flow

through a porous medium, namely surfactant adsorption in sand at low

t_mperatures, thermal surfactant stability at high temperatures, the

adverse effect of the cation exchange occurring between the surfactant

solution and t_'_:,_formation porous medium on the surfactant active matter,

and the mass transfer taking place from the surfactant solution to the oleic

phase, which might be affected by temperature and ion concentration in the
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formation water, even if it is normally considered to be insignificant, given

the high surfactant solubility in the aqueous phase.

Traditional thermal simulators analyze gas and oleic phases according

to the composition of their elements, based on the assumption that aqueous

phase only consists of water. A simulator taking into account the aqueous

phase composition and capable of evaluating additive-rock interactions is

required to model the physical processes associated with the injection of
water-soluble additives in a non-isothermal environment.

At present, Intevep has a STARS numerical thermo-compositional

' simulator (version 3.1.1) developed by Computing Modeling Group (CMG) for

modeling both the basic mechanisms occurring in thermal oil recovery

processes and those applications where steam is injected with additives

such as surfactants or solvents.

Since this is a new simulator, it is necessary to become acquainted

with the equipment in order to learn how to use it and evaluate ali its

predictive capabilities. Therefore, as a starting point, this work includes a

series of simple runs to simulate water displacement in a unidimensional

porous medium, through the injection of steam alone and with surfactant.

Results were compared to experimental data available.
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2. FOAM MODELING

STARS simulator has two models to estimate foam flow. The first one

is the Mobility Reduction Model, a simple model based on the reduction of the

gas phase mobility as a function of the amount of surfactant present in the

aqueous phase. The second model, called "Lamella" Model, is based oh the

formation of a component in the gas phase through a water-surfactant

chemical reaction. In the following paragraphs a short description will be

made of the above- mentioned models.

2.1 Gas Phase Mobility Reduction Model

The Mobility Reduction Mode,, is based on a change in the value of the

gas phase mobility. The general assumption is that if there is some

surfactant in the aqueous phase, there will be some foam in the gas phase.

The gas phase mobility, Zg, obtained through this model is afunction of the

mobility of said phase without foam; Zgm, and a mobility factor, FM, and it
is given by"

;Lg=;Lgm (without foam) * FM (1)

where the mobility factor FM depends upon the surfactant concentrationin

the aqueous phase, the crude saturation, the gas flow rate, and the maximum

value of the gas phase mobility reduction factor in the porous medium.

The mobility factor FM is a dimensionless interpolation value

represented by the following expression:

FM = {1 + MMR (Ws/Ws max)es ,

((somaX-so)/somax) e° * (Ncref/Nc)eV)} "I (2)
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where:

MMR is the maximum mobility reduction

Ws is the surfactant concentration in the aqueous phase

Wsmax is the maximum surfactant concentration in the aqueous

phase

So is crude saturation

Somax is the maximum crude saturation for foam presence

Nc is the capillary number

,, Ncref is the capillary number with reference to the minimum gas

flow rate

Superscripts es, eo, and ev are, respectively, the surfactant

composition, crude saturation and capillary number contributions. The values

therefore may vary for the first and the second one from 1.00 to 2.00, and

for the third one from 0.3 to 0.7.

An analysis of the previous expression allows to observe that in

order to obtain the highest reduction in the gas phase mobility the following

conditions are required for the porous medium:

* Surfactant concentration in the aqueous phase must be the maximum

one

* Crude saturation must be equal to zero.

* The capillary number must be equal to the reference capillary

number corresponding to a minimum gas flow rate. lt is also

important to highlight that no foam will exist in the porous

medium if any of the following conditions is present:
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* No surfactant presence in the porous medium,

* Crude saturation Is equal to or higher than the maximum saturation

allowed for foam formation.

* The capillary number has the maximum value, which means that gas

flow has no restriction,

The maximum mobility reduction, MMR, Is the factor used to diminish

the values of the gas-related permeability curve in the presence of foam

and it is expressed as follows:

MMR = (&P) with foam / (AP)without foam (3)

where both pressure drops are obtained through experimental steam water

displacement tests, in the absence of crude. In equation (3), the numerator

represents the pressure drop obtained in this type of tests by using steam

and surfactant at the concentration at which crude displacements through

steam and surfactant injection were carried out. The denominator

represents the pressure drop obtained when only steam is injected.

If there are no experimental values for a given simulation, field

data should be used. Some typical values for these parameters are given
hereinbelow'

MMR = from 5 to 1000

Wsmax = 0.00001 molar fraction

Somax = 0.2

Ncref = 0.0001

es = 1.0
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eO = 1.0

tV = 0.5

As shown trI equation (2), the mobility factor FM covers the Interval

from 1, if no foam exists in the gas phase, to close to zero, when there is

a heavy foam presence in the gas phase

0 <FM <:1 (4)

The minimum mobility factor value is approximately the reciprocal of

the maximum mobility reduction'

FM = (1/MMR) ,- 0 (5)

Surfactant data required to use this model are as follows'

Phase equilibrium constants, Kgaa/oil and Koil/wate r'

Since surfactant is considered to be essentially nonvolatile, the gas-

water phase equilibrium constant is considered to be null, Kgas/water =
0.0. On the other hand, foaming surfactants have a iimited partitioning

inside the crude. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain some values for

the crude-water phase equilibrium constant, Koil/wate r. Nevertheless,

for foams at steam temperatures, initial Koil/water values are not

necessary.

Maximum adsorption'

Surfactant adsorption usually diminishes as temperature increases (for

foams in steam, the maximum initial adsorption value is not required

, at steam temperatures).
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Surfactant mean life: j

Surfactant decomposition generally increases with temperature (for foams

in steam, initial decomposition rates at steam temperatures are not

necessary). The _ model assumes a constant decomposition rate kd (at a

basic pH), or its equivalent value, the surfactant mean life t 1/2 (kd values

- 0.693/t I /2 )'

Besides thepreceding information, additional data are required to use

the Mobility Reduction Model'

Krg, Krw, Kro, (without foam)'

The two relative permeability curves of the gas-liquid and water-crude

phases are used together with Stone Model. These curves define the basic

flow pathways that the phase is likely to follow in the presence of foam.

Maximum mobility reduction factor MMR:

lt is obtained in foam-water displacement tests at a maximum

surfactant concentration Wsmax at a reference rate (or capillary number

Ncr ef), and in the absence of crude in the pack (see equation 3).

Interpolation parameters"

Wsmax' A maximum surfactant concentration is necessary to

obtain a heavy foam formation(usually about 1.0% by weight)

• Somax" Maximum crude saturation in which foam is not produced

(normally 10% to 30%, dependingon the surfactant selected).

Ncref' Reference capillary number (equivalent to gas phase flow rate

in the presence of heavy foam) in the experiment.
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Main advantages of the Mobility Reduction Model:

* Relatively few data are required, which may be promptly obtained

through laboratory tests.

* A single additional equation is.used (for the surfactant) to describe

the fluid flow through the porous medium, which means a small

increment in simulation costs.

* Field and laboratory steam injection simulations with surfactant

are allowed.

2.2 "Lamella" Model
d,

Another model used by STARS simulator to describe the foam flow is

the so-called *Lamelrla" Model. The "Lamella" approach is a modeling type

consisting of dispersing components, where "Lamella* is a gas phase

component whose concentration determines the gas phase flow

properties, viscosity, relative permeability, and resistance factor.

The preformed foam injected into the porous medium has the same

characterization as the capture process for the component dispersed in

the flow of stable emulsions, polymers and fines. This trapping

mechanism may be seen as being quasi-static (polymer adsorption) or

kinetic (emulsion or fine capture). Said capture process affects the

"Lamella" propagation rate and local density that is associated with the

stable foam movement. Besides, foam generation and coalescence affect

not only the "Lamella" local density, but also foam properties and

propagation rate. As a result, these processes are modeled through

mass transfer expressions under non-equilibrium conditions.

A mean "Lamella" is defined as a combination of the water and
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surfactant amounts existing in the aqueous medium in the following

chemical reaction'

(H20)w . b(S)w --, (L)g (6)

where the stoichiometric coefficient b is small (it defines the

' number of surfactant moles per water mol. in the mean "Lamella"),

approximately equal to 10"5. The exact value of b depends on a series of

factors including the assumed "Lamella" shape, the molar water

' volume/specificsurfactant surface area ratio, etc. lt is noteworthy thatb

is small, but not negligible, which means that the "Lamella" physical

properties are related to those of water, and "Lamella" formation

requires a sufficient amount of surfactant.

The "Lamella" model is a complex scheme and the parameters

necessary for its application are not easy to obtain. Besides, they are

similar to those employed in the modelings of emulsion flow and

chemical equations.

Therefore, the use of this model is limited to the simulation of

very important aspects in laboratory foam experiments and very small-

scale field simulations.

• 3. STEAM INJECTION SIMULATION

The initial phase of this study focused on simulating simple laboratory

experiences for which experimental data1 were already available, with the aim of

" validating the effectiveness of the numerical STARS simulator option in the modeling of

steam injection processes with additives.

In the experiences to be simulated some water was displaced in a

(unidimensional) cylindrical porous medium by continuously injecting steam alone or
with surfactant. The variables for these tests were as follows" injection pressure in

the order of 100, 200, and 300 psia, and steam injection flow of 2, 4, and 6 gr/min.
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The experimental equipment consisted of an ATICA _ndpack, 92% quartz,

4% AI203, and 4% Fe203, _enpletely covered with an Inflating fiber to mlnlmize
environmental heat losses. The pack was initiallysaturatedwith water and then heated

untila temperatureclose to the boiling point corresponding to the preset outletpressure

was obtained. Afterwards, saturated steam was Injectedwith and withoutsurfactant,

and once steady state conditions were reached, inlet and outlet pressuresand

temperatures were measuredinthree pointsalongthe cell. Inlet and outletwater and

steam flow rateswere also measured in the pack.

Pressure profiles along the pack obtained in these tests are comparedto those

predicted by the simulatorusingthe Mobility ReductionModel, in order to lay clown

the foundationsfor discussinghow effective is STARS simulator the modelingof these

experiences.

As a startingpoint, the curves reported by Barboza et al1 were used in the

simulationfor relative permeabilitywith and withoutsurfactant (see Figures 1 and 11),

keepingconstantthe followingparameters in ali runs'

Pack length: 30.00 cm

Pack diameter: 3.80 cm

Porosity: 0.3

Inlet steam quality: 0.80

Absolute permeability: 4.00 Darcy

Roomtemperature: 30.00 C

where the injectivity index was calculated by means of the transmissibility of the first

block in the mesh, which is used by STARS simulator when wells are located in the

end walls in a unidimensional cell. Peaceman equation 7 does not give correct

values for this type ol array, thus generating values lower than those obtained

experimentally, due to homogeneous and radiat flow approximations.

Table i .......................... " .... -'"' ....... "--"'-5llUWS UULlUI. prus_Liruur,usiearr_ir,jeciiu,, ,e=tuuu,,uauu,,=,,as wu,, ==:_=,,e
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typeof experience,with and withoutsurfactant,and theidentificationofthe figure

number where a comparisonismade of the pressuredropsalong thecellresulting

fromthedifferentsimulatorrunswiththecorrespondingexperimentalvaluesforeach

test.

ltwas Impossibletomake a historicalcomparisonbetween the Injectionand

thesaturatedsteam productionbecause the experimentaldatareportedonlyprovide

thepressuredrop vahJesalongthepackobtainedonce steadystateconditionswere

reached.

3.1 Analysis of Fl_sults

The following aspects were observed when analyzing results:

* Runs gave, on the average, a steam surge at the cell outletafter 18 seconds,

and steady state conditionswere reached before 2 minutes had elapsed,

after steam injectionhad started. Unfortunately,the correspondingexperimental

information is not available to compare these two times.

* As shown in Figures2 to 13, the resultsgivenby the STARS simulatorrunsare

slightlydifferent(lower than 5.6%) from thoseobtainedin the experimentaltests.

* In general, it was observedthat for steam injectiontests alone (see Figures2

to 10) the difference between simulated and experimental results decreased as

injection rate increased and, except for tests at 100 psia with 4 and 6 gr/rain,

pressure values predicted by the simulator were lower than the experimental
measurements.

* A comparison of the simulator results during steam injection with and without

surfactant (see Figure 14), for 200 psia at a 4 gr/min rate, allows to observe

that the pressure droppredictedfor steam with surfactant is higherthan that for
steam without sur_actant. However, when comparing simulated and

experimental results (see Figures 10 and 11), the simulatorpressuresfor the 2

gr/rain rate are slightlyhigherthat the experimentalones (maximum difference

= 1.2%). On the contrary, for a 4 gr/min rate, experimentalresults are higher

than the simulated ones (maximum difference = 5.26%).
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4. CHANGES IN RELATIVE PERMEABILITY

With the aim of studying how variations in the relative permeability curves

Influenceupon resultsobtained with the model, a new series of runs was carded out

varying said curves, untilthe pressuredropsestimated by the simulatorfitted intothose

obtained experimentally

Table 2 showsthe conditionsof steam injection rate, outlet pressure, and the

localizationof figures in which modifiedgas-related permeability curves are presented,

as well as the localizationof the figures corresponding to experimental and simulated

pressureprofilesalong the cell for each test.

4.1 Analysis of Results

An analysis of the results obtained in the new runs highlights the following

aspects:

• lt was necessary to decrease gas-related permeability values by almost 70%

to have equivalent simulated and experimental pressures, except for tests 2

and 3 (unmodified) and test 10 where gas-related permeability values doubled
with surfactant.

• The modified gas-related permeability values in steam injection tests alone

(except for tests 2 and 3) are very close to values reported in the literature,

Counsil 8.

• The runs for steam injection with surfactant (see Figures 32 and 34) showed that

gas-related permeability increased for an injection rate of 2 gr/min, but

decreased for a 4 gr/min rate. This could indicate the presence of tests carded

out in porous media having differentpermeabilities.

* Water saturationvalues are similaralongthe cell, in ali simulations, and very

close to the residual water saturation value because heat lossesare very small
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" Water- and steam-related permeability values observed in the simulations

correspondto those of a water saturationprocess which Is about to become

irreducible. As a result, water-related permeabilityis almost zero and steam-

relatedpermeabilityis almost reachingIts maximum value.

* Pressure and temperaturedecrease very littlealong the cell in ali simulations

because of the experiment conditions, the presence of very low heat loss

levels, and the measurement of steady state pressures. Therefore, lt is an

adiabatic process.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

" Experiments to determine relative steam-surfactant and steam-water

permeability curves under steady state conditions provide littleinformationto

evaluate the whole STARS simulator capacity, Nevertheless, when using

the MobilityReductionModel for steam injectionwith surfactant, this simulator

predicted with a good approximation the experimental results obtained in a

unidimensionalpack..

* Under steady state conditions, and in an adiabaticprocess, large differences

in steam-related permeabilityvalues do not considerablyaffect the pressure

dropvalues along the cell, due to the high steam compressibilityandthe

low steam viscosity.

* The evaluation of a numericalsimulator in the process of steam injection with

additives has to be effected by using experimentalinformationthat will allowto

fullyutilizethe simulatorcapacity.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

" STARS simulatore_iectivenessin reproducingthe resultsobtained in crude

displacement tests_ through steam Injection with surfactant should be

evaluated before using it for modeling, on a small scale, steam injection

processes involvingthe use of additives.

" Unidimensionaltests shouldbe carried out in tubes being longenoughto heglect

final effects. Besides, a well defined pressure distributionalong the tube is

recommended, as well as two-dimensionaltests to assess the gravitationali
segregationeffect, and tests tnthe presence of crude allowingan analysis of

capillarypressureeffects.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

,, eo = oleic phase contribution factor

es -- surfactant contribution factor

ev = gas rate contribution factor

FM = dimensionless interpolation factor

kd = decomposition rate

krg = gas-related permeability,

kro = oil-related permeability

krw = water-related permeability

K = phase equilibrium constant

MRF -- maximum mobility reduction factor

Nc = capillary number

Ncref = referencecapillarynumber

pH = alkalinity or acidity degree

rg = gas resistance factor

So - oil saturation

Somax = maximum oil saturation

t 1/2 = mean lifetime
--'R

Ws = surfactant concentration
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Wsmax = maximum surfactant concentration

Greek Symbols:

_,g . gas mobility

_'gm .,foamless ga=;mobility
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Table 1. Operational Conditions and Result Localization
I

for Simulations with Original Data

ml i i i iii ii,

TEST INJECTION OUTLET RESULTS

RATE PRESSURE

(NO) (gr/mln) (Psla) (Fig. NO)

1 2,00 111.52 2

2 4.00 115.62 3
,

3 6.00 117.06 4

4 2.00 191.41 5

5 4.00 191.18 6

6 6.00 192.02 7

7 2.00 297.22 8

8 " .00 302.24 9

9 6.00 306.46 10

10 2.00 236.75 11 *

11 4.00 221.56 12 *

* with 0.5% of surfactant
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Table 2. Operational Conditions and Result Localization

for Simulations with Adjusted Data

TEST INJECTION OUTLET Krg RESULTS

RATE PRESSURE MOD.

(N ° ) (gr/min) (Psla) (Fig. N° ) (Fig, N° )

12 2.00 111.52 15 16

13 4.00 115.62 _ 17

14 6.00 117.06 NM 18

15 2.00 191.41 19 20

16 4.00 191.18 21 22

17 6.00 192.02 23 24

18 2.00 297.22 25 26

19 4.00 302.24 27 28

20 6.00 306.46 29 30

21 2.00 236.75 31 32 *

22 4.00 221.56 33 34 *

NM" Non-modified permeability

- = with 0.5% of surfactant
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Task 46 - DOE shall provide INTEVEP with information from laboratory studies on light oil
steamflooding conducted by NIPER. The research is to describe the influence of
reservoir rock and its wettability, its composition, brine and steam temperature on
oil recovery from light oil reservoirs.
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes research presented as part of the ANNEX IV report for Task 46,

Light Oil Steamflooding. Four interrelated topics are described: the methodology for measuring

capillary pressure and wettability at elevated temperature, the use of silylating agents to convert

water-wet Berea sandstones or unconsolidated quartz sands to oil-wetted surfaces, the evaluation

of the thermal and hydrolytic stability of these oil-wet surfaces for possible use in laboratory

studies using steam and hot water to recover oil, and the effect of porous media of different

wettabilities on oil recovery where tim porous media is first waterflooded and then steamflooded.

All elevated temperature capillary pressure evaluations with various fluid/porous media

_ystems yielded similar results. The capillary pressure curves were similar in shape, but

i_reducible brine saturations were found to increase as run temperatures increased. Wettability

values were found to increase (become more water-wet) as run temperatures were increased.

Artificially oil-wet porous media were produced by treatment with asphaltenes or polar crude oil

components, and by silylation using both liquid-phase and vapor-phase treatments. Thermal

stabilities and hydrolytic stability of the oil-wet surfaces were evaluated by observing changes in

the wettability index as cores were subjected to hot water or steam displacements, with or without

crude oil coating the porous media. Cores treated with asphaltenes or polar crude oil components

failed to produce a lasting oil-wet surface. Liquid-phase silylation of silica surfaces yielded oil-wet

surfaces that reverted to water-wet upon exposure to hot water. Vapor-phase silylation using

bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane resulted in a bidentate bound Si(CH3)2 group chemically bonded

to the silica surf'ace. This artificially oil-wet surface was more inert and resisted changes in

wettability. Laboratory oil recovery experiments, using steam in one-dimensional Berea sandstone

cores of various wettabilities, showed that oil-wet sandstones responded to steam faster than

water-wet sandstones, but both attained final residual oil saturations of less than 12%.

A series of steamflood experiments was conducted in a two-dimensional model using water-

wet, intermediate-wet, and oil-wet porous media to investigate the steamflood potential for light oil

production after waterflooding. 'Fhe study evaluated the effects of changes in wettability on

steamfiooding light oils. New London crude oil (32° API) was used in the study. Comparisons of

the oil saturation profiles of the sandpacks indicated higher initial oil saturations in oil-wet

sandpacks. However, waterflooding recovered less oil at a slower rate and lower oil-water ratio

from oil-wet sands. Oil-wet sands showed much higher residual oil saturation after reaching

waterflood residual. Steamfloods initiated at this point displaced little oil from water-wet

. sandpacks. However, significant oil was displaced from oil-wet sandpacks. This study indicated

that final oil saturation after steamflooding is independent of initial wettability.
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OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this research was to evaluate specific changes in oil recovery by hot water

and steam as a function of changes in wettability of porous media/fluid systems. To conduct this

resem'ch, methodology was needed to determine changes in capillary pressure and wettability with

increasing temperature.
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BACKGROUND

Thermal recovery, by cyclic steam and steamdrive, is a commercial oil recovery technology

that contributes nearly 454,000 barrels of oil per day (BOPD) or about 6% of the total daily United

States oil production (Moritis, 1990). This oil is predominantly heavy od, 10° to 20° API. Only

two light oil steamfloods (LOS) are operating in the United States at the present time and both

floods are in DOE-managed Naval Petroleum Reserve (NPR) fields. One flood is being conducted

in the Shannon sandstone formation at NPR No. 3, Teapot Dome (WY) field. This test is in a

highly fractured, consolidated, tight (63 naD) sandstone at a depth of 325 to 500 ft. The second

LOSis in the Shallow Oil Zone (SOZ) at NPR No. 1, Elk Hills (CA) field. The SOZ pilot is being

conducted in a highly calcareous, unconsolidated, multisand sandstone at a depth of 2,800 ft.

Both steamfloods test LOS technology in very different adverse environments.

One target of LOS within the last 10 years has been previously waterflooded reservoirs (Chu,

1988; Hanzlik, 1981; Hong, 1986; Strycker 1988). Oil-wet reservoirs may be a more attractive,

economic target for LOS because the oil saturation at the beginning of a LOS may be considerably

higher in oil-wet reservoirs than in water-wet reservoirs (Olsen, 1990). In strongly water-wet
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porous media, oil recovery at water breakthrough is high, with little additional production after

water breakthrough. In strongly oil-wet porous media, water breakthrough occurs much earlier,

and most of the oil recovered is slowly swept out during an extended waterflood with a low oil-

water ratio. This parallels what is observed in waterfloods of most sandstone reservoirs.

Waterfloods are less efficient in oil-wet reservoirs than in water-wet reservoirs, because more

water must be injected to recover the same amount of oil. As the wettability index increases (more

water-wet), the water relative permeability increases, and oil relative permeability decreases.

Consequently, water flows more easily than oil causing progressively earlier breakthrough and

lower oil recovery (Anderson, November and December 1987).

NIPER has been investigating the recovery of light oil by steamflooding for several years.

Strycker and Sarathi (1988) presented a critical review of previous LOS studies. The economics of

steamflooding require that the product of oil saturation times permeability be high (Chu, 1983;

Chu, 1988; Farouq Ali, 1978; F_trouq Ali and Meldau, 1978). However, most waterfloodable

light oil reservoirs have already been waterflooded to a relatively low oil saturation; thus, the

porosity-saturation product may be unfavorable, and subsequent steamflooding of such reservoirs

may be uneconomic. Injection of steam or any other gas into these previously waterflooded

reservoirs would tend to follow previously waterflooded channels and result in poor sweep

efficiency. In addition, heat loss to the water phase may be excessive (water has a higher heat

capacity than oil). Oil-wet light oil reservoirs, which often exhibit poor w:_terflood recovery, may

have sufficient oil saturation to make light oil steamfloc_ling technically and economically feasible.

NIPER needed porous media that was significantly more oil-wet than very strongly water-

wet to evaluate specific changes in oil recovery by treatments with hot water and steam as a

function of wettability of porous media/fluid systems. Both strongly oil-wet and intermediate-wet

porous media were needed. Several methods were tried to provide these media including

precipitation of asphaltene and polar fractions on porous media, treatment of porous media with

siloxane and silylating agents in the liquid phase, and finally silylation of the porous media using

reagents in the gas phase t(-, Lainmore uniform coverage of the surface and potentially more stable

oil-wet surfaces. The thcm_al and hydrolytic stability of these oil-wet surfaces needed to be

determined to see if the surface was degrading and reverting to a water-wet condition. The surface

needed to be sufficiently inert to permit observing the effect of steam on changing the wettability of

the surface in laboratory oil displacement tests.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Temperature on Capillary Pressure and Wettability

The effect of elevated temperature on capillary pressure has been previously studied

(Samaroo and Guerrero, 1981; O'Kandan et al,, 1974; Sanyal et al,, 1973; Sinnokrot et al,, 1971),

Samarcx-_and Guerrero (1981) indicated that increases in irreducible water saturation with elevated

temperature should correspond with increased oil recovery.

As part of this study, NIPER modified a centrifuge and test cells to evaluate capillary

pressure and wettability at elevated temperature (Olsen, Cr_x:ker, Sarathi and Betancourt, 1991),

The effect of elevated temperature on core saturation was evaluated in a series of experiments using

different porous media-fluid systems including mineral oil and New Lxmdon crude (32 °API, from

the site of a proposed I.,OS in south-central Arkansas), The results of capillary pressure

determinations for a simple porous media-fluid system, nitrogen/brine (2% NaC1)/Berea sandstone

at 75 °, 150°, 250 °, and 350 ° F are shown in figure 1. The capillary pressure curves were calculated

based upon the method of Rajan (1986) and show an increase in irreducible water saturation at

each temperature at which the centrifuge measurement was conductM. Figure 2 shows the trend of

increasing irreducible water saturation for two different fluid systems in Berea sandstone. Both

figures show increasing irreducible water saturation with increasing temperature. These results are

in agreement with the literature (Samaroo and Guerrero, 1981; Sanyal et al,, 1973; Sinnokr_t et

al., 1971; O'Kandan et al., 1974), where similar capillary pressure experiments have shown

increases in irreducible water saturations with increasing temperature. The increase in irreducible

water saturation with' ',:reasing temperature has been postulated to arise from a wettability change

in the core towards a more water-wet state (Samaroo and Guerrero, 1981; O'Kandan et al., 1974;

Sanyal et al., 1973; Sinnokrot et al., 1971). Another possible cause postulated is a reduction in the

oil-water viscosity ratio (Honarpour et al., 1986).

To evaluate the effect of temperature on wettability, a series of experiments was conducted

(fig. 3) with a number of fluid systems in Berea sandstone. The wettability index was calculated

using the USBM method (Donaldson et al., 196_). The results show increasing wettability (more

water-wet) with increasing ternperature. The USBM method uses the ratio of the areas under the

imbibition and drainage capillary pressure curves to calculate a wettability index (W), where W =

log(A I/A2) and where A 1 and A2 are areas under the oil and brine-drive capillary pressure curves,

respectively. The USBM wettability index typically ranges from -1.0 (highly oil-wet) to +1.0

(highly water-wet) fl_rmost reservoir rock, lt is possible to exceed these values if the area under

one capillm'y pressure curve is much greater than the other,
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Preparation and Evaluation of Artificially Oil.Wet Surfaces

Laboratory studies of fluid displacement irl porous media are often used to model oil

production occurring in the field. Tests in nativestate, preserved cores would be preferred, but

this step in the design process is often not feasible because of the high costs of acquiring field core.

Outcrop core from numerous areas throughout the world have been used. The literature reveals

that very strongly water-wet Berea sandstone is the porous matrix material most often used in the

United States for evaluating oil recovery systems designed for sandstone reservoirs. However, oil

recovery from Berea sandstone cores is often twice that of native-state cores. The high oil

recovery is due to more homogeneous rock than mast fonnations, the low clay content and very

strongly water-wet nature of the surface of Berea sandstone. Many oil reservoirs are not very

strongly water-wet, but rather are of intermediate wettability (Cuiec, 1990; Willhite, 1986). The

effect of wettability on waterflood oil recovery is well known and has been the subject of recent

reviews by Morrow (1990) and Anderson (1987).

Fired cores are often used to minimize laboratory problems by simplifying operating

problems caused by fines migration, ion exchange, adsorption, and clay swelling. Firing cores

increases reproducibility of many tests used to evaluate process variables, but this is at the expense

of changing other phenomena occurring in the displacement. Each simplification or modification

. of the porous media tends to remove the modeling of tile field away from the native state, Scaled

physical experiments often limit the choice of porous media and the wettability of the surface of the
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' media. The importance of porous media selection depends upon what process is modeled, tile

information needed, and the extent of detail and time that can be expended to scale the oil :ecovery

process,

Physical models are widely used to simulate chemical and physical phenomena in steamflood

displacement. In low-pressure, scaled-model studies, the porous media has typically been very

' strongly water-wet glass beads (Doscher et al., 1982; Doscher, 1981; Sufi, 1990; Ahner and Sufi,
'

1990; Lookeren, 1977; I;arouq Ali, 1985). High-pressure models have used unconsohdated field

sand of intermediate wettability (Quettier and Corre, 1988; Green and lsaa_zs, 1986), very strongly

water-wet quartz sands (Butler and Yee, 1986; Ozen and Farouq Ali, 196"/; Coats, et al,, 1974), or

very strongly water-wet consolidated sandstone, such as Berea sandstone (Ozen and Farouq Ali,

1967; Sarathi et al., 1990; Madden and Sarathi, 1985), or crushed Berea sandstone (Madden and

Sarathi, 1985; Wu and Fulton, 1971) as the porous media in their laboratory studies of thermal oil

recovery processes.

, In recent years, NIPER has conducted light oil steamflood displacement tests using each of

the above porous media, but our capillary pressure/wettability measurements have indicated that

oil-wet or intermediate-wet field sands became more water-wet during steamflooding (Olsen et al.,

1991; Sarathi et al., 1989). Crocker and Marchin (1988 and 1986)conducted a series of

laboratory studies to produce stable wettabilities in core samples using both asphaltenes and pol'ar

fractions of crude oils and organosilane agents applied in the liquid phase. They found that the

wettability change was not permanent and could be reversed by soaking in brine. Recently,

Takach, et al, used gas-phase silylation to obtain an oil-wet surface on glass plates (Takach et al.,

1988) and cores (Takach et al., 1989) for their study of waterflood and chemical flooding EOR.

Silylation involves chemical modification of the silica surface (replacement of the H-atoms of

the surface hydroxyl groups by covalently bound organosilyl groups) to produce a hydrophobic

surface and is used extensively in the manufacture of chromatographic column packings to produce

a reverse phase or hydrophobic surface. There are several different ways that the Si-O-H

functional _oup on a silica surface can be capped, as shown by the series of reactions in figure 4.

The most common method uses a monofunctional silylation agent that forms a single bond, such as

with hexamethyldisilazane. Monofunctional endcapping gives a very reproducible surface and

controlled coverage. Polyfunctional silylation agents can form multiple bonds to the silica surface

such as obtainable with dichlorodimethylsilane or bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane which form

bidentate molecules covering the surface.

NIPER prepared cores, plugs, and unconsolidated sand used for oil-wet displacement tests

or wettability measurements by two different techniques: liquid-phase and vapor-phase silylation.
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FIGURE 4. - Schematic of chemically bound organo silanes on silica surface.

The liquid phase procedure has been described by Olsen and Crocker (1991) using either of two

silylating agents, trioctylchlorosilane (C8H17)3 Si C1 or dimethyldichlorosilane(CH3)2C12Si in

toluene. Vapor-phase silylation of silica surfaces has been used to convert water-wet glassware

used in analytical laboratories to a hydrophobic surface or for making hydrophobic packings for

high-performance liquid chromatography (Deyhimi and Coles, 1982). Vapor-phase laboratory

silylation with bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane, [(CH3)2N]2Si(CH3) 2 or hexamethyldisilazane,

[(CH3)3Si]2NH were used to prepare oil-wet porous media (Takach et al. 1988, 1989; and Olsen

and Crocker 1991 ).

Several tests were conducted to evaluate the thermal and hydrolytic stability of porous

materials prepared by liquid or gas-phase silylation and of surfaces treated with crude oil fractions

precipitated on the surface. The stability of the surface coating was evaluated by measuring the

wettability of plugs using the USBM method with mineral oil (table 1) or New London crude oil as

the wetting phase (tables 2 and 3). The use of crude oil fractions (asphaltene or polar fractions)

from a number of crude oils, dispersed in mineral oil allowed the preparation of less water-wet

surfaces and tended toward intermediate-wettability. However, the surface lost its intermediate-

wettability upon flushing with crude oil (100 PV) or extensive waterflooding (> 100PV).
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TABLE 1, - Wettability changes of Berea sandstone with crude oil fractions

Wettability of Berea Source of Oil Wettability of Berea Wettability of Berea
core with mineral oil (Formation, core with mineral oil/ core with mineral oil/

State) asp haltenes poIars

+0,81 Stevens, CA +0.21 -0.06
+0.81 Anadarko, OK +0.38 +0.25
+0.81 Woodbine, TX +0.35 +0.21

,,

TABLE 2. - Changes in wettability of silylated Berea sandstone and Quartz sands

Liquid-Phase Vapor-Phase

Silylation treatment None Si(C8H17)3 Si(CH3)3 Bidentate

Si(CH3)2

Untreated (Berea Sandstone) +0.481

Silylated (Initial) -0.822 -0.781 .0.663
After 48 hr at water reflux +0.513 +0.323 +0.473 ..0.453
After 8 hr steam from 285 ° to 335 ° F .0.293
After 8 hr steam from 335° to 365 ° F +0.093
1-D steamflood at 350° steam injection

end of oil saturated core after 10 hrs

of steaming -0.42
1-D steamflood at 350 ° production end

of oil saturated core after 10 hrs of

steaming -0.52

Untreated Quartz sand +0.533

Silylated Quartz sand (Initial) .0.393
After 8 hr steam from 335 ° to 365 ° F .0.213

1 Average of 3 tests. 2 Average of 2 tests. 3 Average of 6 tests.
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TABLE 3. - Wettability increase with temperature for various systems.

75° F 150° F 250° F
O/W W/W O/W W/W O/W W/W

Wettabilitiesof consolidated Berea sandstone cores
Brine/mineral oil -0.51 +0.75 -0.30 +0.92
Brine/NewLondon -0.66 +0.40 -0.47 +0.78 -0.14 +0.95

Wettabilitiesof unconsolidated quartz sand

Brine/NewLondon -0.39 +0.53 -0.21 +0.75 +0.27 +1.06

Wettabilities of unconsolidated Berea sandstone cores

UnextractedNew London crude -0.45 +0.52 -0.15 +0.85 +0.03
+0.18 +0.81

Brine/mineral oil +0.60 +0.87 + 1.21

A comparison of the porous media prepared by the two silylation techniques is shown in

table 2, where New London crude oil/1% NaC1 solution was used in the centrifuge method for

determining wettability. Unsilylated Berea sandstone was water-wet (+0.48). The surfaces

produced by liquid-phase silylation, giving bonded Si(CH3)3 and Si(C8H17)3 groups, and vapor-

phase silylation with bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane producing a bidentate bonding of Si(CH3)2

to the silica surface, produced oil-wet surfaces whose wettability indices were -0.82, -0.78, and -

0.66, respectively. Selected plugs were refluxed in water in a Dean Stark extractor at atmospheric

pressure. Untreated Berea sandstone increased in wettability to +0.51, and both sets of plugs

prepared by liquid-phase silylation reverted to a more water-wet condition, +0.32 and +0.47,

respectively. Only the plugs prepared by vapor-phase silylation with bis(dimethylamino)-

dimethylsilane remained oil-wet,-0.45. The bidentate bonded silylated cores were then subjected

to more severe temperature and hydrolysis conditions. They were mounted in Hassler sleeves and

subjected to steam injection (two different steam temperature conditions) for 8 hours. More than

100 PV of cold water equivalent steam was injected in each experiment. This resulted in

decreasing the oil wettability and a shift to intermediate-wettability, -0.29 and .0.09. Wettability

analysis was also conducted on plugs obtained after 10 hours of steamflooding oil-saturated cores.

Plugs from the injection and production ends of a 1-D steamflood showed some decrease in oil

wettability, but the surface of the core still remained oil-wet, -0.42 and -0.52. There was almost a

direct correlation between the severity of the steam treatment and the increase in water-wetness in

these experiments. Saturation with crude oil reduced the rate of change in wettability. Silylated

cores steamed at higher temperatures or with more pore volumes of steam or longer time periods

became more water-wet. Silylated porous media prepared with bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane

have been used in NIPER laboratories for hot water floods in the presence of crude and refined oils
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at 190° F (hot waterfloods where <4 PV of hot water was injected) without any detectable change

in wettability.

A series of experiments was conducted on very strongly water-wet Berea sandstone or quartz

sand and on oil-wet Berea sandstone or quartz sand, prepared by vapor-phase silylation with

bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane (table 3) to confirm the effect of temperature on wettability. In

each system, the wettability index increased (became more water-wet). At 250 ° F, the initially

water-wet porous media has a USBM wettability index greater than one. This is due to the area

under one capillary pressure curve being much greater than the other.

Steamflood Performance of Water-Wet, Intermediate-Wet and Oil-Wet Porous

Media

Laboratory waterfloods of water-wet systems behave very differently from those of oil-wet

systems. In strongly water-wet porous media, oil recovery at water breakthrough is high, with

little additional oil production after water breakthrough. In strongly oil-wet porous media, water

breakthrough occurs much earlier, and most of the oil recovered is slowly displaced during an

extended waterflood with a low oil/water ratio. This parallels what is observed in waterfloods of

most sandstone reservoirs; waterfloods are less efficient in oi!-wet reservoirs than in water-wet

reservoirs because more water must be injected to recover the same amount of oil. As porous

media becomes more oil-wet, the water relative permeability increases, and the oil relative

permeability decreases. Water flows more easily than oil causing progressively earlier

breakthrough and lower economic oil recovery (Anderson, 1987).

A pair of duplicate 1-D steamfloods was conducted with New London crude oil, using fired

strongly water-wet Berea sandstone cores and oil-wet cores obtained from vapor-phase silylation

using bis(dimethylamino)dimethyl silane. These 1.5 in. x 28 in. cores were vacuum water

saturated, flooded with >25 PV of 1% NaC1 brine, and then oil saturated with New London crude

oil. Backpressure on the system was set to 150 psi, and the cores were steamflooded (no

preliminary waterflood). The production histories are shown in figure 5. Energy input (steam

rate) was maintained as'.constant as possible for both runs, although the steam injection rate and

back pressure were reduced to maintain constant injection pressure. Steam breakthrough occurred
about 7 hours into each flood.

Oil-wet cores, because of their preferential affinity for oil, exhibited a higher initial oil

saturation and a higher residual oil saturation at the termination of the steamflood than water-wet

cores. The slope of the oil production curve during the first part of the steamflood was less steep

for a water-wet core than for an oil-wet core because the water-wet core had a higher initial water

saturation and a greater percentage of ener_,_jwas consumed in bringing the connate water to steam
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FIGURE 5. - Oil production from steamflooding oil-wet and water-wet Berea
sandstone in a 1-D model.

temperature. Consequently, less energy was available to heat the oil. The kick in oil production

occurred at different times in these experiments. The sudden kick in oil production in the case of

the oil-wet core after about 5 hours of steam injection might have resulted from gradual shifting of

the wettability of core toward water-wet and banking of the oil. The sudden kick in oil production

in the water-wet core which occurred after about 6-1/2 hours of steam injection can be attributed to

the decrease in the consumption of energy for bringing in situ water to steam temperature and the

availability of more energy for oil production. After steam breakthrough, the water-wet core

continued to produce greater amounts of oil because of a lower affinity for oil as compared to the
oil-wet core.

Light Oil Steamflood Displacements in 2-D Sandpacks

Most light oil reservoirs are waterflooded after primary production. To investigate the

steamflood oil recovery potential after waterflooding, a series of experiments was conducted in a

2-D sandpack packed with quartz sands of various wettabilities. The experiments incorporated

strongly oil-wet porous media (silylated quartz sand prepared from vapor-phase silylation with

bis(dimethylamino)dimethyl silane), quartz sand that had been silylated to yield a surface of

intermediate wettability, and untreated very strongly water-wet quartz sand. The effects of

wettability are illustrated by the oil production and decline curves in figures 6 through 9. The oil-

wet quartz sand yielded a high initial and high waterflood residual oil saturation (figs. 6 and 9).

Quartz sands of intermediate wettability showed lower initial and intermediate waterflood residual

,)
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oil saturation, but they were steamflooded to a low residual oil saturation (figs. 7 and 9). Water-

wet quartz sand resulted in the lowest initial oil s_turation, the lowest oil saturation after

waterflood, and the lowest oil production by steamflooding (figs. 8 and 9). In each experiment,

waterfloods were conducted until the water cut was greater than 97% before the start of steam

injection. In the case of the oil-wet sand, the oil saturation continued to drop as steam was injected

and the water, sand, and oil were heated. The oil-water ratio abruptly increased just before steam

breakthrough in the cases of intermediate and oil-wet sands. During the steamflood, the most

significant oil production was seen in those sandpacks which were more oil-wet. When compared

with intermediate wet sands, the oil saturation decline curve for the oil-wet sands did not decrease

as sharply as expected. Comparison of the oil saturation profiles of these sandpacks indicates that

waterflooding recovers more oil from sands that are more water-wet. These results from 2-D

sandpacks indicate that oil recovery by steamflooding of oil-wet sands looks very promising.

Economic Target of Light Oil Steamflooding

One of the principal advantages of steamflooding oil-wet light oil reservoirs, in addition to

possible high oil saturation, is that the crude oil sells for a light oil price. Heavy oils, such as Kern

River California crude, 13° API, sell for only about two-thirds of the price of West Texas

Intermediate crude oil, figure 10 (Maples, 1990). Thus, the economics of light oil steamflooding

in oil-wet reservoirs that have high oil saturation and have appropriate geology and mineralogy

along with high permeability may be attractive.
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FIGURE 6. - Oil production from a 2-D model packed with strongly oil-wet quartz
sand, waterflood followed by steamflood.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of Berea sandstone as a porous media matrix in preliminary evaluations or screening

of oil recovery processes has been widely practiced. This report summarizes the use of silylating

agents in both the liquid and the vapor-phase to convert hydrophilic, very strongly water-wet Berea

sandstones or unconsolidated quartz sands, to hydrophobic, oil-wetted, surfaces for use in

laboratory studies of oil recovery with steam and hot water. The thermal andhydrolytic stability of

the oil-wet surfaces were evaluated by measuring changes in the wettability index of cores after

they were subjected to hot water or steam, both in the presence and absence of crude oil.

The vapor-phas,_ silylation process using bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane to treat silica

surfaces has yielded oil-wet surfaces with more uniform coverage that were more hydrolytically

and thermally stable, but they were still transformed to water-wet surfaces upon extended steaming

and higher steam temperatures. '['his process produces an oil-wet surface that is more thermally

and hydrolytically stable than previous liquid-phase silylation processes. However, we have not

been able to decouple degradation of the silylated surface from any change in surface properties.

In the presence of crude oil, the oil-wet surface prepared from vapor-phase silylation using

bis(dimethylamino)dimethylsilane to treat silica surface resists changes in wettability under hot

water and low temperature stearnflood conditions and allows its use in laboratory studies of steam

and hot water oil recovery. The stability of the surface is expected to degrade with more severe

(higher steamflood temperatures) conditions.

Capillary pressure/wettability measurements indicate that oil-wet or intermediate-wet sands

become more water-wet with increasing temperature and that the irreducible water saturation

increases as the temperature increases.

Oil production and oil saturation profiles from 2-D sandpacks of water-wet, intermediate-

wet, and oil-wet porous media, have been compared where a light crude oil is displaced by a

waterflood followed by a steamflood. These data indicate that oil-wet sandpacks oil have a higher

initial oil saturation and waterflood (to an economic limit) to much higher waterflood residual oil

saturation than either intermediate-wet or water-wet sandpacks. Steamfloods initiated at this point

displace little oil from water-wet sandpacks and displace increasingly greater amounts of oil from

more oil-wet sandpacks. This behavior is anticipated based upon water displacement of oil from '_

porous media of varying wettability. The steamfloods required increasing response times

(steamflood rate and injection pressure were maintained as constant as possible in each of the three

experiments) to produce an oil kick in the order: oil-wet, intermediate-wet and finally water-wet.

The oil-wet system responded the quickest because there was less water in the sandpack. Since

water has a higher heat capacity than oil, more energy (steam) was required to heat the system and

steam distill the oil from a water-wet system. This study also indicates that final oil saturation,
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after steamflooding, were nearly independent of initial wettability as oil saturations were 8 to 10 %
PV at the conclusion of the steamflood.

Steamflooding light oil, oil-wet reservoirs, may be an attractive economic target in the

appropriate geologic setting. In addition to light oil commanding a much higher price than heavy

oil, the response time between steam injection and oil production is short, making economic

payback more attractive.
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insulating materials used.
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1 SUMMARY

The purpose of this work is to show the results obtained with an analytical model

called PERCAL which was developed to analyze heat losses in steam injection tubing

based on the calculation of the global resistance.

PERCAL was introduced some routines allowing to calculate the properties of

natural gas, which consists of methane, ethane, propane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, at

different compositions and in a temperature and pressure interval coveting field operation

conditions.
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2 INTRODUCTION ,,

Steam injection as a process for recovering heavy oils has been successfully applied

in the western and eastern areas of Venezuela. With the aim of introducing in the reservoir
r

the highest steam-derived caloric content, several types of insulators have been developed.

Said insulators are to be used in pipelines and tubing transporting steam both at surface

level and inside the injection well. Nevertheless, due to the operational problems posed

by subsurface works, the techniques to insulate ;ubing in these wells have generated great

interest. As a result, man), insulators have been tested to this end.

Depending on pressure, temperature and depth conditions in the reservoir, three basic

types of insulators are used for avoiding any heat loss from the tubing lo the porous

medium surrounding the well: solid-type insulators represented by calcium or sodium

silicate shells placed around the external tubing walls, liquid insulators based on high

viscosity and thermal resistance oil, and gas insulators such as air or nitrogen occupying

the well annulus.

In Venezuela, various strategies for steam injection tubing insulation have been used

in the last thirty years. They have been selected according to reservoir conditions,

operators' policies, and market conditions for selling heavy oil.

For instance, since 1967, calcium silicate has been successfully used in morethan

2000 wells in Costa Bolfvar, in the western area of the country, for cyclic steam injection

projects dealing with reservoirs having a depth of up to 3000 feet, steam injection rates

and pressures ranging from 100 to 500 tons/day and 1000 to 1300 psi (1). Fig. 1 indicates

the number of wells having calcium silicate (wo/lns) and lacking this insulator (w/SiCa)

in Costa Bolfvar wells from 1988 to 1990. In the eastern area of the country, Bunker

C, a 16 API and 6000 cp-viscosity residual crude has been used in some cases since
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FIG. 1 NUMBER OF WELLS AND KIND OF

INSULATOR BOLIVAR COAST FIELDS (1988-1990).
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1978, as well as Ken-Pack, a commercial product having tixothropic properties which

has been injected in the annulus.

t

Figures 2 and 3 present the theoretical results obtained from the maximum temper-

atures reached by casing as a function of time, for tubing with none insulator. In this

case, Ken-Pack has been used and a preinsulation has been made with 1/4 inch sodium

silicate and 1 inch calcium silicate. The evaluation was made for 7 inch (Fig. 2) and

9 5/8 inch (Fig. 3) casing diameters (1). As one may observe, in ali cases the tubing

preinsulated with calcium silicate gave the best results.

In the last 7 years, heav_, crude production in Venezuela was affected by a major
,/

support given to mediuTn and ligl_t crude production. A large amount of steam injection

projects were then suspended. Neertheless, during this period, those areas that still

produced heavy crudes used silicates and some variations thereof, such as the use of only

400 to 600 feet of silicate-insulated tubing, the rest remaining naked, and a tendency

to use only nitrogen or air in the annulus ro insulate some wells in the western area of

the country.

In 1986, INTEVEP develops Gel-lnt, whose properties are similar to Ken-Pack's.

In 1988, Gel-Int is first used in the Orinoco Oil Belt wells. Figures 4 and 5 indicate

the number of wells in the Belt and in the eastem area of the country where Gel-Int,

Ken-Pack and air were used in the 1986-1990 period.

"" Since there was a growing tendency to use nitrogen in the annulus of those wells,

INTEVEP undertook a conceptual study in 1990 in order to determin._ the best conditions

for applying this gas and the theoretical feasibility of using natural gas instead.

A review of the techniques available at INTEVEP to evaluate heat los:,es in steam

injection tubing showed that the WELMOD numerical simulator WELMOD (2), devel-
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Fig. 3 MAXIMUN TEMPERATURE VS. ]_NJECTION TIME 9 5/8" CASING.
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Fig. 4 NUMBER OF WELLS AND KIND OF

INSULATOR ORINOCO BELT FIELDS (1988-90).
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Fig. 5 NUMBER OF WELLS AND KIND OF

INSULATOR, SAN TOME FIELDS (1986-90).
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oped at INTEVEP in 1984, could be a good tool in this area. However, air coUld only be

evaluated at atmospheric pressure and pure nitrogenand methane at atmospheric pressure

and 1500 psi, which was a limiting factor. As an alternative, an analytical model called

PERCAL was developed to analyze heat losses in steam injection tubing based on the

calculation of the global resistance imposed by existing materials and fluids between the

steam flowing inside the tubing and the porous medium surrounding the injecting weil.

PERCAL was introduced some routines allowing to calculate the properties of

natural gas, which consists of methane, ethane, propane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen,

at different compositions and in a temperature and pressure interval covering field

oper_ttion conditions. This rc_uti1,es will be evcntunlly loaded to WELMOD simulator

for improvement reasons.

This report briefly presents the WELMOD simulator and the results obtained from the

nitrogen and methane evaluation as insulating fluids in the annulus of a steam injecting

weil. Following, the analytical simulator PERCAL is presented. A detailed explanation

is given of the most important aspects of the algorithm thereof, the results obtained with

this simulator being compared with those given by the WELMOD simulator. Finally, the

corresponding conclusions, recommendations and future activities are stated.
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3 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
OF NITROGEN AND NATURAL GAS
A detailed stud), has been conducted on the problem of how to calculate heat losses

through the injecting well, as one may observe in the bibliographical review by Bernard

and Vaca (2). Nevertheless, few works have studied the specific performance of gases

such as air, nitrogen and natural gas in the annulus of wells for thermal activities.

3.1 WELMOD Numerical Simulator

In 1984, INTEVEP developed the WELMOD numerical model to estimate pressure,

temperature and steam quality conditions along a hot water or steam injecting well.

This model is a valuable tool for thermal projects designed to select the tubing and

characteristics in corrosion studies and stress calculations both for tubing and casing.

Besides, it allows to Obtain steam conditions in the well bottom as an input datum for

numerical simulators of thermal processes at reservoir level.

In order to calculate heat losses along the well as a function of injection time, the

WELMOD simulator includes the following effects:

1. Phase change (steam/liquid) and mass transfer between them.

2. Simultaneous treatment of different biphase flow rates in the tubing.

3. Pressure drop for biphase flow.

4. Heat losses around the formation.

The basic hypotheses on which the mathematical model was developed to describe

heat transfer through the injecting well were as follows:

1. The formation is a symmetric and opaque solid having constant thermal properties

compared to orthogonal coordinate axes.

2. The formation limits are perpendicular to the O-Z symmetry axis.
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3, Flow through the tubing is unidimensional and steady- state, In the case of biphase

flow, steam and water are in thermodynamic equilibrium.

4. Heat transfer from the fluid to the formation is radial, taking into account conduction

mechanisms (tubing, insulator, cement), convection (annular fluid), and radiation

(annulus filled with a transparent fluid).

The model includes the thermal properties of the materials used as tubing insulators,
,,

such as silicates, diesel, Ken-Pack, cement and water, as well as the annulus filling with

air, nitrogen, and methane at atmospheric pressure and at 1500 psi. The fluids' properties

were included as tables for a wide range of temperatures at the two pressures mentioned

above. Water and steam properties were included through routines comprising, among

other things, data from steam tables ASME (3), the Juza and Mares equation of state for

water (4), and Watson's water viscosity correlations (5).

The fluid's movement and energy balances are solved through a numerical integrator.

A complete description for this simulator is provided in the work by Bernard and Vaca.

3.1.1 Presentation and discussion of results

In order to evaluate the insulating performance of nitrogen and methane as to heat

losses at the formation and the maximum temperature reached by the casing, a series

of runs were effected while the well's characteristic parameters specified in Table 1

were kept constant. It is noteworthy to clarify that since gases can only be evaluated

at two pressures, it will be convenient to use the acronyms LP to refer to atmospheric

conditions and HP for 1500 psi.

The insulators studied were as follows:

1. Nitrogen (LP and HP).

2. Methane (LP and HP).
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TABLE 1 INJECTi()N WELL CHARACTERISTICSr

1. LENGTH (ft): 3000

II. DIAMETERS (inch):

• Tubing: 3.5

• Casing" 7

• Weil: 12

III. STEAM PROPERTIES"

• Quality (Well Head) (%): 80

• Temperature (°F)' 600

• Injetion Rate (ton/d)" 400

IV. INJECTION PERIOD (d): 15

i
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3. Tubing insulated with a 1-inch thickness calcium silicate shell and an annulus

filled with nitrogen (S. Ca/N2) or methane (S. C',gNG).

Fig. 6 shows the maximum temperatures obtained in tb,: casing, as well as total heat

losses after steam had been injected for 15 days. These results lead to the following

observations:

When the annulus is preinsulated with calcium silicate, heat losses and the tempera-

ture reached by the casing are the same, irrespective of the use of nitrogen and methane

in the annulus.

Analyzing nitrogen results at high and low pressure, it is observed that at high

pressures heat lo.,,scs wcrc 17¢; higher and the casing temperature increased by' 10%

compared to those obtained at atmospheric conditions. Similarly, methane shows a 21%

increase in heat losses and a 13% rise in casing temperature.

3.2 PERCAL Analytical Model

As stated in the Introduction, this program was developed to evaluate nitrogen and

natural gas effectiveness as thermal insulators in the annulus of steam injecting wells.

The basic program structure includes a division of the injecting well into cylindrical

sections of equal size. For each section, an analytical calculation is made of outlet steam

quality, pressure and temperature conditions, as well as of heat losses from each block

to the formation.

The procedure starts in the surface block where inlet conditions are known and

correspond to steam conditions in the well head. Coupling the expressions corresponding

to energy balances, outlet steam conditions and energy losses in the block am obtained

simultaneously. The procedure continues in the next lower block, where inlet conditions

correspond to outlet conditions in the upper block. This process is repeated for each
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Fig. 6 RESULTS NUMERICAL SIMULATOR

(HEAT LOSSES AND CASING TEMPERATURE).
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section until the well bottom is reached. A sum of the heat losses obtained in each block

will result in the value of total heat losses towards the formation along the tubing and

'corresponding to the time interval evaluated.

PERCAL development was based on the following assumptions'

1. Heat flows radially from steam inside the tubing, crossing an insulating layer (op-

tional), going through the fluid contained in the annulus, the casing, and the cement

until formation is reached. Heat flow through surface films formed in the tubing and

casing is taken into account (see Fig. 7 ).

2. Heat transfer is a function of steam injection time.

3. The length of each cylindrical cross section ira the well is considered to be constant

and equal at 100 feet.

4. The formation is a semi-infinite solid having constant properties.

5. Temperature variation in the formation with respect to depth is linearly dependent

upon the geothermal gradient.

6. Steam is considered to be a monophase fluid whose properties are Weighed by quality.

7. The pressure drop calculation assumes that steam is a monophase flow.

To estimate steam properties at each block outlet, as well as the corresponding heat

losses towards the formation, the problem has been split into two parts:

3.2.1 Determining the Steam Pressure Drop

The total pressure drop in tubing is equal to the sum of pressure drop by gravity,

acceleration and friction, namely:

APTOTAL = 1191- /'2'21 = /_Pfr,'c:c,o,, Jr- A.Pgravedad-lt- _Pacclcrac, o,, ........... (1)

1o7 "lJ_
"Irl -- g., K.I
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where pressure drops are obtained through Bernoulli simplified equation (6)'

.fLp/,,, I_'e, .............. (2). . ---

' _Ifr_ccT°'_ 2D19c

,_ Pg_, ,,c,t, ,_= p,, .L .g ............ (3)

_"7- v7 (4)
_P""_'""_'" = 2q,. ........

where:

f = friction factor, (dimensionless)

Lp = tubing length, (foot)

p = mean fluid density, (Ibm/foot3)

Vv = mean fluid velocity, (foot2/s)

Vi = fluid velocity at block inlet, (foot/s)

Vf = fluid velocity at block outlet, (foot/s)

DI = tubing diameter, (foot)

g = gravity acceleration, (foot/s2) and gc = conversion factor, (lbf-s2/foot-lbm)

As a good expression of pressure drop by gravity, the following correlation developed

for steam flow in vertical tubing (7) was used:

Apgr,,vedad,oo,' --1.91 X 1.()-aP°'9sss= ....... (s)
X1
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This expression predicts quite good values when used under the following conditions.

100-foot long tubing sections, steam pressures below 10(X)psi, and qualities greater tha_

, or equal to 80%.

The saturated steam properties required to make the calculations related to the

former expressions were computed through Farouq Ali, Bingham, and Kestin-Richardson

correlations (7).

Assuming an average quality value in the block and a pressure drop, a trial and error

procedure is started with equations (1-5), until a pressure difference value adjusted to

block conditions is obtained. The quality value is checked by calculating heat losses

as explained hcreinbelow. If there is no adjtvstmcnt between the assumed quality value

and the calculated one, a new quality value is selected and the foregoing procedure is

repeated until a good adjustment is reached.

3.2.2 Determining heat losses

The steam caloric energy, eva_uated at a temperature T above the reference temper-

amre (0 F) in generic block i is expressed by'

( ) ............(21__. = Tl' i x h, fi + X x h f g i

where:

Qvi = steam caloric energy, (Btu/s)

W i = steam mass flow, (Ibm/s)

hn = sensitive heat, (Btu/ibm)

hfgi _,":_,.,tent vaporization heat, (Btu/Ibm)

, X = steam quality, (dimensionless)
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By definition, heat transfer is just the amount of energy that is transferred from a

body to another body due to a temperature difference between them, and it is represented

, by radiation, conduction and convection mechanisms.

Heat transfer problems basically involve the three mechanisms at the same time.

Therefore, it is advisable to define a global heat transfer resistance combining the three

resistances by means of the following equation (8):

/_ _l - I,
c2t= ............ (7)

RHT._h

" where:

QI = heat transferred to the fonnation (Btu/h-f()ot)

Ta-b = temperature difference between the formation and steam, (F)

RHTa.b = global resistance opposed by tile system to temperature changes (foot-h-

F/Btu)

In the weil, heat is transferred to the adjacent formations by means of the following

mechanisms (see Fig. 7):

1. Convection through the steam film in the internal tubing wall (lst expression).

2. Convection through the layers in the external and internal surfaces due to scales and

dirt deposited (2nd and 4th expressions).

3. Conduction through injection tubing and casing walls (3rd and 7th expressions).

4. Conduction through the insulator, the cement and the altered earth zone surrounding

the well (5th, 8th, and 9th expressions).

5. Convection-radiation through the fluid injected in the annulus (6th expression).

6. Resistance formation is a function of time (10lh expression).
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These mechanisms are represented by the following equation:

1 hT\ _, ]1 1 t hpiR -1 -t-. ........RHT = 27r hfr i i KT

In(_o) 1 /n ('_c,)1 + + + +,..
"" hpo1_O ICi,,s hRCRins ]( p

}
17_ R , .lh R f(7'D)

+ I< ,...... (s)............ TJ(c_m EA '_ E

.. ........

where'

hf = coefficient of heat transfer by convection of the water film in the internal tubing

surface, (Btu/foot2- F-h).

hpl and hpo = coefficient of heat transfer by convection of the layer (scales, rust, dirt,

etc.) in the internal tubing and casing surface, respectively, (Btu/foot2- F-h).

hRc = coefficient of heat transfer by fluid convection and radiation in the annulus,

(Btu/foot2- F-h).

KT, Kins, Kcem and KEA = coefficients of heat transfer by insulator, cement, earth,

and tubing conduction, respectively, (Btu/foot- F-h).

Ro, Ri, Rins, Rci, Rco, Rw and KEA = represent in order of appearance, the tubing

inside and outside radius, the insulator radius, the casing inside and outside radius, the

well radius, and the altered earth zone radius.

The average fluid temperature in the annulus depends upon the insulator and the

internal casing surface temperatures (Tins and Tci), which in turn depend upon the well
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global resistance. Tins and Tci are determined by the following equations:

Tci =TA + (71_-TA) x + + + - ,...... (9)27rRHT' K p .[(cem 1iEA A E

(
- 1 1 h_. 1 ht \ 1_c..,.,}

Ti,_ =TB- (T}3 TA) x t- h F t- A'7' + tlpoRo tl',',l ....
,_ + ]0)

" 2rRHT kfl_.i I,i i s

Similarly, the dimensionless time factor f(TD) depends on both the block's global

resistance and the time and formation resistance.

To evaluate the previously described equations, one must obtain the radiation-

convection resistance values and the factor f(TD) through trial and error procedures.

The value of the global heat transfer resistance is then assumed, annular temperatures are

determined, and hRC and f(TD) are calculated and compared with the assumed value. The

procedure is repeated until a good agreement is found between assumed and calculated

values.

In this study, it is important to highlight the heat transfer mechanisms being involved

in the annulus, in order to understand the performance of those fluids introduced in the

annulus and establish the conditions at which the highest resistance to heat transfer will

be obtained in this zone. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to consider the term

representing the resistance to heat transfer by convection and radiation in the annulus:

i
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1
= ........... (11)

t_anular )_,RCRins

The coefficient of heat transfer by convection' radiation hRC = hc + 'lR depends
,

upon the mean temperature of the fluid injected into the annulus and upon the properties

thereof at the same temperature.

This term reflects the changes in heat transfer caused by a variation in the fluid type

(nitrogen or natural gas) or a change in the confinement pressure thereof.

As a result, in order to establish the conditions and the type of gas to be introduced

in the annulus, it is necessary to identify the values corresponding to this term in terms

of resistance to heat transfer towards the formation.

The radiation coefficient hR is a function of the emissivity factor of the material and

of temperatures Tins and Tci, whereas the convection coefficient hC depends upon the

Pr and Gr numbers, which in turn are a function of the annular fluid properties evaluated

at an average temperature.

Radiation is defined as the energy leaving a surface in the form of radiant heat,

and it depends on the surface nature and the absolute temperature. In the pressure

and temperature intervals evaluated in this study, nitrogen and natural gas are virtually

transparent to thermal radiation because they are gases having symmetrical molecules

(neutral charges). In other words, they neither emit nor absorb considerable amounts of

radiant energy.
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In the case of the coefficient of heat transfer by convection, the annular gases and

the pressure and temperature conditions thereof contribute in a significant manner to the

,convective heat transfer process.

To calculate the convective coefficient, hc, it is necessary to predict the properties of

the annular fluid. This is the reason why PERCAL includes routines that allow to calculate

density through the Peng-Robinson equation (9), viscosity through the Reichenberg-

Chung correlations (10), and thermal conductivity through the Eucken, Stiel, Thodos and

Yorizane expressions (10), for methane, ethane, propane,,carbon dioxide, and nitrogen,

as well as mixtures thereof.

PERCAL model evaluates nitrogen properties between 14.7 and 1500 psi and 16(1

and 600 F, the properties of natural gas being assessed between 6(X) and 1500 psi for

the above mentioned temperature interval.

To evaluate nitrogen and natural gas performance as insulators, a series of runs were

carried out taking as fixed parameters those considered for WELMOD and presented, in

Table 1. In these runs, pure nitrogen at LP(14.7 psi) and HP(600 and 1500 psi), and

pure natural gas, methane, and CO2, at 600 and 1500 psi, were used in the annulus with

no tubing insulation. Besides, the calcium silicate-insulated tubing and the natural gas

(SiCa/NG) or nitrogen (SiCa/N2) filled annulus were considered (see Table 2).
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TABLE 2 TEST CONDITI(_ _l_t_,

1, PRESURE (psi):

• H.P. = 1500 - 600

• L,P, = 14,7

II. ANNULUS FLUID COMPOSITION (%):

• N2 = 100

• Natural Gas

Ca= 81.5

C2= 9.0

C3= 4.5

N2= 2.0

CO2= 3.0

• C1= 100

•' CO2= 100

• SiCa/N2 (100%, Thick=l inch)

• SiCa/N.G. (100%, Thick=l inch)
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3.2.3 Discussion of Results

Fig. 8 shows the results from total heat losses for the above-mentioned conditions,

'the following aspects being illustrated:

* Heat losses decreased in the order of 4,3 times when the calcium silicate-

preinsulated string is used, irrespective of the gas and pressure used in the annulus.

* When natural gas as an annular fluid is c,.mlpared to other fluids, the following

percentages are found:

600 (psi) 1500 (psi)

(%) (%)
N2-NG -4.5 -3.0

SiCa/N2-SiCa/NG -3.5 -2.6

C1-NG -0.6 -0.5

CO2-NG +6.7 +6.3

As shown in the previous Table, natural gas at both pressures is a slightly better

insulator than nitrogen, but it is worse than carbon dioxide and it is exactly the same

as pure methane.

Fig. 8 illustrates that heat losses differences between 14.7 and 1500 psi are important

• They favor working conditions at low pressure by 28.4%. However, between 600 and

1500 psi, even though the trend is maintained, the difference is hardly 3%.

If heat losses due to a pressure increase from 600 to 1500 psi in the annular fluids

are compared, it is observed that changes in the global thermal resistance (equation (8))

are not significant because of the high value of the formation resistance and the cement,

which will become the most important contributions in the expression, being kept constant
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Fig. 8 RESULTS HEAT LOSSES FOR DIFFERENT

INSULATORS AT HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE.
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irrespective of the changes in the annular conditions. For the case of 14.7, there is indeed

a major difference, but the ordcrs of magnitude of caloric losses are still considerable.

Table 3 present s the quotients for annular resistance values at high and low pressures,

which shows the effect of the pressure change and the formation on the annulus for 14.7,

600 and 1500 psi. This Table allows to observe that even if annular resistance is 1.4 and

4.9 times greater at 600 and 14.7 psi, respectively, the formation resistance + cement is

higher than that of the annulus 3.0 to 14.9 times.

Comparing the results obtained from both simulators, one may notice that when N2

is present in the annulus, heat losses obtained with WELMOD and PERCAL show a

1.8qt diffcrcnce at 14.7 psi and a 12.2c,} diffcrcl_cc at 1500 psi. Regarding natural [:,,as,

results show a 3.3% difference at H.P., which means a good agreement between the

results obtained from both simulators.
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TABLA 3 ANNULUS AND FORMATION + CEMENT RESISTENCE RATIOS

Injection Time (15 days)

Low Pressure High Pressure
iiii iiii i m_, ..... i

INSULATOR Rann(LP)PRann (HP) R(form+cem)/Rann R(form+cem)/Rann
I i mill

N2 (LP=600) 1.4 10.5 14.9
ii iii I

NG (LP=600) 1,4 6.6 9.1
iii, i i

C1 (LP=600) 1.4 6.8 9.4
| ii

CO2 (LP=600) 1.3 4.5 5.8
iii

N2 (LP=14.7) 4.9 3.0 -

LP=600, 14.7 psi.

HP=1500 psi.

Rann= Annulus Resistance

Rform= Formation Resistance
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4 CONCLUSIONS

1. A numerical model (PERCAL) was developed to evaluate the performance of dif-

ferent insulators.

2. Calcium silicate is the best option to insulate steam tubing.

3. At the same conditions, natural gas is better than nitrogen.
,,

4. Regardless of the type of insulator and of the physical properties conditions, heat

losses will be approximately the same if annular resistance is smaller or in the order

of the formation or cement resistance.
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Task 48 - DOE shall provide iNTEVEP with information from
computer modeling, system design, and field tests
conducted by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory on the use of cross-borehole
electromagnetic induction tomography for imaging
the two-dimensional conductivity distribution
between wells in heavy oil strata and thermal
injection zonel.
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Electromagnetic Thermal Front Imaging during Enhanced Oil Recovery

Michael Wilt
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Introduction:

During the past two years at LLNL we have applied the EM induction method to the
problem of thermal front tracking during EOR operations, In this paper we will describe
the progress made during this past year and discuss the problems remaining to be solved.

Much of the progress during this past year has been achieved through a joint effort
combining the work of researchers at LLNL, Lawrence Berkeley Lab (LBL) and
University of California at Berkeley (UCB). These groups are applying the EM induction
method to subsurface imaging although the focus of each research project is separate. The
decision to work together on research problems common to these programs has speeded the
progress of the efforts.

The LLNL research program consists of three parts a) to make laboratory
measurements of the resistivity of steam saturated rock b) to develop a field system to
accurately collect cross-borehole data in hostile environments and c) to develop algorithms
to interpret these data in terms of the electrical resistivity distribution between boreholes.

Measurement of the resistivity of steam-saturated sands

At present there are no adequate models describing the electrical resistivity changes
due to steam injection during EOR operations. Electrical conductivity (reciprocal of
resistivity) data collected thus far come from some early laboratory simulations and some
coarsely sampled field data (Mansure, 1990). This lack of information means that accurate
simulations of steam front imaging are not possible.

To help remedy this situation we have begun making laboratory measurements of
electrical conductivity in water and petroleum bearing sands during steam injection. This
project is being done in cooperation with Dr. Kent Udell of U.C. Berkeley using his
laboratory facilities. Mr Peter Vaughn, a graduate student, is making the measurements and
will be using the data as part of his Masters thesis.

The initial stage of this project involved one-dimensional studies where pure steam
is injected into one end of a sand pack and the temperature, steam saturation and electrical
conductivity of the pack is monitored while the steam displaces the water (Figure 1).

Figure 2 displays the temperature and electrical conductivity for a point in the center
of the one-dimensional column during a steam displacement experiment. Initially, the
temperature and conductivity are unchanging but the plot shows a slight increase in
electrical conductivity at about 2000 seconds that corresponds to an inc-ease in
temperature.This is evidence that the thermal front advances ahead of the steam front. As
the steam front passes the measurement point the conductivity is drastically reduced while
the temperature sharply increases to 100 degrees C and gradually thereafter up to 112
degrees C.
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Figure I Schematic Diagram of the one-dimensional laborator'y steam displacement cell.

The plot shows that the steam front is not an abrupt feature; it requires about 200
seconds to fully sweep past the measurement point at the center of the column. Towards the
end of the column this transition zone is much broader, During steam injection the column
may be subdivided into three regions: a steam saturated zone, a steam condensate zone
(where the pure steam condenses and mixes with in-situ water), and a water saturated
zone. The transitional steam condensate zone is also a zone of transitional electrical
conductivity.

The conductivity of a sedimentary formation depends primm'ily on the pore fluid, its
saturation, and the temperature. In general, the resistivity of the r_k decreases significantly
with temperature and increases with steam saturation. In an ideal steam flood the existing
oil and water are displaced by dry steam or steam condensate; the resistivity of the affected
region should therefore increase ( at least slightly). In the field, however, it is observed that
the resistivity of these swept zones typically decreases by a factor of two or three. These
observations may be explained in part by the fact that in practice the steam quality is
typically 50-70 percent (by volume) and the residual water is often higher in conductivity
than the in-situ oil sand.
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Figure 2 Plot of the temperature and electrical conductivity at the center of a one-dimensional sand-pack column during steam injection.

In succeeding phases of the experiment the water in the sands will be replaced by
hydrocarbons and the quality of the steam (ie percentage of pure steam) will adjusted to
correspond to actual EOR experiments. The final studies will be made in a two dimensional
cell where it is possible to study the steam override phenomena and the effects ofinhomogeneous structure.

0

Description of the Cross-Borehole Field System

The LLNL/LBL cross-borehole EM prototype system was developed in 1989 and
1990. It is a vertical component induction EM system designed for cross-hole imagingfrom boreholes spaced up to 300m apart.
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The transmitter section consists of a custom-designed vertical coil driven by a
commercially available EM transmitter. The coil is 8cm in diameter and 4m long weighing
approximately 100 kg. At an operating current of 6 amps and frequencies from 100-
100,000 hz, it supplies sufficient signal for propagation through conductive rocks for up to
500m, Signals are detected in a second borehole with a vertical-axis custom-designed coil,
This is an ultrasensitive device, operable in the frequency range from 100-100,000 hz, and
designed for depths up to 2 km. Detected signals are anaplified within the coil then
transmitted to the surface up the logging cablel At the surface they are further amplified and
filtered before input to a lock-in detector at the receiver van. In the van ali instruments are
controlled from an HP 332 desktop computer via the GPIB interface. The computer can
adjust instrument gains and sensitivities as well as select sample and averaging rates for the
logging system.

A particular borehole segment is logged by moving the transmitter coil at a fixed
rate while the receiver remains stationary. The source coil is typically moved at a rate of 3-5
m/minute. This allows sufficient time for signal averaging but is still a reasonable rate for
data collection.

Sample cross-borehole magnetic field plots are given in Figure 3. These plots show
the amplitude and phase of vertical magnetic fields at 512 hz as the transmitter moves
between 550m and 670m in a borehole with the receiver fixed at 598m in a second borehole
located 100m away. The amplitude plot shows a smoothly va.rying magnetic field that
forms a peak where the source and receiver are in closest proximity and an approximately
symmetrical decrease in field strength away from the peak. The phase data are also smooth
but they display more character than the amplitude results. Near 600m the phase forms a
peak and it "rolls off" sharply above this depth which correlates to a change in subsurface
resistivity.

The above profile was measured twice on successive days to establish the precision
level of the system; the difference between the data sets is displayed in Figure 4. This
Figure shows that the amplitude difference over the 24 hour period was less than 1.0
percent for "alipoints with an average of 0.3 percent. The difference in phase averaged less
than 0.3 degree. Both of these are well within the guidelines of 1.0 percent for amplitude
variations and 0.5 degrees for phase established for imaging requirements (Zhou, 1989).

Field Test: BP/SOHIO Test Site Devine, Texas

The Devine test site, established and operated by BP/SOHIO, i.s located some 30
miles southwest of San Antonio, Texas. The site was established to test geophysical
methods and instrumentation, lt is located in an isolated area, away from sources of cultural
noise, but still within reasonable access to population centers, Three wells are available for
experimental use; two of the wells are steel-cased to 160m and plastic lined below this to a
depth of 900m. The geology at the site consists of a sequence of sandstones, shales and
limestones. Individual beds are continuous and flatlying across the entire site as is evident
from an examination of the well logs. The borehole resistivity logs show variations from 1
to 300 ohm-meters with the higher resistivity layers (limestones) concentrated towards the
base of the section and the sandstone and shale layers ranging in resistivity from 1 to 10
ohm-m.

The Devine field experiment, conducted between September 10-22, 1990,
consisted of three stages: system checkout, cross-borehole measurement and surface-to-
borehole measurements.
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Figure 3 Sample cross-borehole amplitude and phase profiles,
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During the checkout stage data is collected to a) determine repeatability of
measurements over time and b) do "ground truth" checks by fitting observed data to layered
models electrically equivalent to the borehole induction logs. These tests are necessary for

attaching confidence limits to subsequent profiles and soundings.

Cross-borehole data were typically collected in 120m long profiles. For each profile
the source moves between fixed depths 120m apart and the receiver remains fixed in the
other borehole at a depth within these limits, Subsequent profiles are then made between
the same source positions using different receiver locations, Each set of profiles
corresponds to 13-16 receiver position covering a similar depth span as the source coil,,

Data Interpretation : Layered Model Inversion

A further test of our system is to match the field data to simple layered models. In
areas where the rocks are flatlying a layered resistivity model should be electrically
equivalent to the resistivity well log. Fortunately at the Devine site the resistivity logs
indicate that the strata are continuous and flatlying and therefore this site should be well
suited for a layered model interpretation,

For this test we selected a field profile and fit the observed data using computer
program NLSEM1D developed by Ms. M. Descz-Pan of the University of California and
Dr. K, Lee of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The program does a layered model
inversion, of up to 20 distinct layers, using arbitrary cross-borehole or surface-to-borehole
magnetic field data. Only every fifth point in the cross-borehole profile is used in an effort
to save computer time, ( Fitting all 128 points with a 20 parameter model would require
11.5 hours on a VAX 8650 computer). First-guess layer boundaries and resistivities were
assigned to match within about 20 percent with the induction resistivity log. The program
was then free to adjust resistivities and layer boundaries until a fit was achieved.

The results of the inversion are given in Figure 7 along with the misfit of the
observed and calculated data, The plot shows that the observed and calculated data match
almost perfectly and that the layere d section is a good approximation to the well log
resistivity.

Next, we examine the sensitivity of the measurement to variations in the layered
models. Beginning with a seven layer model that fits the observed data on profile
DVD1950 we added a thin layer within the uppermost horizon that is slightly less
conductive than the host. The resulting magnetic field differences from this new model
serve to indicate the sensitivity to the change in model parameters. For a 3m thick layer of
25 percent reduced conductivity with a variable thickness the results show a substantial data
misfit over large portions of the profile with a maximum error of more than six percent,
Since the precision of the measurement is approximately 0.5 percent, this layer is an easily
detectable feature. Note that this level of sensitivity is far greater than the surface or
surface-to-borehole EM surveys can achieve.

i

Cross.Borehole Profiles

Sample cross-borehole profile sets are shown as a staggered set of amplitude and
phase plots in Figure 6. The plots from the DV2K profile set are useful in verifying data
quality and also in qualitative evaluation of results.
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Figure 5 Layered model inversion rest, lts for a cross-borehole profile in Devine, Texas.
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Figure 6 Staggered plots of cross-borehole amplitude and phase profiles for Devine data set.
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Note that the section spans a change in resistivity from 2-3 ohm-meter sands and
shales at a depth of approximately 600m to 5-15 ohm-meter limestone beds below this. In
the deeper, more resistive, section the staggered amplitude plots form peaks corresponding
to the closest transmitter-receiver separation (Figure 6). For the shallower part of the
section the peaks are much smaller in amplitude (reflecting the greater attenuation by the
medium) and some peaks are centered near the layer boundary at 600 m instead of at the
closest transmitter-receiver separation. The phase plots show an almost static peak near a
depth of 620m and a phase roll-off above this point that is common to ali of the profiles.
This large phase shift is also due to the increased conductivity above 600m.

The staggered cross-borehole profiles shown above are rich in character and show
significant sensitivity to a known conductivity change. This implies that this data can be
effectively utilized for imaging.

Future Research Objectives

The results from the research in 1990 showed that an injected steam front does
produce a sizeable change in resistivity and that the field system developed is more than
adequate to detect this change and provide the data to accurately model the zone of changing
resistivity. Three principal program objectives remain a) further develop modeling
capability so that collected data can be properly interpreted b) harden the field system to
survive in the hostile borehole conditions in EOR boreholes and c) undertake a field
experiment to monitor the resistivity changes in an operating oil field undergoing EOR.

The first objective is being addressed through cooperative efforts between LLNL
and LBL/UCB. Several modeling approaches are being pursued including 3 dimensional
integral equation forward and inverse modeling and two dimensional approximate imaging
algorithms.

Field system hardening is presently underway at LLNL. The problem is that the
electronic components of the downhole sensors that require the temperature protection also
generate heat. These components must therefore be mounted in highquality insulating
dewars with an internal heat sink. The engineering of these system is currently underway at
LLNL.

The final component is do a monitoring experiment at an industrial field site where
an EOR process can be monitored. At such a site fiberglass monitoring boreholes must be
available for measurements before, during and after steam flood operations. Acquiring the
access to such a site is a priority in the coming year.
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Task 49 - INTEVEP shall provide DOE with information from
research conducted on the mechanistic studies
associated with heavy oil production. The effect
of steam distillation on the performance on steam
injection processes will be studies as well as
the kinetics of gas liberation in heavy oils.
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ABSTRACT

This report is a summary of the results obtained in a series of experimental and
theoretical studies on gas desorption in viscous liquids, which is One of the mechanisms
associated with heavy crude production.

The theoretical study focuses on the development of a model for desorption kinetics,
which will mainly consist of a nucleation model and a gas desorption model. The first model
represents homogeneous nucleation in binary liquid dissolution, where thermodynamic
properties are predicted by means of the equation of state developed by Peng and Robinson,
and _u(:leation pressure and rate by the classic kinetic theory. The desorption model
considers both desorption due to diffusion through the liquid/gas interface and desorption
bv bubble formation, growth and escape towards the gas phase, Finally, the experimental
set-up for desorption tests is presented in order to provide a better understanding of the
l)tteItom(:.non, the results of which will be used in the adjustment of the model developed.
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INTRODUCTION

At reservoir conditions, the crude may contain a considerable amount of dissolved

gas. During the production period, near the wells and inside the pipes, the crude undergoes

a strong decompression. As a result, gas solubility decreases, gas desorption occurs, and a
biphase current is formed.

When a desorption phenomenon takes place, the dissolved gas becomes a part of a

gas phase going through different stages, Initially, some nucleation centers are formed, in

which the bubbles already generated grow and go up due to thedensity difference, until

they reach the liquid surface. The dissolved gas molecules are transported from the liquid

bulk to tt_e liquid/bubble interface through molecular diffusion, the driving force being

the existing concentration gradient (oversaturated in the liquid bulk and saturated in the

interfa, ce). The growth rate of each bubble will be proportional to the surrounding gas
concentration gradient, the gas diffusion coei_cient, and the bubble surface area.

The process in which the dissolved gas is released takes place rapidly in light crudes

when reservoir pressure decreases, Nevertheless, this process is slow in heavy crudes, where

high viscosities are observed. The slow kinetics taking place during desorption affects both

equilibrium conditions and present phase composition, thus altering fluid properties such

as viscosity, density, and compressibility. This phenomenon is held responsible for the

ine×istence of a good historical comparison of heavy crude reservoir production rates, the

problem becoming more serious when steam injection is used. As a result, it is impossible

to predict tile reservoir behavior and design an adequate operating plan. This has been

observed particularly in heavy crude reservoirs undergoing steam-soak at Costa Bollvar,

where high production levels cannot be justified with the subsidence observed in the sur-
face.

This work consists of _ series of experimental and theoretical studies that will provide

better understanding of the mechanisms leading to the phenomenon of dissolved gas

desorption in viscous liquids.

The theoretical study aims at developing a model for desorption kinetics, which
will basically include a nucleation model and a desorption model. These models will

allow to obtain pressure profiles in time and integrate them into a computer package that

will facilitate the study and interpretation of the phenomenon. To make some of the
calculations, the models use a cubic-type equation of state. Therefore, a previous fluid

characterization is needed to obtain the parameters required by said equation of state. A

study of the desorption phenomenon inside the porous medium will then be undertaken,

a model representing said phenomenon will be developed agd, finally, an attempt will be

made to incorporate said model into the thermal simulators used in reservoir studies,

The experimental part of this work will be conducted outside the porous medium

in order to determine the effect of desorption on fluid properties. Experiments will be

initially carried out on transparent silicones that will allow to observe bubble formation
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and movement, representative heavy crudes being subsequently used, The test procedure

is as follows: silicone is introduced iri the cell, methane pressurization through a punip

takes piace, some time has to elapse to reach equilibrium cc,nditions, and a grt._dual de-
compression starts.until the first bubbles are fornled, By recording the pressure at wtiich

this occurs and knowing the equilibrium data of the systeni selected, it is possible to dete.r-

mine tile nucleation driving force. The experimental determination of different pm'anieters

during gas desorption in viscous liquids is intended to contribute to a better understand-
ing (:,i'nucleation mectlanislns mid provide sonie ha,sic information for a,djusting the model

devel(,ped.

NUCLEATION MODEL

A liomogeneous nucleation phenomenon can be defined as the spontaneous emergence
_f steam bubbles in a liquid phase bulk wllen exposed to a pressure lower than the satura-

tion 1)ressui'e. Tliis may be easily represented if one considers an isothernial deconipression

l)rocess of a conlponent like the one scheniatically shown iri Fig. 1. At a sufficiently lligh

iliitial pressure (point A), the least free energy aggregation state is found iii the liquid

1)l_ase., It is not. possible for a steam phase to exist in a stable niasiner if one takes into
accotuit the thernlodynamic criterion:

AG = #,.(T,P) - #L(T,P)>O for P>F_.,

This situation continues until the saturation or boiling pressure (point B is reaclled.

Since tile steam and liquid free energies become equal at that press_lre, they can both

coexist in equilibrium:

/XG = #v(T, P, at)- #L(T,P,_at)= 0

Thi_ condition is traditionally known as "bubble point". However, this terni is not

correct because bubble formation in the liquid bulk implies the creation of a curve liquid-

steta-n interface, for instance a spherical interface of radius R, having an internal stearii

pressln'e exceeding that of the liquid due to the action of interfacial tension,

Pb = P, at + 2a / R

and the steam free energy would be greater than that of the liquid,

AG = #,,(T,P,., + 2a/R) - #L(T,P, at)>O

Tlierefore, it is necessary to deconipress the liquid beyond the saturation pressure so

that homogeneous nucleation will take piace. At each pressure P lower than Psat (point C),

$
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bubble formation is thermodynamically feasible, since there is a finite equilibriu.m radius,
Rc, for which free energies of both phases are identical,

AG = #v(T,P + 2a/R) - #t(T,P) = 0 for P<P_qt

Unlike the heterogeneous nucleation process (in which bubbles generate around pro-
moting sites alien to the liquid phase, for instance in the zone being ta c0nt_ct with the
recipient walls, or on impurities present in suspension), homogeneous Oucleation must be
reached by spontaneous clustering of molecules in low depsity aggregates, due to the moloc.
ular agitation typical Of the fluid. The nucleation pre_sure corresponds to the so-called

kinetic decompression (or overheating) limit, and it is defined as a pressure low er_ot_gb
to permit statistical nucleation frequency to result in _ macroscopically observable buhhlo
generation. This pressure cannot be calculated by merely thermodynamic or rn_croscopi¢
methods because it requires kinetic and.molecular considerations,

Nevertheless, thermodynamics provides an absolute lower limit for nucleation pre,-
sure (the saturation pressure Psat being the corresponding upper limit). At a pressure
sufficienly low (point D), the liquid phase would be intrinsically unstable, even wher_ fac-
ing the smallest fluctuations, and its transformation i_ato steam would take place in _r_
instantaneous and even explosive way, no previous nucleus formation being required. Th!*
condition corresponds to the so-called sp inodal point, which is equivalent to a thermody.
namic decompression (or overheating) limit_ and for the simple case ia Ftg. 1, it i_ th0
pressure at which the mechanical stability frontier is reached,

Saturation, nucleation, and spinodal pressures for a same fluid depend upon temper.
ature. At supercritical temperatures (curve A'D'), the discontinuous transformation of the
liquid into steam does not occur since aggregation states are not distinguishable oue fl'_r_
the other. At relatively low temperatures (curve A"D"), kinetic and thfrraodynargic de,
composition limits may correspond to negative pressures. Physically, thi_ behavior means
that the pressure acting on the liquid may not only be reduced to zero with no bubble
formation, but it may also become a hydrostatic tension reaching the limit of resi_tanco
to intermolecular force rupture. In this case, the "bubbles" created a_e indeed cavities m,
vacuums in the liquid bulk, and bubble formation and gl'owth phenom_laa are kaowr_ as
cavitation.

Our mathematical model for simulating the nucleation process of gases dissolvec_ i_
viscous liquids aims at predicting for the system studied, whose composition and tempora-
ture are known, the limits for nucleation (saturation, composition, and spitmdal presst_res),
and the bubble emergence rate, as well as the size and composition thereof.
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In order to predict the thernmdynamic properties necessary for nucleation calcula-

t,ions, the cubic equation of state model wa,s adopted for both phases, liquid _nd steam.1
(bubbles), This approach advantageously requires a limited number of parameters, which

ma.inly consist of a series of pure COml)onent properties, The equation of state developed

by Peng and Robinson [1976] was the one selected among tb.e numerous equations of state

available, because it offers favorable simplicity and accuracy predictions [Peng and Robin-

son, 1977: Va.lderrama. and Molina, 1986; Mohamed and Holder, 1987; Nghiem el al,, 1985;

Firoozabadi et al,, 1978]

Interfacial Tension

Experimenta.1 data on dissolution interfacial tension are rare, The expression devel-

_ped by De_m a,nd Maddoz [1970] was used for this model:

v 1/4 = _ Pi(,ri/Vc - '!.liII\.')

where x,y are the liquid a,nd steam phase compositions, l/c and Vv are the corresponding

nlola.r volumes in [crn a/moll , and Pi is the "parachor", a parameter typical of each pure
compound calculated in this case by contributions of the molecule structural groups and
whose results are summarized in Table 2.

Predicting the saturation pressure
i

For a. given composition and temperature of the liquid phase, the traditional satu-

ra.t,ion pressure or "bubble point" is calculated by _:olving for P, ot, _i, .,.,yn the system of

isofugacity equations

¢iv(T,P, at,_)Yi = ¢iL(T,P, at,a_.')xi i - 1, .... ,,z

with the restriction over the sum of the steam molar fractions:

_--2_yi = 1

The saturaUon pressure is calculated in this model through a Rachford-Rice-type

algorithm. The previous equations are combined in the expression:

F= _!Ji -- l = (_ ¢iLXi/¢iV)- I

where the unknown steam compositions have been formally eliminated. If the effect of the

components on steam fugacity coefficients is neglected in the first place, the quantity F
ina,y b_-'considered as an exclusive function of p'ressure, the derivative being
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dF _T --

where the following thermodynamic' relations have been used:

u

cgln¢i Vi

cOP RT

yiVi = V

If one combines these equations, it is possible to itei'ate on the saturation pressure

by a Newton-Raphson-type method and generate new values for steam compositions by
using successive substitutions with standardization to satisfy the restriction. The iterative

scheme may be sumrnarized by the following eciuations:

,, _
Yi --

RT F ,_psn + 1 n
at "- PJat --

rt--nE V,L-

Fn+I

The first estilnates for Psat and _y are derived from Raoult's Law with equilibrium

coefficients approximated by a generalized three-parameter correlation [Fussell, 1979]. Fu-
gacity coefficients are calculated through the equation of state.

Predicting the mechanical spinodal pressure

The stability limit to determine spinodal pressures is obtained by minimizing Gibbs

energy. For a pure fluid, it will be represented by the minimum value in a P-v diagram:

0P
F2,.,= -(?--ff)T_N=0

and itissolvedforV by usingthe Newton-Raphson-type iteration:

l/.+l = V" F_
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with F.2_ ( °_ P= -- "g"v_)TN analytically obtained from the equation of state. With the initial
estimate V = V_at, convergence occurs in a maxinmnl of four iterations for a final accuracy

of lO-_[cma/mol] in V,

Even though the mech_mical spinodal pressure does not represent the true therrno-

dynanfic stability limit in a binary system, its evaluation is desira,ble because diffusive

spinodal pressure must be located between the mecha,nical pressure and the saturation
pressure,

Predicting the diffusive splnodal pressure

By minimizing Gibbs energy in a binary system, one obtains the stabiiity limit with

the expression:

( o#,) ( [(oP/ON,)r,..N=]
--" _ ---- 0

\0N1 'rP,% \ONlJTvNa (OP/c-.gV1)TNIN_

which can be rewritten as:

C;:,a= Faa- (F2a)_/F22

this equation may be solved l_y using a simple algorithm to directly search the volume by
i11tervM bisection'

v,, )/2b) v_=(vg,,,+.,,,,,,
c) if G_a>O, 1/.+1 _ V n, .+1 = V _-ulin _ V/_ax max

/"2n a+l __ Vn yn+l _ V nif '--'33<0, Enin - -rain, "rna, --

The corresponding pressure is directly obtained from the equation of state.

Predicting the liquid-bubble equilibrium

Given the liquid phase temperature and composition, and once a pressure lower

than that of saturation has been assigned, the composition, pressure, size of bubbles in

(unstable) equilibrium with the liquid are calculated through a procedure similar to the
one used for saturation pressure:

¢ib(Pb,T,y)YiPb = C/)iL(PL,T,£.')ZiPL i= 1,...,n
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with the restrict:on

being the liquid phase fugacity constant in this case and defining the Rachford-Rice F
function as:

dF Vb Zb

dPb RT Pb

One starts the calculations with the previously computed composition and pressure values

for the saturation point, and the method converges in a maximum of five iterations at an

accuracy level of 10 -s in the sum of compositions, even in the immediate neighborhood of
2a

the critical point. Equation P_ = PL + _ is reserved for determining the bubble critical
radius, once surface tension has been assessed.

Predicting the nucleation pressure

The model developed uses the frequency factor and the nucleation rate suggested by

Reid [1978]'

N0f 16rrNoa a "
.1 = ltz ea:P[3RT(Pb_ pL)i ] >- 1012[cm-as -1]

f = 10x [s

which, through the Peng-RolAnson equation, reproduce the nucleation limits experimen-

tally obtained by Porteous and Blander [1975] for the butane-ethane system.

Results of the nucleation model

For a first model test. isotherms, saturation pressures, and mechanical spinodal pres-

sures were calculated for n-hexane, in order to check the thermodynamic routines and

have an idea of its representativeness in reality. Fig. 2 shows the calculation remits and

enlarges and extends the graphs presented by Reid [1978] and ModeU and Reid [198.3].
The isotherms shown correspond to reduced temperatures of 0.90, 0.93, 0.96, and 0.98. It

can be clearly seen that at a lower temperature the stability linait is obtained at a negative

1
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pressure, which is the equivalent of decompressing the liquid to a null pressure with no
bubble formation.

The same results are shown in the pressure-temperature diagram in Fig. 3. where a

comparison is made with nucleation pressure and saturation pressure experimental values

[Salerno et al., 1986]. Notice first of all that the equation of state selected provides an

excellent representation of the lictuid-steam equilibrium for this compound. Likewise, spin-
odal pressures are l.ower than experimental nucleation pressures, according to the general

discussion presented in the first section of this chapter.

Fig. 4 repeats the same comparison, incorporating now experimental nucleation

values and calculated spinod_d values, for pure n-pentane. Notice that the spinodal curves

of two fluids maintain the same qualitative relation as the measured nucleation points,

thus announcing a wider metastability range for the heaviest hydrocarbon.

The eff,_ct of the presence of a. second component, generally a dissolved gas, is shown

in Fig. 5, where Fig. '2 calculations are repeated, this time for a 10% carbon dioxide
and 90c_, n-hexane (in moles) dissolution, incorporating besides the nucleation pressures

predicted by the model. The first obsevation that is needed in this regard is that a binary

dissolution has in gaoler'al an intermediate behavior ranging from the behavior of pure

compounds to the behavior of the most concentrated component. In this manner, a 10%

C'O2 addition produces a higher volatility and increases spinodal and nucleation pressures

in the system, but the general behavior is still "hexane-like" rather than "CO2-1ike". At

a temperature of 400°K, both the diffusive spinodal pressure axld the nucleation pressure

are negative, and bubble formation is only possible through a heterogeneous nucleation
mechanism.

The need for high temperatures to favor nucleation is clearly observed in the expo-

nential term of th _.equation used to determine the value, which increases rapidly with tem-

perature due to a th_c_-effect combination: explicit dependence is inversely proportional to

temperature, the bubble t_.:'essure increases (essentially equal to saturation pressure), and

surface tension is reduced as the two phases become similar in the critical region. Under

these circumstances, Fig. 5 shows that the nucleation pressure approaches the saturation

pressure much more rapidly than the thermodynamic stability curve.

Tables 3 and 4 present results for the methane-decane System at two levels of com-

position' 10% methane and 5% methane in moles. In both cases, nucleation pressures are

negative below/500°K , but they increase very rapidly approaching the saturation values

in the critical region. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 6 for both compositions, and in
Fig. 7, where for the 10% molar dissolution in methane nucleation rates J calculated for

several temperatures have been plotted as functions of the pressure acting on the liquid.

The curves obtained confirm the assertion that the nucleation rate increases abruptly in

several orders of magnitude in the surroundings of the nucleation point. On the one hand,
this fact guarantees that the calculated nucleation pressure will be relatively insensitive

to the critical value selected for J, and explains the unequal values chosen by authors
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such as Blander and Katz [19751, Reid [1978] aa_d Lienhard et al. [1986]. However, it

can be concluded that an accurate nleasurement of the nucleation pressure poses an ex-

tremely complicated experimental prol)lenl, a,nd that the determination of a critical rate
from laboratory values will be subject to ctmsiderable uncertainty.

MODEL OF GAS DESORPTION IN VISCOUS LIQUIDS

The desorption of a gas A dissolw:(t ii1 al,liquid B due to a sudden depressurization in
the system may be caused by two difl'_'r('nt mect_anisms: by gas desorption from the liquid

bulk to th e gas phase through the liquid's ft'ce _s_u'fa.c(-,due to molecular diffusion, and/or
•by formation, growth and escape of gas b_J.)bles.

Desorption without bubble formation

When the thermodynamic conditions in the system are not the necessary ones for

nucleation to occur, gas desorption takes piace only by diffusion ft-ore the liquid's free

surface. The general equation of mfidimellsi(mal mass transfer, neglecting convective flows,
is reduced to:

OC._/Ot = D,_:30'_C'.._/Oy 'e

with the boundary and initial conditions"

,,

/.-, ()
C'._((), ,g) = ,...._

=

Oo.,(t,o)/&j = o

The first boundary condition states that equilibrium is instantaneously reached in

the liquid's free surface (y = H), and the second condition indicates that the recipient

bottom (y = 0) is not permeable. This differential equation obtained through the method

of variable separation is solved as follows:

,DO

'* "* E 1C.4 = (--,,4+ 2(C..°t - C.,t) _ e'a:p(-\,tUD/_f__f./H2).vc.rt(An)co,s(_rt y/H) (1)
n: 0

with
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A77,= (,_, + 1/2)7r

By integrating this expression, it, is possible to obtain the amount of gas dissolved irl

t.he liquid for a given time. The ra,te of gas desorbed through the free surface is directly

calculated by differentiating the equation and applying Ficks' law:

,2x_

• r . g-,O _*-_u = 2(D_/H)('-'.a - Ca) e_rp(-ATz2D.4st/H'_)serl2( ATz)
ll "--O

Desorption with bubble formation

\,\"hen the system conditions allow bubble formation, the first step to describe the

pllell_nlenon is to make a population analysis that leads to the spatial distribution of bub-

t_les according to size and time. Consider a volume V of liquid containing dissolved g_s,

in which the liquid does not evaporate, capilarity effects are negligible, and the system is
isot.hermal, where nucleation occuit ence. leads to the presence of spherical bubble forma-

t,io11, with no breakage or c()alescence thereof. A general balance of the bubble population

would be represented as follows:

d/ /d_ _ dV = ( B - D )dV

o

where the left, hand term represents bubble accumulation and the right hand term is the

_et bubble generation, the entity distribution being defined as:

_(._, v, z, _ , _, ..... C,m,_)

where (x, y. z) are the spatial coordinates, ((_1,(2 .... (_) are the properties inherent in each"

particle and quantitatively describing their individual state, and t is time. B is the birth

function expressed in entity births per time, volume, and property variation unit. D is the

death function expressed in entity deaths per time, volume, and property variation unit.

Applying Reynolds transport theorem to the first term:

d /av=d5 J + v(v,p )]dr

where the velocity vector can be split into two components, _ = V_ + t-7i, where t'7, is the

\'_'locity vector described in spatial coordinates, and t=i the velocity vector described in
each bubble's internal coordinates.
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Since the region is arbitrary, the equation will be fulfilled only if the constituent is
equal to zero, thus giving rise to the differential equation:

+ + + +D- B =0 (2)z " ,1 0c,'i'_.,.

Predictive Model for Desorption in Viscous Liquids

Fig. 8 is a representation of the phenomenon to be modelled, a viscous liquid with a
dissolved gas exposed to sudden depressurization until conditions allowing nucleation are
reached. The following conditions are then assumed'

- Bubbles are formed with an initial radius equal to zero (B = 0).

. ' .(,- Bubbles do not die They escape through the hqm t s free surface (D = 0).

- Bubbles move only vertically (y direction) a.nd escape through the liquid's free surface
(t,_ = _,_= O)

- Each bubble behaves as if it were alone in an infinite medium whose velocity at any
point is equal to zero. This means that bubbles do not induce any movement in the
liquid with their upward movement

The internal property of interest is bubble diameter (L), therefore:

¢), = dL/dt = G

According to tilese considerations, equation (2)is reduced to'

O_ (y, L , t )ot 0 0-_+ --_y[Vy(L)q2(y,L,t)] + [G(n,t)rg(y,L,t)] = 0

Dividing the liquid volume into slices of thickness Ay, and assuming that each slice
has a uniform bubble distribution (which does not depend upon spatial coordinates) and
that no liquid flow exists between slices, one has for each slice i:

O_(Y'L'e)dy + [.vy(L)_P(y,L,_)]dy+ [G(L,_)_(y,L,e)]dy = 0
c)t , - _ -_y y,__

for i = 1,...n
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integrating and dividing by Ay'

09; 0
Ot + -_(G_,) = (v._,_1 - vy@i)/Av (3)

said equation must be solved with the initial and boundary condition

• _(L,O) = 0

_,, o,t)= J(t)/c;(o,t)

whose solution 'allows to describe bubble distribution in slice i as a fm,ction of diameter
and time.

The next step is to make a mass 1)ala.nce of the solute for each volume element of
perfectly agitated liquid, thus obtaining:

,tC'._,/ dt = - W._,/ _.]= f,( t, C'A,) (4)

with the initial condition C'.a,(0) = C'_. Ivlolar flow WA, will be giwm by'

I_'.4(i)-- I#'.4b(i) + I4Z.4_(i)- WAn(i-l)

being the rate of gas desorbed into bubbles in slice i, W.4_(z) the rate of gas de,orbed
through the upper area in slice i, and I'V.4,_(i-l) the rate of gas desorbed through the upper
surface in slice i-1, which is then the gas absorbed through the lower surface in slice i. For
the first slice (i=1), which corresponds to the tank bottom, no molar flow will be obtained
from the lower face. and for the last slice (i=n); the term W.4,,(i) will correspond to the
rate of gas desorbed through the liquid's free surface.

The rate of gas desorbed to bubbles for an), slice i may be expressed as a function of
bubble size distribution'

L m a.rp

WAb(i) = _'. / N_,(,)rrL')'_,dL
J L ,,_ en '

The rate of gas desorbed by diffusion through each slice's surface is expressed as
follows:

I4/'As(,) = V(,)Ns(i)a/
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where ai, tile free surface area per vohune unit of liquid, is expressed in [± ].

The flows N_ generated by molecula.r diff_lsion result ft'ore a concentration g:'_lient

a.nd are defined by Fick's law. The diffusive ttow between slices ina.y be calculated t)3, a.

first-order approximation'

)

D.._u(CAi- .._(i+1))
Sl -'-

y

No selection has yet, been made of the _utequa, te expressions to deternfine mass flow

to bubMes, Nb, growth rate, G, mid rise velocity, vy.

•1 a

2 t1_.bubble distribution function is cah:ulated by solving equation (3) by finite differ-
ences, discretizing by mea.ns of a.n explicit scheme. Dividing the particle size distribution

in m diameter numbers, the following system of equations is obtained for each slice i:

_t(1+ .Z-_G,,_+ _t:,_, +I,,-7F L, ,,,,,__---,I,i_ + /_u r-"rt""IJ"- i-_,l.) (,5)

for

1 = 1.... ,rn,

j = 1,')

L* - L ,,,,)/mi = (Li.ma, ,,m

k = t/j (time step)

The diameter number m in which distribution _I', has been discretized is the same

for all slices. However, Li.,,,z depends upon the slice under study and it is calculated

from the time a bubble in slice i takes tc) go t_) slice i + 1, and the nlaxinmm growth

rate. that is, considering a constant initial concentrati(,_l ntedium. The maximum possible

bubble diameter for slice i, based on the bubble's growth rate (G,j) and the rise or terminal
velocity (U¢), will be given by:

36c_H#c l/aLm_ =( )
pLiAy

where

C'° D.._13g L,,,,, PL i/2___= _a( )
f)_ 37rp,L
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From equation (4) it is possible to explicitly solve for _it, thus obtaining for each time

the distribution variation with diameter, In the same equation, Utl represents the terminal

velocity corresponding to each bubble diameter, which is calculated through simplificated
Hadamard and Rybzynsky equation fl)r rise velocity in systems which do not contain
tensoactives

2(/J_,- p_,)_R2(1 + _,*)
Ut =

3pL(2 + ,u*)

where p,* was the relation between PG a,nd #L. When gas viscosity and density (inside the

)ubble) are small compared to the hqmd s properties, the equation is reduced to:

["1 - gR2pL/31.LL

The remaining I)at'ameters are defined as'

G ,Jt= dR 10Cdt - Pc; Or I,,=n

_,j 1 C'_ DAB g LI PL)II2(2,,t = --- Nl, l = "'(
Pc/ Pc; 3rr#L

(.tG_t 1 dNbi CAO (DAB g PL )1/2
dL Pc dL Po 127r#LLl

The function fi(t, C'Ai) may be transformed into

Jn,,,i,, Nb'TrL2_'dL= C"_iq}_l( )L dLJ Lt,rain 3#L

which is integrated by the Simpson rnethod.

The molar fraction is previously deternfined by means of a FLASH subroutine fixing
the initial temperature and pressure, b_ed on an equation of state. To calculate the

liquid's density, Goyal equation as reported by Perry and Chilton [1973] is used, as a
function of the compund's critical properties:

P_.M O, 0653

PL = T,, ( 0,77:_ 0,09Tr)_c

i
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where units for PL, Pc and Tc are respecUvely [g/roll, [atm abs] a.nd [K].

The liquid's viscosity is estimated through Thomas ectuation,

/zr = 0, 1167p1i/'210_

with

7 = B(1 - rr)/Tr

where/zr is expressed in [cp], p in [g/cm 3] and B is a constant calculated with the sum of
atomic contributions (Table 3-321, [Perry and Chilton, 1973]).

Gas density is determined with the equatioil of state, Once the properties of the

mixture's components are known, the binary diffusion coe_cient is deternfined through

the correlation developed by Sow_v_ [1976]:

DAB = 14,8:r10-'_/t_ '''V°'_ '_'"G ,I m

where the coet_cients' value depends upon the system:

- f,,, =1,00 and Bm =-l,l_Sfl)rwater.

- fm = 1,80 and B,n = -1, 15 for aromatic hydrocarbons and by-products thereof

(benzene, toluene, chlorobenzene, nitrobenzene, tetrachloromethane, methanol, etc),

- f,,, = 2, 28 and Bm = 0, _50for aliphatic hydrocarbons and alcohols (n-paraffins, n-

paraffin alcohols, cyclohexane, cyclohexene, etc).

The problem is thus reduced to solving n first-order integro-differential equations (4)

representing the mass balance for component A in each slice, which is here solved by using

the Runge-Kutta method of order 4rh.

Input data required when applying the algorithm described are pressure, tempera-

ture, initial molar fractions, and final temperature and pressure. Besides, the program

needs the tank height value, the nucleation rate function J, and the critical properties of

both components in the mixture, the latter being used to determine the thermodynamic

properties.

Results of the Desorption Model

The methane-decane system was selected to evaluate the model under the following

conditions' Piniciai = 30[bar], T,n,c,,l = 423, 15[I(], H = 0,4[m], C',°_= 0, 1884[toolma],

Pfi,_,t = 15[bar], TIi,,_, t = 423, 15[A'], and C,*_= 0, O0016[rrtol/rn aI

First of all, the results obtained were compared with the numerical method used

and the analytical solution. Fig, 9 shows the concentration's spatial distribution values,
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t

mtmericaUy obtained for the case in which not, only desorption occurs through t,h_.,liqui(l's

free surface, a,nd the analytical sohiti(m ca.lculated by means of equation ( 1), Thr(.,(' ctlrves

corresponding to different times ela.ps(_,d' since decompression were plotted, The 1)rogr_tln

wa.s evaluated by dividing the liquid vohnne into 6, 10, and 15 slices, An analysis of th_-'se
results allows to conclude that the rmnierical method used in the progrmn approxinmtes

very well to the analytical solution, Besides, a significant improvenlent is not observe(l a,s

the mu-nl)er of slices increases, and result.',_ a.re a.ccepttd)le with only six slices,

To verify whether this la,st conclusion is wl.lid for a nucleation rate different from
z(-,ro, a calculation was made for two different times of the concentration va,riaticnl with

' the position for different nmnbers of slices, Results shown in Fig, 10 indicate the same

effect as in the previotis ca,se,

The mtcleation rate J is one of the parameters having at stronger influence on desorp-

tion rate. It is feasible to adjust said parameter on the basis of experimental data, Fig,
11 shows how conceritratioii a.lorig the tank varies for tile cases in wl-iich J is equal to zero

conllm, red to J equal to 10'J[l_t-a,s-l]. A sudden increase is observed iii the speed at which

concentration decreases iri the slices as bubbles emerge iii the system, Tlie same trend is
st.ill (,I)served as the nucleation rate J increases,

Figures 12 and 13 show concentration distribution in the liquid at dift_rent times

for J = 10_ and 108lm-as -lI respectively, Fig, 12 indicates that the tipper slice reaches
equilibrium at a tilne of 10,000 s., whereas in Fig, 13 equilibrium iii the upper part of the

tank is reached after 100 secoilds have elapsed. A change.in one order of nlagnitude iii the
iiucleation rate produces a two-order of magnitude change in the tilne necessary to reach
equilibrium.

Since tile main interesting feature here is applying the model to viscous liquids, a

study was conducted to determine the influence of viscosity vaa'iation on desorption rate,

ali other properties and parameters in tile system being kept constant, Fig, 14 shows

concentration distribution in time for four different viscosities (corresponding to different

diffusion coefficients)i. As expected, it is obvious that as the liquid's viscosity increases, t_.le

time to reach equilibrium becomes longer, clue to a decrease bottl ii: desorption to bubbles
a,nd diffusion towards the free surface,

The results previously shown allow to conclude that the mathenlatical model devel-

oped in this project successfully predicts, in qualitative terms, the phenomenon of gas

<lesorption in a viscous liquid, The only thing that remains to do is to corroborate its

applicability by comparing said model with experimental results.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT

The experimental study may be summarized in three activities, The first one was a
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conventional PVT'study about the fluids used in the tests, with the aim of obtaining basic

data for a characterization thereof. The second activity is designing and assembling an
equipment for desorption tests and phenomenon observation. Finally, the third activity is

cm'rying out the tests themselves.

The system ,'studied in our experiences consists (_f silicone and methane, Silicone

was chosen for availability reasons, Besides, it has a wide range of viscosities aa-ld it is
transparent, which will allow to visualize nucleation and desorption phenomena. On the

other hand, methane was selected because it is the major component found in dissolved
gas in heavy and extra-heavy crudes.

FLUID CHARACTERIZATION

Conventional PVT was car,'ied out fl_r the three silicones studied (100, 1000, and

10000 est), at a temperature of 102, 150 and 200°F. It is an expansion at constant

composition (where the system saturation pressure is determined), a differential (to obtain

the solution gas as a flmction of pressure), and a flash release (to determine the amount
of gas dissolved). More_wer, density _md viscosity variation was studied as a function of
pressure,

The graphs for relative volume and dissolved gas show that the three silicones be-

have in a very similar manner. The reason for this is that they were ali saturated at

t,he same pressure (800 psia), thus presenting a, solul0ility degrees very similar to that of

methane. Viscosity curves vers_ls pressure, for the bubble point, illustrate how the presence

of methane reduces silicone viscosity by ,50 to 75the reduction being more significant for

tb.e least viscous silicone. An opposite behavior is observed in crude-gas systems, Silicone

density as a function of pressure was measured for four temperatures, covering a 100 - 250

t;' range. These measurements were mainly made to improve fluid characterization.

The model developed to predict gas desorption uses the equation of state developed by

Pen.g and Robinson, In,order to use that equation of state it is necessary to characterize

the fluids in the system under study, In other words, the properties thereof must be
known. Critical properties (pressure _m(l temperature), a,centric factor, and molecular

weight should be defined for each Component.

Silicone characterization:An attempt was made to characterize silicone by using

the group Contribution techniques, especially the methods develope d by Lydersen and Am-
brose [Reidetal, 1977]. As expected, results were not satisfactory because these techniques
weze designed for substances having lower molecular weights.

As a result, fluids were cllaracterized by adjusting some parameter',s of the equation

of state until the liquid phase densities in the system were reproduced. Peng Robinson
equat, ion is cubic-like and, as Mrea.dy seen, it may be represented as:
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I_,T a( T)
P=

'l, - b v'2 + 2by - b'2

where a(T) ix a function of temperat_lre representing the cohesion l_a.rameter, and constant

b is the covolume parameter, These para, meters characterize each fluid a,nd are generally

obtained from critical properties.

Since the criticM properties for silic(me are not known, vah.ms a t:ul(1 b are obtained

by regression of the experimentaJ v(,hmlet, ric d_ta,.

The restrictions used in regression take into account that pa, ra,meters tt and b must

be positiw:, by definition a,nd t,h_tt tlw molar vohune cmmot be lower than b (in the limit v
--+ b tm infinite repulsion press,n'e is genera,ted), o greater th_.m the fluid's residual volume,

To sa,tisfy the restrictions for all experimental isotherms, it is required to assign a

dependence of b with tempera, t_tre, and use the data with pressures lower than 1000 psia

to make sure that r)arameters will ltave positive values.

Figure 15 show the a.djllstmel_t results for the 100eSt silicone, where a higher deviation
is observed at low pressures and it bec,onles even higher as viscosity increases. Parameters

(_btained for three silicones a,re summarized in Table 5, where a dependence of b with

temperature is obserw_d. The isotherm curva,ture calculated with these parameters is

much stronger than the one obtained experimentally, the result being error presence in

pressure prediction. An attempt is being made to improve this characterization.

T() represent "methant,", tlw steam pressure equation mid the criticM properties taken

frown the project API 44 [1980] were emI)loyed, lt was observed that the dependence of

the at, tr_:Lction pa.ra.meter a with teml)erature was not adequate t_t ternperatures close to

t l_e critical one. A correlation suggested by Mollerup [1986] was proposed, which improves
the satur_tion pressure prediction in the whole range ()f reduced temperatures used (0.4 _<

Tr _< 1.()), and allows a reliabh_ extrapolation of a for supercritieM temperatures.

Van der Waals-type mixture rules were used. To reproduce the experimental differ-
ential release PVT data, a binary interaction parameter was introduced in the mixture rule

for flail. Optimum values for the interaction parameter proved to be dependent on the

composition and they were correlated th,'ough Redlich-Kister-type equations, suggested

by Adachi and Sugie [1986]'

kij = l,j q- rn,ij(x i - Xi) na nii(xi -. xj) 2 Jr ...

a quadratic adjustment being enough for our system. The results obtained in the charac-

terization allow to predict saturation pressures in the equilibrium with a average error of
0,6%,
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Description of the experimental equipment

The experimental equipment designed and outlined in Fig, 16 allows to obtain the
pressure history during desorption tests and record bubble formation through photographs,

Said equipment consists of a displacement pump which allows to inject the fluids
stored in vessels in the testing cell, The cell is submerged in a thermal bath, DesorptioIl
occurs in the testing cell, which is made out of glass (inside diameter = 2 cm a,nd volume
= 40 tc) to make it possible to visualize the phenomenon, Two additional vessels are used,
one as a reference cell and the other one as an expansion tank (stainless steel/volume =
500 tc),

The equipment includes three pressure sensors. Gauge (SP1) measures the differential
pressure in a-50 - 50 psi range, and it is located between the testing cell and the reference
cell, Gauge (SP2) measures the absolute pressure in the experimental cell with a 0 - 1000
psi range, and gauge (sPa) measures the barometric pressure in the expansion cylinder
in a 0 - 1250 psi range, The expansion cylinder is filled with methane until a pressure
previously determined according to the pressure desired in the experimental cell after
expanding is reached, The differential gauge was added to the equipment to improve
measurement accuracy, since the absolute pressure gauge resolution - 1 psi - is insuflqcient
for the pressure increases expected in the experiment.

The experiment basically includes the following steps: the experimental cell is filled
with a silicone-methane mixture saturated at high pressure (800 - 1000 psi), Then the
mixture is rapidly expanded and methane is allowed to escape from the cell until a desired
pressure is reached and the valve is quickly closed to isolate the cell again,

As an example, Fig. 17 shows a record of pressure as a function of time lo,' an
expansion for the 10000 est silicone at 102°F. The curve indicate a rise in pressure clue to
gas desorption. A summary of the tests carried out and the comparison thereof with the
model developed will be presented in a future report.

Data Acquisition System

The desorption process evolves rapidly in time. Therefore, it is virtually impossible
to record all the variables of interest and take pictures simultaneously in order to obtain
an appropriate sequence for the experience. The problem is even worse if the pressure
gradient in the cell increases. As a result, it is of utmost importance to automate the data
acquisition system. This will allow to obtain a more reliable and complete information to
be used for parameter comparison purposes within a model.

The data acquisition system includes a hardware and a software. The hardware
consists of a personal computer, model 70, with a 3-mega RAM memory and a 40-mega
hard disk with a data acquisition card (MC-MI 0-16 by National Instruments), The logical
part consists of a data acquisition package (MEASURE by National Instruments) and a

L
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(1_11,1_processing pa.ckll.g_, (LOTUS 1°:3 l_y L(st.lls Dev(:lolmwnt).
f

Sl)re_utsheets m'(-, lls,3_.l for (l_:t,l:. m'(l,tisition. They arc l)r(,13r(_grmmned with so:n( 3

lll_l('r(,s fm:Jill;at, ing t;he da, t,_ tlm:dlillg _111(1m'q_fisit.ion process, As a. result,, t,l:e proc_.,ss is
,,\'(:1: Inore tmt,oma, tized,

CONCLUSIONS

A pr('clict, ive mo&_'l has be(-'n d('velol)('([ f()r h<m_<)geneous nuch:,at, i_m i:l binary disso-
luti(ms Tl:e model us_:'s (.::1,1(_1 coast, a,:ts, tlm a.(.,ent,ric factor a.,_(l the pure, comt.)onent

l)a.rachoras ittpu.tparameters,Thcrn:¢_dy::amicl)rol)erties,in(:l::(ii:tgsta.bilitylimit,s,are

predictedwit,h the Pcng- Il.:,:_binso::(..'qua,t.ionof state,Nuclea.t,ion :'_:m:'and pressureare

Isredict, ed 1),,,means of tl:e kinetic theory i:: rh(-.' Reid version [1978],

C'_.dc::lations eff(:ct,(,d with t,he m:.::lea,tion model coincide with results presented by
(' " 'SF/.eid [1978] a,nd Modell a,::d t-t.ei(t [:gsal, B:s:de,, t,hey a.gr(:,e wit,h some fundamental

('l:m'a,ct,(-,risti('s of the :::::::::::::::::::::::: m:ch:ation l)r()c(-tss, describ_:,d in vm'ious references in

t,l:e Iit,(!ra,t_:re. P<)sitiv(; ::::ch:'atio:_ pr(:'ssures a,re clos(-,ly rela.ted to high ten:pcn:_tures or

sig::ifi(':_::t c(mcc:ttt'a, ti(s_:s (st' t l_e:,::::_sI, v(slat, ile c(S:nl._(_,:e::t., Bul_l)l:-, for:n:_l;ion ra,re speeds
' II.I) ill a lia.rr()w rallgC (Si' I')I'(-'HSIII'(.!S, ,'iS a. r(,sult., [)I'(:'SSlll'(" l.)redi(,tioli (mid therefl:_re lmbl:_le

size) is rela.t.ively inst-,iisit, ivc t,(_ t,li(, crit, ica.1 va.l:m a.ssmn(,d for sai([ ra.tc.

Ntt(_:leationpredictionsarel):'esent.(_dfort,li(-'mct,hane-decan(?system _:_t5_ and I0_4)

,,:(_larmet}:a::e(:onc_:'ntr:_ti()::s.In l)othcases,m t('leationpressur<-,isnega_t,iveat ten:pera,-
t,,u'_:s low(-,r t,l:an 500 K, As a c(mchtsion, a,t lower t,eml:)er_tt,ures gas desorpt, ion results ft'():::
_: l):tr(;'ly _lifl'usiw:._ mocha.hist,: (n" :!_t:etcrog;(,tt<-,():,,s :mcleati:m process,

A d(:'s(_rpti(m model i::cl::ding t.w(_::Ie('ha,nisn:s for gas r::4_'u.s(:,wa,s developed: gas des-

(_rl.)tit)ttfro:t:t,l:eliquidt,otI_:'gas l_l:as,.'t.hrought,hc stlrfacedue t,omoleculardiffusion,and

gas des(srpt;ioi: due t,o I.mbl)h:, forma.ti(.s:i, growth and escape. The methane-decmie system

was ::sed t,o conduct a, s<-,ntit;ivity st,_(ly (_:_ tli(:' most import, ant wu'iables involved ill the

d(.,sorl)t, ion plienrm:enon, Said study gaw:, the qua.litatiw, results expected, Expei'ime::tal

(tara are r(:!quircd to qua,ntitatiw_ly (!wd:tat, c the mod(.,l,

Experimental results will t)e r<:,q:iir_-,(lto ()bta, in the information fiJr validating the
:ilod(-:l,The silicone-methane sy.,st,(,ni wa,s s_,h.,ctc'd and clmra.cteriz(-,d by using experiim, nt_d

PVT information, Some equil.mit-_nt t,o (.)b,,._(,rvethe phenonier:on _:md rec.ord the pressure

l:istory during the desorption prc)c(tss wa.s designed _md asseml?h.;d, It wa,s necessm.'y to

_l_t(_:::at,(-, tt-:<,data a,cquisit, i(s:_ syst_:,::: l)_'¢':t_ts(,of the i:ffor:n:_.ti():: v(slume generat, ed dm'ing
tl:c tests i:: a, r(:'l_.rti:,'_:'lysl:orr ti:::(_,

A series of activitie, s [_._:_,'t,lse.cl: 1)l_m::e<[ t,<_in:l>r<)v(, i,lw :n()({:_'t' rel)ea, Ung the t::;st,s

by ::sine (,scua, le:tc (a hy(lr(_:ta.rl_<_:: wll_>,_:'_':.'it,ical l)r:sl)_,rti_,s :_.r('l,:.n(sw::), a.n(t replacing t,he
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glass cell by a steel cell (to be able to use more severe temperature and pressure conditiolls,

similar to those in the reservoir). Results obtained will allow to see whether it is f(msible
to extend the study to a heterogeneous desorption model where the porous medium will

be considered, this being the ultimate objective of the project.
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TABLE 1. Interaction Parameters klz for the Methane-Decane System. Peng-R()l)ill.._n_
EOS

TENIPERATURE [°I(] /,'1'2

423.15 _ 0.036

510.95 0,077

5,42.75 0,141

563,25 ' 0,182

583.05 0,280

Correlation: A'12 =-0,01159 + o,o16.595
1 -T/Tc_

TABLE 2 Group Contributions for the Parachor Calculation

Group Contribution

C 9,0

H 15,5

, C'H:_ 55,5

C,'H_ 40,0

0 20,0

Example: Methane, C'H:_ +H, lP] = 15,5+55,5= 71,0
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TABLE 3. Nucleation, Spinodals and Saturation Pressures for a 10_/; Molar Methane
Dissolution in Decane

Temperature [°K]

Pressures [bar] 300 360 400 450 500 515 525 550 57.5 .585

Saturation 19,79 26,12 28,62 30,21 31,01 31,27 31.48 32,21 32,26 32,29

Nucleation <0 <0 <0 <0 10,09 15,62 18,95 25,99 30,21 31,15

Spirlodal -380,45 -240,48 -166,84-93,10-36,96 -23,23-14.84 -3,54 17,79 22,30

diffusive

Spinodal -381,43 -241,52 -167,91 -94,24 -38,20 -24 52 16,17 -'),05 16.06 _0,3o

Crit. Radius - 4,45 5.00 .5.47 7,27 11,40 15.13

TABLE 4. Nucleation, Spinodals and Saturation Pressures for a 5% Molar Methane
Dissolution in Decane

Temperature [°K]

Pressures [bar] 300 360 400 450 500 .515 525 550 57.5 585

Saturation 9,58 12,72 14,07 15,32 16,89 17,58 18,14 19,92 21.90 22,82

Nucleation <0 <0 <0 <0 <0 0,46 4,40 13,07 19,58 21,62

Spinodal '398,68-257,31-182,58-107,24-49,26-34,92-26,10-6,62 9,07 14,26

diffusive

Spinodal -398,81-257,55-182,83-107,51-49,,54-35,22-26,41-6,96 8,68 13.$4

Crit. Radius - - 4,71 5,13 6,72 10.22 13.23

Ira]x109
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TABLE 5. C,alculated EOS Parameter

T[°;,] , t kmol J

100 313,43 13515 13,211

100 340,59 14233 13,507

100 369,09 15892 13,820

100 395,21 15328 14,106

1000 310,87 153880 55,599

1000 338,93 117900 56,827

1000 368,04 126020 58,1 ()T

100(] 395,37 87478 59,216

10000 311 ,ST 955990 112,67

10000 340,37 599850 115,40

10000 368,71 774400 118,11

10000 396,04 1439600 120,76
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Fi_. T Nucleation Rate and Nucleation Pressure for a Mixture of 10%
Methane in n-Decane
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APPENDIX A

Full text o4' the "Sixth Amendment and Extension o_' Implementing
Agreement IV Between the Department of Energy of the United States, of
America and the Ministry of Energy and Mines of the Republic of
Venezuela in the Area of Enhanced Oil Recovery Thermal Processes."
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SIXTH AMENDMENT TO ANNEX IV OF THE

IMPLEMENTING AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND MINES OF THE REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA

IN THE AREA OF

ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY THERMAL PROCESSES

WHEREAS, theUnitedStatesDepu'tr_n!ofEnergy(DOE) and theMinistryofEnergy
and Mines ofVen_zoela(MEMV) didon the29thday ofSeptember1980,¢nlu intotn

]mplerr_ntingAgr_ment forcooperationinLhcareaofEnhancedOilRecoveryThermal
l_ocesscs(hereinafterrderr_ so as the ImplementingAgreement);

WHEREAS, DOE andMEMV have previouslya_ to the FLrst,Second,_ Fourth
and Fifth Amendments and Exlension tO [he ]mplen'_ndng Agre,_n_nt;

WHEREAS, DOE andM_.MV havedischuge.dtheirprincipalobligationsand dutiesunder

the ImplementingAgT_rnentlind theFLrsl,Second,Third.Fourthand FifthAmendments
and F.xt_nsiOn lO 1_¢_ mul-u_l satisf,,ctionandbenefit;

WI-_REAS, DOE andMEMV now desireIofurtherextendongoingcooperativeeffortsand

further desire to i.nidate and pursue ne'_ and addJdonaJ cooperative activities;

WHEREAS, the need exists to increase the recovery efficiency of steaJ12injection met.hods
for the recovery of heavy oil, Lnd the use of acldidves conl_nues Io be _ an.racdv¢ method
of ]_tend_y increasingre...coveryefficiency;

WHEREAS, DOE AndMEMV dcsi.rctocooperativeintheapplicationofin-tim

combustion for lhc recovery of h_v7 oil;

WHEREAS, DOE _d ]vtEMV des_ tofurthercooperativeeffortson sheunderstanding
of_e therma.]p,,_cessesand thereservoirmhditsfluidswher_ these processesan:
conducte,d',

IT ISAGREED AS FOLLDWS;

ARTICLE 1

In accordancewithArticle7 of theI.mplemendngAgreement,m.ndInaccordanc_with
ArticleV oftheEnergyRese.a.rchand DevelopmentAgreementof Match 6, 1980,DOE
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tnd MEMV hereby furl.hertrnend and extend the Implementing Agreement ts here_aftea
provided.

ARTICLE 2

Article I of the Imp]ernen_g Agreement and l!.] other aal:icles _d prov/sions not herein
tmendecl are extended as writ'mn, The identification of Pas'_es in Article 1 of the
Implementing Agreement sh_ be used throughout this Amendmenl and Extension
Agreement.

ARTICLE 3

Article2 of[heImplemen_g Agreementisamended by adding,.hefollowingTasks44
through 49,

A. _{eam Additlv_

Task 44 - DOE sh_ provideINTEVEP with informa6onfrom thework
performedby SUPRI on thetransientflowbehaviorofsteamand
steam/foamflowand low pressu.rcfoam flowincludingdataand
arts.lysisfromC.AT-SCAN meas_ementsof theseprocesses._,
_ddit_onDOE/SUPRI willprovideinformationon lh-situ combustion
and combustionkinetics expcriments with various crudeswith and
without catalystsused to affect the nature and amountof fuel fo_

Task 45 - IN"I'EVEPshallprovideDOE with information from two-dimensional
laboratorydisplacementsand numencaJsimulationstudieson the

• influenceofsu.rfacmntson steaminjectionprofilesand oilproduction
performance under conditions typica.1 of slca.m drive and cyclic steam
processes.

B. Steam In|ect|on

Task 46 - DOE thal]provideINTEVEP withinformation from la_ratories
studieson lightoilsleamf'Icx:x:ILngconductedby NIPER. "Fheresearch
istodescribetheinfluenceof mscrvoLrrockand its_,cuab_rl,oil
and itscornposi_on,brineand steamtemperatu.reon theoilrt,covery
fromlightoilreservoirs.

Task 4'7 - INTEVEP shallprovideDOE withInformationfroml_,boratorywork
and fieldexpe_enceOn methods lo minimize heatlossesinsteam

injectionwells.Informationwillinclud_wellcompletionlindinjection
strategiesaswellastypesof insulatingmaterialsused.

C. lR_ese_rvoirFluid__n_dRock Ch_,ractedzatlon

Task 48 - DOE ,hallprovideINTEVF__ withinformationfromcompute"
mc>del.ing,,ystem design, and field tests conducted by the Law, nee
LivermoreNationalLaboratory on theuseof cross-borehole
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dectrom=tneticinductiontomographytor Imqdn| therwo-dlmendontl
conduczivi_ _dis_ibution between weUs in heavy og strata lhd lhenm_
injectionwries. ... •

,,.

Task 49 .- ]N'TEVEP shah provide DOE with informadon on z_s_h condu¢1_

on themechanisticstudiesAssociatedwith bezvyoll prod_dm. The
effect of steamdistillation on the performanceon steamInjection
processes will be studies sz well ts _ k_edcs of Iu Ilbemlon la
hea_ oils.

ARTICLE 4

The Implementing Agreement between DOE and [NTEVEP shall hereafterconsistof the
Implementing Agreement as a,rnende,d by the First, Second,Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth
Amcndzncntsand Extensions.

ART]CI_ 5

This Sixth Amendment and Extension shall become effective when signed by the members
of lhc Joint Sleeting CornmJrtceor their designed representatives. The Implementing
Agreement, as amended, sh_ remain in effect und] Mzrch 31, 1991, or undl temzinated by
written nodce as provided in Article 8 of the Implementing Agreement.

Done in Washington, D.C. and C_acas, Ver_ezuela.

THE JOIN STEERING CO]vIJ_rI'TF_,

On behalf of DOE On behalf"of MEMV

Member- Marvin Stnlg_ / Member. Otmter,_sic

,I
-- ii i

Mcmt_r- George Stosur Mem_r. Richard C-.orrie

Mem_r - Tom Wesson _r - H,_s Krause --

Date (./ "- '
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